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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Electric power generated from renewable sources of energy is generally referred to as “Green Power.” These renewable sources include solar, wind, wave, hydro, geothermal, biomass, and hydrogen. Among these, wind energy is considered as one of the most economic and viable solutions. Today, there are more than one million “windmills” in operation around the world used for traditional applications. However, there has been a renewed interest in wind energy in recent years because it is a potential source for electricity generation with minimal environmental impact and with no cost for fossil fuel. With the advancement of aerodynamic designs, wind turbines that can capture hundreds of kilowatts or even megawatts of power, are readily available. When such wind energy conversion systems (WECS) are integrated to the grid, they produce a substantial amount of power, which can supplement the base power generated by thermal, nuclear, or hydro power plants.

WECS are broadly classified as grid-connected or isolated systems. While use of isolated WECS is restricted to small-scale power generation in remote areas, grid-connected systems are more popular and much higher power capacities are commercially available. Depending on operating speed, the WECS can be divided into two groups – fixed-speed operation systems and variable-speed operation systems. If there is flexibility in varying the shaft speed, the power capture due to fluctuating wind velocities can be substantially improved. The requirement of variable-speed constant-frequency (VSCF) operation has led to several developments in the generator control of WECS.

The common electric generators used for isolated WECS are the Direct Current (DC) generator, the field-wound or permanent magnet synchronous alternator, or the capacitor-excited induction generator. Of these, the induction generator is most attractive because of its ruggedness, low cost, and low maintenance requirement. The squirrel-cage rotor induction motor is also the most frequently used generator for grid-connected WECS. When directly connected to the grid, the induction generator runs at near-synchronous speed, drawing the magnetizing current from the mains, resulting in nearly constant-speed, constant-frequency (CSCF) operation. However, this machine can be used for VSCF operation, as well, through the use of a power converter.

1.2 The Variable-Speed Constant-Frequency (VSCF) Wind Generator

Variable-speed wind turbine control using cage rotor machines has been reported by Miller et al [1]. The generator is operated in constant voltage to frequency ratio (V/f) mode by a voltage source inverter. The frequency command is decided by the present rotor speed and the target power. The turbine speed is measured and the target power is determined based on a cubic function of speed. The required frequency is then computed depending on the machine parameters. We estimated the annual energy production of the system by using a Rayleigh annual wind distribution. It is reported that for a turbine with a 5-m radius, the annual energy production was 49.6 megawatt-hours (MWh), compared to 37.2 MWh for a corresponding fixed-speed system.
Vector-controlled squirrel-cage induction generators for VSCF wind power systems are also commercially available. Instantaneous control over the machine torque can be exercised leading to smoother variations in generator power and speed. The utility side converter is simultaneously controlled for unity power factor operation under all wind conditions.

1.3 Prospect of Wound-Rotor Induction Machine for VSCF Wind Generator

In spite of the disadvantages associated with the slip-rings, the wound-rotor induction machine has long been a wind electric generator choice. By using a suitable integrated approach in the design of a WECS, use of a slip-ring induction generator has been found to be economically competitive. Control of grid-connected and isolated variable-speed wind turbines with a doubly fed induction generator has been implemented and reported.

1.3.1 Operating Principle of Wound-Rotor Induction Machine

A wound-rotor induction machine can be operated as a doubly-fed induction machine (DFIM) when a power converter is present in its rotor circuit. This converter directs the power flow into and out of the rotor windings. Because the DFIM can operate as either a motor or a generator at sub-synchronous and super-synchronous speeds, there exist four operational modes in which the DFIM operates. All the four modes are explained in Figure 1.1. When the machine runs above synchronous speed, this operation is termed super-synchronous operation. Similarly, operation below synchronous speed is called sub-synchronous operation. In both sub- and super-synchronous operation, the machine can be operated either as a motor or a generator. In the motoring mode of operation, the torque produced by the machine is positive. On the other hand, during generating operation, the machine needs mechanical torque as input; thus, the torque is negative during generating operation. The principle of a DFIM control in these modes can be understood more clearly by the power-flow diagram given in Figure 1.2. In this figure, Ps is the stator power, Pr is the rotor power, and Pm is the mechanical power. When the DFIM is operating as a motor in the sub-synchronous speed range (Figure 1.2[i]), power is taken out of the rotor. This operational mode is commonly known as slip-power recovery. If the speed increases so that the machine is operating at super-synchronous speeds (Figure 1.2[ii]), the rotor power then changes direction.

When the DFIM is operating as a generator in the sub-synchronous speed range (Figure 1.2[iii]), power is delivered to the rotor. If the speed increases so that the machine is operating at super-synchronous speeds (Fig. 1.2[iv]) the rotor power again changes direction.
Figure 1.1. Operating modes of a DFIM: Mode 1 (sub-synchronous motoring mode), Mode 2 (super-synchronous motoring mode), Mode 3 (sub-synchronous generating mode), and Mode 4 (super-synchronous generating mode)
Because the machine will be predominantly working as a generator for a wind-energy application, operation in mode 3 and mode 4 is more important than mode 1 and mode 2. However, for an ideal WECS system, all four operating modes are desirable. Motoring modes are useful when the generator needs to speed up quickly in order to achieve the best operating speed and efficiency. However, because of the high inertia of the wind generator power train, the acceleration of the machine may be achieved by the wind torque itself. Hence, motoring operations may be sacrificed if the cost of the system can be reduced substantially.

It should be noted that for sub- and super-synchronous generating modes, the power flows through the rotor are of opposite directions. Hence, the power converter connected with such system should have bi-directional power flow capability.
1.4 Power Converters for VSCF Operation

As discussed earlier, wind generation systems generally operate with best efficiency at variable speeds as the wind gusts dictate. Hence, it is necessary to interpose a frequency converter between the variable-frequency generator and a fixed-frequency utility. When a squirrel-cage induction machine is used, a power electronic converter equal to the kilovolt-amperes (KVA) rating of the machine must be used because all power transmitted to the utility passes through the converter. In the case of a wound-rotor machine, the power to the utility passes through both the stator and the rotor. Hence, the machine can be controlled either from the stator or the rotor or from both sides. State-of-the-art technology for wind power employs a DFIM with only rotor-side control, where the stator is directly connected to the grid. In such a control method, the power converter should be rated for the power produced by the rotor windings alone, typically one-third to one-quarter of the total KVA rating of the machine. This approach leads to significant reduction in cost. However, such systems typically use two full-bridge, three-leg insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) -based power converters, which are relatively more costly than a thyristor of equivalent power rating or a diode-bridge-based power converter.

Because the cost of electricity generation utilizing wind is relatively higher than conventional thermal, hydro, or nuclear power plants in most locations, it is important to give serious efforts to reduce the cost of the former and, thus, make it more competitive. The power converter and the generator system together constitute almost 25% of the total cost of the system. Hence, by reducing the cost of the power converter, the system cost can be brought down considerably. In this project, the major focus is to find alternative power converters, which will bring down the cost of the system and which will provide simultaneously satisfactory performance of the system. In the literature, various power converter topologies have been reported for AC/DC, DC/AC, and AC/AC systems. However, the selection of the final power converter for wind energy application should be based on the following criteria.

- Cost-effectiveness
- Suited for wide speed range
- Capable of handling bi-directional power flow
- Suited for unity power factor interface to the grid
- Require low maintenance
- Capable of tracking the peak power operating point with variable wind speed
- Reliability

Cost is an important factor in view of the fact that the existing wind turbines are expensive, and the payback period for such expensive installation is high. The cost of the power converter mainly depends primarily on the cost of the semiconductor devices and passive elements, such as the capacitor, inductor, etc. Thus, by employing relatively cheaper semiconductor devices, the cost can be decreased.

Cost reduction of power electronics can be done in two ways. First, semiconductor device manufacturers constantly introduce new technologies that produce the devices at much cheaper price. Second, if by using the existing power devices, an alternative low-cost topology is found through which VSCF operation can be supported and other performance criteria of the system maintained, cost reduction is also possible. In this project the second approach is followed.
1.4.1 State-of-the-Art Power Converter for Wound-Rotor Induction Machine Drive

The state-of-the-art technology uses two back-to-back IGBT based power converters with a DC link capacitor for VSCF wind power generation. This topology, (Figure 1.3) is the most popular one and currently being used extensively in wind turbine installations. Probably, the ease of control, known technology, and the availability of IGBTs up to the medium power range and versatile usage of the topology are the driving force behind the popular choice of this topology. With the help of this topology, field-oriented control of the machine is possible for the entire range of operating speed. In addition, the line-side inverter can be controlled for bi-directional power flow with the grid at almost unity power factor. The disadvantage of this topology is that it requires two IGBT-based fully controlled power converters. The IGBTs are relatively expensive and, thus, the existing system cost is high.

![State-of-the-art, back-to-back, IGBT-based power-converter topology for the rotor-side control of a DFIM for wind generator application](image)

1.5 System with Low-Cost Alternative Power Converters

With suitable converter topologies, it is possible to replace some of the IGBTs by diodes or thyristors without sacrificing the performance of the system; therefore, the cost of the power converter can be reduced. In this research, the major motivation is to determine such low-cost alternatives. A total of four alternative low-cost power converters are proposed for the control of a DFIM. Detailed circuit schematics, operating principles, and comparative analyses of all the four converters are illustrated in this report. The merits and demerits of each of the proposed power converter are discussed, and the feasibility of each of them for wind generator application is examined. Of the first three circuits, the authors propose two, and another existing power converter is explored for the first time for a wind energy application. In addition, an improved control algorithm is proposed for the fourth existing converter in order to obtain better performance.
1.6 System with Wide Range of Operating Speed

Another important aspect for wind turbines is to make them operate with optimum efficiency over all available wind speeds. In reality, the wind speed varies widely at different times and day of the year. Hence, a system with limited speed range capacity may not be adequate to fully exploit the potential of the wind. Even though limited slip operation brings down the cost of the converter, it reduces the utilization of available wind energy appreciably. Alternative solutions need to be explored in order to achieve a wide operating range without increasing the cost appreciably. By increasing the rotor-side power converter, the operating speed range may be extended to some extent. However, in systems where the stator is directly connected to the grid and control is exerted only from the rotor side, field weakening no longer becomes possible. Hence, the machine cannot be made to operate beyond twice the rated speed. Thus, topologically the rotor side control configuration suffers from a maximum speed limitation.

By employing power converters both in the stator and the rotor side, field weakening can be achieved and, therefore, a wide range of operation for speed (beyond twice the rated speed) is possible. In addition, with this arrangement, the excitation current can be shared amicably between the stator and rotor of the machine. By doing so, the winding design (copper volume) and losses in the machine can be optimized, and the machine size may be reduced. However, such methods incur extra cost to the system and may not be viable for wind energy application. In this project, because the major focus is to reduce the cost of the system, half-controlled converters are employed instead on both the stator and rotor sides. Thus, the cost of the machine-side power converter can be reduced to almost half. A new control algorithm is also proposed through which the performance of the machine with half-controlled converters can be improved in its operating range. The operating principle, control algorithm, and performance of the system with the proposed configuration will be presented.

1.7 System without Carbon Brushes and Slip Rings

As mentioned earlier, slip rings and carbon brushes are the major disadvantages associated with the wound-rotor induction machine. Normally, wind turbines are installed at remote places and maintenance cost for such remote installations are always high. Carbon brushes need regular maintenance; and this potentially increases the cost of the wind generation. In order to avoid the carbon brush and slip ring an alternative solution consisting of a rotary transformer is explored in this project. A 2-phase, 3-wire rotary transformer was designed and accommodated on the same shaft as the machine so that power can be transferred from the rotor winding of the machine to the power converter through the rotary transformer without using any slip ring or carbon brushes. A detailed analysis of the design and control aspect of the rotary transformer is presented later in this report.
1.8 Scope and Organization of this Report

In Chapters 2 through 5, four alternative power converter topologies are proposed, and their operating principles are explained. The merits and demerits of each power converter are illustrated through simulation results. A state-of-the-art simulation package, SABER, is used for simulating the system, which consists of a power converter, the DFIM, and an ideal turbine. A detailed simulation for each power converter is presented.

In Chapter 2, we illustrate a new converter topology consisting of a diode bridge, a boost chopper, a regular IGBT inverter, and two reversing contactors. Various operating modes of a DFIM in association with this new topology are explained, and a suitable control algorithm is presented. Finally, the controller is verified using a SABER simulation.

Chapter 3 deals with a second new converter topology. This new topology consists of a regular IGBT inverter, a thyristor bridge, and a DC/DC chopper interface. The operation of the new proposed topology is verified with SABER, and detailed simulation results are presented for various control modes.

In Chapter 4, another power converter is investigated for the rotor-side control of a DFIM. The power converter itself has already been reported in the literature. However, the possible use of this converter for wind energy application is investigated here for the first time. The control issues related to this power converter are analyzed, and a new control algorithm is proposed for improving the performance of the power converter. The operating modes, working principle, and control scheme for this converter are presented in this chapter. Finally, SABER simulation results are presented.

In Chapter 5, we propose a new control algorithm based on both stator and rotor-side control of a DFIM. Two three-phase half-controlled power converters are employed for both stator and rotor-side control of the machine. The proposed controller is capable of operating over a wide range of speed and, thus, the utilization of wind energy can be improved. At the same time by using half-controlled configuration the cost of the system is also kept low. With this control scheme the machine and power-converter efficiency are expected to improve. Most important, the machine is always made to operate at super-synchronous operating mode, irrespective of the shaft speed of the machine. The advantage of such a control algorithm is that no circulating power flows around the stator and rotor sides of the machine, which otherwise is a typical case for any conventional rotor-side control. After explaining the proposed control scheme, the performance of the system is verified with a SABER simulation, and the simulation results are presented.

Chapter 6 deals with the rotating transformer to be used with a DFIM. The operating principle, design guidelines, and the final design values of a rotating transformer are presented. A comparison is made between two-phase and three-phase rotary transformers and the advantages and disadvantages of each of them are illustrated. A detailed analysis and the effect of rotating transformer on the overall control and performance of the system are also explained.
Chapter 7 discusses a direct stator power-based control approach for the rotor-side control of a DFIM. First, the basic control principle is explained for a balanced system, then the same is extended for an unbalanced system. The impact of this control algorithm on the two-phase rotating transformer is illustrated. A detailed analysis of the nature of unbalance introduced into the system by the two-phase rotary transformer is provided, and a direct-stator power-based control algorithm is applied to cope with such unbalancing. Several other conventional control algorithms, such as field orientation control with or without rotor-winding current measurements, are also investigated, and the simulation results are presented.

The development of power hardware and the digital signal processor (DSP) -based digital controller are discussed in Chapter 8. A typical experimental result for a V/F control implementation of a 7.5-kW induction motor with the designed power converter is shown as a validation and test of the experimental set up. Photographs of different hardware components as well as photographs of the complete hardware system are given in this chapter. Unfortunately, the test machine has yet to arrive, so the results with the actual system are not available in this report. However, another supplementary report will be submitted after the testing of the system is completed. Finally, conclusions are stated in Chapter 9, and suggestions for future work are proposed.
Chapter 2: Power Converter Topology

2.1 Overview: Diode Bridge with a Boost Chopper, IGBT Inverter, and Two Reversing Contactors

In this chapter, we propose novel power converter topology consisting of a diode bridge, a boost chopper, a conventional IGBT inverter, and two reversing contactors. When connected through the rotor of the machine, the proposed configuration supports the generating operation in both sub- and super-synchronous speed ranges of operation. This system can be considered as one possible low-cost solution for wind energy application. Its cost is reduced considerably because one full-bridge IGBT-based inverter is simply replaced by a diode bridge and boost chopper. With this new configuration, the system is interfaced with the grid at near-unity power factor, provides bidirectional power flow through the grid and also supports smooth starting of the system from a standstill. Hence, it can be used as an alternative low-cost power converter for wind energy application. The system is verified with SABER simulations.

2.2 Introduction

The simple diode bridge is well known as the most economic solution among all the rectifier topologies that are available. However, it suffers from the disadvantage of drawing higher ripple current from the utility. The diode rectifier also does not have a voltage-boosting capability, which limits its usefulness. A diode bridge used in combination with a boost chopper, however, removes some of these disadvantages. First of all, it inherits excellent boosting capability from the chopper, and the chopper can control the ripple current of the system up to a certain extent. Thus, the overall power factor of the system can be improved by adding the chopper. The cost of such a single-switch rectifier-chopper combination is much less than a six-switch active-boost rectifier, and the benefit of cost-effectiveness is largely retained. The diode-bridge with boost chopper combination can also be used for the rotor-side control of a wound-rotor induction machine when the rotor generates slip power (sub-synchronous motoring and super-synchronous generating modes). However, this topology does not support the rotor-side control when the rotor requires slip power (i.e., during sub-synchronous generating and super-synchronous motoring) because the diode bridge does not have regenerative operation.

On the other hand, a conventional IGBT converter can be used for the utility side converter, as well as the rotor-side control of a wound-rotor induction machine as the need arises. Thus, by employing a diode bridge-boost chopper and a regular IGBT inverter in different combinations, it may be possible to control the rotor-power flow of a wound-rotor induction machine to the grid.

We propose such a power converter topology for the rotor-side control of a DFIM. The proposed circuit (Figure 2.1) consists of a diode bridge with boost chopper, an IGBT-based inverter, and two reversing contactors. It can be seen that this circuit has fewer semiconductor devices compared to the conventional back-to-back IGBT configuration. Because the cost of a diode bridge is much less than an equivalent IGBT or thyristor bridge, the proposed circuit is expected to be less expensive. The operation of this topology is different for the sub- and super-synchronous speed regime. In sub-synchronous operation, the diode bridge is connected to the utility, and the rotor of the machine is
connected to the IGBT-based inverter. During super-synchronous operation, the IGBT inverter is connected to the line and the diode bridge to the machine rotor.

Figure 2.1. Proposed power converter with diode bridge, boost chopper, IGBT converter, and two reversible contactors

When operating sub-synchronously, the boost chopper may also be used for improving the power factor of the system. In the super-synchronous mode of operation, the circuit is flipped so that the rotor of the machine is connected to the diode bridge, and the IGBT-based converter becomes connected to the utility. The rotor voltage, being a function of speed, provides the boost operation required to maintain the DC bus voltage above the peak line voltage. During this mode of operation, the boost chopper is not enabled. The changeover of circuits between the machine side and the utility takes place when the rotor passes through the synchronous speed. The changeover is made using two reversing contactors (Figure 2.1). Whereas a contactor with high interrupting current capacity appears initially to be expensive, it is important to note that the switch need only be rated for a small fraction of rated current. By reducing the interrupting current through the contactors by suitable control strategy, this topology becomes, in reality, a cost-effective solution.

Although the circuit of Figure 2.1 appears to be relatively simple and cost-effective, a number of issues must be resolved for successful operation of the system:

- A separate controller for the machine side as well as the front end has to be designed for the sub-synchronous and super-synchronous regions to achieve smooth operation over a wide range of speeds.
- Smooth transition of speed and reliable changeover of power electronics circuitry at synchronous speed must be ensured
- Special care has to be taken during sub-synchronous motoring and super-synchronous generating operation so that the DC bus voltage does not exceed the designed limit.
- Separate power factor correction methods must be adopted for sub-synchronous and super-synchronous modes of operation.

Once all the above issues are resolved, this proposed circuit might be considered as one cost-effective solution for wind turbine application. We verified the feasibility of this circuit by means of a SABER simulation. Based on the simulations, we found that this proposed topology provides a promising solution for wind generation. An in-depth discussion of this topology in connection with system simulation, control system design, line-side filter design, starting performance, and power factor correction will be presented in the remainder of this chapter.
2.3 Generating Operation

The following two sections describe the configuration of the wind turbine during sub-synchronous and super-synchronous operation, as well as some of the issues that must be addressed.

2.3.1 Sub-Synchronous Operation

For the above topology, during sub-synchronous operation, the IGBT inverter is connected to the machine side, and the diode bridge is connected to the line side (Figure 2.2). The torque and speed of the machine are controlled through field orientation. The boost chopper controls the level of the DC bus voltage. During starting of the wind turbine, a controlled acceleration in the motoring mode would be desirable. During sub-synchronous motoring mode, power flows from the rotor terminals back to the AC grid. Because the diode bridge is connected to the front end, the power cannot be fed back to the grid from the DC bus thus producing, perhaps, an over-voltage. However, by employing a suitable field-oriented control algorithm during the sub-synchronous motoring mode (accelerating mode), only the reactive power need be supplied from the rotor side, and no active power is drawn from the rotor during this period. This mode of operation can be accomplished by forcibly making the q-axis current reference (isq) zero. Thus, during this operation, the maximum acceleration of the rotor depends solely on the input wind torque. With such an arrangement, an over-voltage of the DC bus is avoided.

![Figure 2.2. Proposed power converter configurations during sub-synchronous operation](image)

During sub-synchronous generation, the rotor demands both active and reactive power from the DC bus through the IGBT inverter. With the proposed topology satisfactory sub-synchronous operation is possible without danger of overshooting the DC bus voltage. During steady-state generating operation, the machine operates with conventional field-oriented control, where the demanded active and reactive currents are supplied to the rotor through the IGBT inverter, and the DC bus voltage is controlled through the boost chopper at the front end. A detailed control-block diagram of the proposed converter for sub-synchronous operation is given in Figure 2.3. Figure 2.4 shows the steady-state SABER simulation results for the wind-generator system, and Figure 2.5 shows the transient SABER simulation results.
Figure 2.3. Proposed control algorithm during sub-synchronous operation
Figure 2.4. Sub-synchronous steady-state results with the proposed power converter: $v_{as} = \text{stator-phase voltage}$, $i_{as} = \text{stator-phase current}$, $i_{ar} = \text{rotor-phase current}$, $i_{a\_fec} = \text{front-end converter phase current}$, $v_{dc} = \text{DC bus voltage}$, $\omega_{mm} = \text{mechanical speed of the machine}$
Figure 2.5. Sub-synchronous transient results with the proposed power converter: $i(l\.sym24)$ = phase current through front-end rectifier, $v_{dc}$ = DC bus voltage, $tq_{mks}$ = torque developed by the machine, $v_{as}$ = stator-phase voltage, $i_{as}$ = stator-phase current, $i_{ar}$ = rotor-phase current, $w_{mm}$ = mechanical speed of the machine.
2.3.2 Super-Synchronous Operation

During the super-synchronous mode, the torque of the machine is controlled by the boost chopper. During acceleration in this super-synchronous motoring mode, the machine normally demands power input from the DC bus to the rotor winding. Because, the diode bridge is connected to the rotor during this mode, the DC bus is unable to supply any power to the rotor. Hence, during super-synchronous motoring mode, the boost chopper is turned off (duty ratio is zero) and the rotor must solely accelerate from mechanical torque (wind torque). On the other hand, during super-synchronous generating mode, the power is fed back from the rotor to the DC bus, and during this mode, the boost chopper comes into operation. The duty cycle of the boost switch increases proportionately with the increase in demand of decelerating torque (negative torque).

The IGBT inverter is used as the front-end converter (FEC), which permits the feeding of power to the grid at unity power factor. This FEC can also compensate for the reactive and harmonic components of the stator current by utilizing an active filtering principle. Hence, the front-end converter serves two purposes in this mode. Finally, a unity power factor interface of the system to the grid is ensured by this control method. A detailed control scheme for the super-synchronous mode operation is given in Figure 2.7. The SABER simulation results during steady-state and transient operation for super-synchronous speed regime are given in Figures 2.8 and 2.9.

Figure 2.6. Proposed power converter configuration during super-synchronous mode operation
Figure 2.7. Proposed control-block diagram during super-synchronous mode operation
Figure 2.8. Super-synchronous steady-state results with the proposed power converter: $tq_{mks}$ = torque developed by the machine, $wmm$ = mechanical speed of the machine, $v_{dc}$ = DC bus voltage, $vas$ = stator phase-A voltage, $ia$ = total phase-A grid current, $iar$ = rotor phase-A current, $ias$ = stator phase-A current, $igaa$ = front-end converter phase-A current.
Figure 2.9. Super-synchronous transient results with the proposed power converter: $t_q_{\text{mks}} =$ torque developed by the machine, $i_{\text{ar}} =$ rotor phase-A current, $i_{\text{as}} =$ stator phase-A current, $v_{\text{as}} =$ stator phase-A voltage, $i_a =$ total phase-A grid current, $i_{\text{gaa}} =$ front-end converter phase-A current, $w_{\text{mm}} =$ mechanical speed of the machine, $v_{\text{dc}_f} =$ DC bus voltage.
2.4 Contractor Operation

The most difficult mode of the proposed topology is the smooth changeover of the power electronic circuitry from sub- to super-synchronous operation. Two reversible three-phase contactors have been proposed for this purpose. Each contactor has three normally open (no) and three normally closed (nc) contacts. The input side of each no-nc pair is shorted and connected to the power electronic circuit (rectifier or inverter). On the other hand the output side of the no-nc pair is either connected to the grid or to the rotor of the machine, depending on the sub- or super-synchronous regime of operation. The contactor connected to the rectifier is called rectifier-side contactor, and the one connected to the inverter is called the inverter-side contactor.

Once the machine is running in a particular speed zone, operation and control of the machine is well defined. We have verified through simulation that the operation is smooth and satisfactory. The major complexity arises when the machine passes through the synchronous speed because the converter, as well as the controller configuration, changes from sub- to super synchronous regime.

If proper care is not taken, a number of problems may arise during this changeover. The following is a listing of issues that need to be addressed during such changeover.

- **Loss of control:** Contactors cannot make or break instantaneously. Unlike semiconductor devices, the breaking and making time for contactors are high (it may be few milliseconds, 10 ms for our case). In such a case, unless special care is taken, there may be momentary loss of control, and the transition from sub-synchronous to super-synchronous or vice-versa may not be smooth.

- **Asynchronous operation of contactors:** The instant of operation for the two contactors may not be the same. In such a case, operation of both the contactors may not synchronize. The fallout from such a mismatch may be severe. Depending on the contactor connections, this kind of timing mismatch may either cause a short circuit between the stator and the rotor circuit of the machine through the grid or both side converters may become shorted through the wiring of the contactor. A contactor connection with the potential of a rotor/stator short is shown in Figure 2.10. The consequence of both the stator and rotor becoming shorted through the grid may be severe. In order to avoid such problem, the inputs of the contactors are connected to the power electronic circuit, and the outputs are connected to the grid or the rotor. In such an arrangement, if one contactor operates earlier than the other, then the two power electronic circuits will be shorted either through the rotor or the grid. Because the current through each of the converters can be controlled, the second possibility does not cause any problem to the system. Details of how details of the contactors are connected to ensure safe operation are given in Figure 2.11.
• **Reduction of interrupting current**: The cost of the contactor clearly depends on the interrupting current it needs to handle. Resistive-grade contactors are cheaper than the equivalent current-carrying inductive-load contactors because the continuous current rating and breaking capacity are the same for resistive-load contactors. On the other hand, with equivalent continuous current rating, inductive-load contactors need to have higher breaking current capacity. With the reduction of interrupting current, the cost decreases sharply. Because the objective of the present investigation is to reduce the cost of the converter, it is important to reduce the current through the contactors at the time of making and breaking the circuit. This reduces cost and extends the life of contactors.

• **Smooth transition between sub- and super-synchronous modes**: For a smooth transition from one speed regime to the other, an overlap of the sub-synchronous and super-synchronous controller may be required.
2.4.1 Reduction of Currents through the Contactor during Make and Break

The reduction of current through the contactor during the changeover may be achieved differently for the two cases given below.

Case 1: The Machine is Accelerating from Sub-synchronous to Super-synchronous Regime

When the machine acts as a motor and accelerates from sub-synchronous to the super-synchronous regime with a conventional field-oriented controller, active power is normally extracted from the rotor to the DC bus during the sub-synchronous mode. On the other hand, active power is fed to the rotor from the DC bus during the super-synchronous regime. As explained earlier, during sub-synchronous motoring modes, the proposed controller cannot extract or feed active power from or to the rotor circuit. The machine, therefore, accelerates solely as a result of the wind torque. Thus, both the contactors handle only the reactive power, and the breaking and making current for both the contactors during this mode will be inherently small. In order to make the contactor currents actually be zero, the reactive component of current through the rotor circuit during this transition can be reduced to zero by means of control. For a short time, the reactive current will only be drawn by the stator from the grid. Through such a controller, the interrupting current can be brought down to zero. The power factor of the system during such a transition will be relatively poor, but it can be achieved. The simulation results during a transition are given in Figure 2.12.
Case 2: The Machine is Decelerating from Super-synchronous to Sub-synchronous Regime

When the machine decelerates from super- to sub-synchronous regime and acts as a generator, the rotor circuit feeds active power to the DC bus during the super-synchronous regime. On the other hand, power is fed to the rotor from the DC bus during sub-synchronous generating mode. In the super-synchronous mode, the rotor is connected to the DC bus through the diode bridge, and the front-end is connected to the IGBT inverter. As the machine approaches synchronous speed, the power flow through the rotor circuit is again reduced. For this condition, the rotor voltage is small compared to the DC bus voltage, and the total power flow from the rotor to DC bus is less.
We know that as the machine decelerates through synchronous speed, the rotor current and therefore the DC bus current will pass through a minimum. In such a case, the IGBT inverter can again be disconnected from the grid with low interrupting current.

Ideally, before breaking the circuit, the current through the inverter side can be brought down to zero by forcibly disabling all the gate drives of the IGBT inverter. When current decreases to zero, the inverter can be disconnected from the grid and connected to the rotor of the machine. Thus, the cost of the inverter side contactor can be further reduced. During this mode of operation, the inverter-side contactor operates first. The rectifier and the inverter are connected to the rotor winding and DC bus for a short interval. At this time, if the gate drive to the boost chopper is disabled, the current through the diode bridge will reduce automatically because most of the rotor current will now flow through the IGBT inverter. The rectifier-side contactor can be disconnected from the rotor side of the machine and connected to the line side. During this process, for a short interval, the line side is totally disconnected from the system. Because the converter is connected to the rotor and DC bus and because the machine is operating at super-synchronous generating mode, energy is dumped to the DC bus capacitor by the rotor. There is a possibility of DC bus voltage increasing, thus endangering the voltage margin of the IGBT inverter. We found through exhaustive simulation that, in reality, the DC bus voltage does not rise substantially because the active power dumped by the rotor at near-synchronous speed is small, and the machine remains in such an operating zone for a small duration. The increase in DC bus voltage is not significant. The system simulated for such a condition is given in Figure 2.13.

The question also arises whether the current through the rectifier side contactor will be reduced during such a changeover. Because, the inverter and the rectifier are connected in parallel and operate simultaneously, the anti-parallel diodes of IGBT module of the inverter and the diodes in the rectifier will act as two parallel circuits. When the corresponding phase IGBTs are in the OFF condition, the diodes of both the inverter and the rectifier will carry the rotor-phase current equally. Hence, the current through the rectifier reduces to half of the original current, and the interrupting current of the rectifier-side contactor will be half of the rotor current. This mode of operation was verified through simulation (Figure 2.14).

2.5 Control Algorithm During Transition Between Sub- and Super-Synchronous Modes

When the machine is decelerating from super-synchronous generating mode to sub-synchronous generating mode, a negative torque must be produced by the machine to counter the wind torque. Therefore, the rotor-side controller must be continuously active during this process. In addition, the changeover from one control strategy to the other has to be made in a controlled fashion, so that the current through each contactor before breaking comes closer to zero. In order to facilitate the above objectives, an overlapping of control strategies during transition from super- to sub-synchronous regime has been adopted. When the machine decelerates from super- to sub-synchronous speed, the control of the FEC is disabled first, even if the actual speed is greater than synchronous speed (>1 pu), but less than 1.1 pu speed. When the current through the converter reduces nearly to zero, the front-end converter (IGBT inverter, in this case) is disconnected from the line and connected to the rotor of the machine, and the inverter is used for controlling the rotor of the machine. Thus, during this condition, the controller meant for sub-synchronous machine-side control is being used even
when the machine is still operating above synchronous speed. At this time, the rectifier and the chopper are also physically connected to the rotor even though the main control is being exerted through the inverter. Most of the rotor current now flows through the inverter. The current passes through the rectifier and the contactor connected to its end. When the machine nears synchronous speed, the rectifier is disconnected from the rotor of the machine and is connected to the line. Thus, a smooth changeover between two control zones is made without overshooting the current and voltage in the overall system.

Figure 2.13. Simulation results during deceleration from super-synchronous to sub-synchronous regime: \(v_{as}\) = stator-phase voltage, \(i_{as}\) = stator-phase current, \(n_{2556}\) = contactor changeover logic (low = sub-synchronous mode, high = super-synchronous mode), \(i_{a_fec}\) = front end converter phase-A current, \(v_{dc}\) = DC bus voltage, \(w_{mm}\) = mechanical speed of the machine
Figure 2.14. Current sharing between two converters during transition from super- to sub-synchronous regime: \( i \text{(short.in_rot_a)} \) = current through the IGBT inverter, \( i \text{(short.d_rot_a)} \) = current through the diode rectifier, \( n2556 \) = contactor changeover logic (low = sub-synchronous mode, high = super-synchronous mode), \( iar \) = rotor-phase current, \( vdc \) = DC bus voltage, \( wmm \) = mechanical rotor speed.
Similarly, when the machine is accelerating from the sub-synchronous to the super-synchronous regions, the controller is disabled if the reference speed is more than 1 pu. This happens even if the actual speed is below the synchronous speed of 1 pu, but above 0.95 pu. The machine speeds up because of wind-produced torque alone. During such a process, current through both the front-end and machine-side converters decreases to zero, and a smooth changeover of near-synchronous speed is executed (figure 2.12 through figure 2.13). In steady state or during a transient when both the reference and actual speed of the machine are in the same speed regime, no overlap or change-of-control strategy is necessary.

2.6 Unity Power Factor Interface to the Grid

Using the above-proposed topology, the front-end IGBT-based converter acts as an active filter during super-synchronous mode. The active filter operation provides a system unity power factor interface with the grid. The active filter part is explained in the control-block diagram for the super-synchronous control mode of operation (Figure 2.5). In the front end, line-side inductors are used for boost mode of operation of the inverter; therefore, unity power factor operation is achieved. The simulation results of the current in the FEC during super-synchronous mode are shown in figures 2.8 and 2.9. The traces demonstrate that the total grid currents are of near-unity power factor.

During sub-synchronous mode of operation, the system injects some low-order harmonics because of the diode bridge and boost chopper. By introducing a line-side passive filter, such harmonics can be reduced. Because the rotor side handles only slip power, at sub-synchronous mode the harmonic currents injected by the diode bridge will be less compared to the total power generated by the system. Typically, the rotor will handle 30% of the rated power. With a regular diode bridge and boost chopper and with adequate line-side inductances, the rotor-side total harmonic distortion (THD) can be typically 15-20%. For the 30-kW system considered for our research and with 30% slip, the rotor-side converter handles roughly 9 kW power. Therefore, the harmonic power will be about 1.8 kW to 2.25 kW (20-25% of 9 kW). Because the stator power supplied to the grid is rated at unity power factor, the total power generated by the machine is 21 kW (30 kW-9 kW). Thus, the total harmonic content of the generated power will be a maximum of 8.57% to 11%. Even without any extra filtering arrangement except the line inductance, the harmonic content of the generated power could be reduced substantially. It appears that harmonics can be completely eliminated at the line side during sub-synchronous operating regime. This refinement can be considered as future work.

2.7 Starting Performance

Starting performance of the system with our proposed circuit has also been studied through simulation. Initially, the power electronic circuit is connected to the system with its normal sub-synchronous configuration — the rotor side is connected to the IGBT inverter and the line side is connected to the diode bridge along with the boost chopper. During starting, all the gate drives of the power converter are forcibly lowered, and, the DC bus is charged through the line-side rectifier. Because the DC bus voltage is much higher than the rotor voltage, the diodes of the IGBT inverter are all reverse biased initially. Therefore, the rotor circuit behaves as if it is open circuited, and no active or reactive power flows through the rotor. Thus, during starting, the machine accelerates as a result of wind torque alone. As soon as the machine reaches a certain threshold speed, the gate drives of the converter are enabled, and the whole system starts operating in speed/torque-controlled mode.
The simulation results during starting are given in figures 2.15 and 2.16. From the simulation results, it can be seen that initially the rotor current is zero (until 1 second after the start), and until then, the stator is drawing purely reactive current from the grid. It can also be seen that until 1 second, the phase difference between the stator voltage $v_{as}$ and stator current $i_{as}$ is almost 90 degrees. As soon as the rotor converter is enabled, the rotor starts supplying reactive power and the stator current comes down to zero. Because the machine is still accelerating, the operation is in the sub-synchronous motoring mode. As discussed earlier, in sub-synchronous motoring mode, the inverter only supplies the reactive component of current to the rotor from the DC bus, whereas no active component of current is supplied to the machine during that operation. The machine develops zero torque at this time. The machine speeds up only through the wind-produced torque. Once the machine reaches the set speed, it starts operating as a generator. (In this particular case, the reference speed was set at 0.75 pu speed or 118 radians per second). After the machine reaches its set speed, the inverter begins supplying both active and reactive current to the rotor and the stator current is opposite in phase with the stator voltage. Thus, the stator is feeding power to the grid at unity power factor. With the proposed converter topology, successful on-the-fly starting of the system has been illustrated.

During starting, the machine can be controlled as a motor and can be accelerated in a controlled manner by connecting it with the converter in the super-synchronous configuration (Figure 2.6). In such a case, the diode bridge and boost chopper will be connected to the rotor winding, and the front end will be connected to the grid through the IGBT inverter. Hence, the machine can be made to work as a motor during sub-synchronous operation with such a converter configuration. The slip power can be controlled and taken back to the grid via the DC bus. Once the machine achieves sufficient speed, the converter configuration can be changed by the contactor operation as is desired for the different operating speed ranges. As a result, controlled starting can be realized with the proposed power converter.
Figure 2.15. Simulation results during starting from standstill: \( \text{tq\_mks} \) = torque developed by the machine, \( \text{vas} \) = stator-phase voltage, \( \text{ias} \) = stator-phase current, \( \text{iar} \) = rotor-phase current, \( i \) = phase current through the front-end rectifier, \( \text{vdc} \) = DC bus voltage, \( \text{wmm} \) = mechanical speed of the machine.
Figure 2.16. Simulation Results during starting from standstill: tq_mks = torque developed by the machine, vas = stator-phase voltage, ias = stator-phase current, iar = rotor-phase current, i = phase current through the front-end rectifier, vdc = DC bus voltage, wmm = mechanical speed of the machine.
2.8 Conclusions

In this chapter, we prepare a novel power converter topology consisting of a diode bridge, a boost chopper, an IGBT converter, and two reversible contactors. This topology is valid for wind energy application, and the potential of the converter in connection to a DFIM control is explored. We found that with the power converter, the wind generator can be controlled in both sub- and super-synchronous regime. The operation of the generator in both the speed regimes is illustrated through SABER simulation results.

Separate control algorithms for both speed regimes are proposed and explained. We demonstrate smooth starting operation with the proposed converter. In super-synchronous operation, the machine torque is controlled by controlling the DC bus current employing a diode bridge and boost chopper. The front-end power converter interfaces the rotor circuit with the grid and also acts as an active filter for the additional harmonics injected by the stator of the machine to the grid. On the other hand, for sub-synchronous operation, the machine is controlled by the IGBT converter and a truncated field-oriented control is employed for that purpose. The front-end diode bridge and boost chopper supplies the rotor slip power through the DC bus and, thus, regulates the DC bus voltage.

A near-unity power factor interface of the system with the grid was achieved. Specifically, in the super-synchronous machine, the power factor is very satisfactory. In sub-synchronous speed operation, the THD of the system is about 8-10%, which is not poor, but certainly there is some room for improvement. This, too, can be considered as a future issue for research.

The cost of the system is reduced appreciably by removing one IGBT inverter and replacing it with a diode bridge and a boost chopper. Suitable control algorithms were found so that the interrupting current through the reversing contactors is brought down close to zero, which certainly reduces the cost of the contactors and, in turn, reduces the system cost further.

A suitable starting method for the wind generator from standstill condition was demonstrated. In conclusion, it can be stated that the proposed power converter can be considered as a candidate for an alternative low-cost option for variable-speed wind energy application.
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3.1 Overview: Naturally Commutated Thyristor Bridge with Bi-directional Chopper and IGBT Front End Converter

In this section, we introduce a second topology composed of a thyristor bridge, a DC/DC bi-directional chopper interface, and a line-side IGBT converter. We investigated it for driving a doubly fed wound-rotor induction generator and for interfacing the entire system to the grid. The power-converter combination interfaces the entire system to the grid at nearly unity power factor and controls a DFIM in all its four operating modes. It appears that the cost of the proposed converter will also be less than a conventional three-phase IGBT inverter because the rotor-side power converter consists of only two IGBTs and a conventional line-commutated thyristor bridge. For any line-commutated thyristor bridge, the chances of commutation failure may arise if the line-side voltage is very small or close to zero, which is a typical case for a wound induction machine when it is operating near synchronous speed. With a conventional thyristor bridge, commutation failure may be seen when the machine operates at close to synchronous speed. However, with the proposed system, forced commutation is possible and chances of commutation failure are avoided. In addition, a forced boosting phenomenon is achieved with the proposed method. It controls the system reliably, even close to synchronous speed, which otherwise is not possible with a conventional thyristor bridge (or diode bridge) and boost chopper. However, a problem is found when the machine passes through synchronous speed. Thus, with the proposed system, reliable and smooth operation of the generator is possible over the entire speed range except during transition through the synchronous speed. With the proposed configuration, the cost of the system will be reduced without any major sacrifice in the performance. The proposed system has been verified through SABER simulation, and the simulation results are presented.

3.2 Introduction

In this section we propose a novel power converter and associated control strategy for the rotor-side control of a DFIM. The proposed power converter consists of a thyristor bridge with a bi-directional chopper, which will replace one of the IGBT inverters of a conventional back-to-back IGBT converter based system. The proposed power converter, shown in Figure 3.1, is expected to have a lower cost than the comparable IGBT bridge inverter, while still allowing for the full four-mode operation of a DFIM.

A conventional IGBT-based converter is used at the front end, through which the rotor of the machine is connected to the line. The front-end converter, (FEC) controls the power flow between the rotor of the machine and the grid and also functions as an active filter for compensating the additional harmonics introduced by the stator. The complete system is made to operate at almost unity power factor. The main objective of the proposed controller is to reduce the converter cost without any major sacrifice in the performance of the system. In this work, the whole system (machine, power converter, and associated control system) was simulated in SABER, and the simulation results for both sub- and super-synchronous speeds are presented.
3.3 Operating Principle

The operation of the overall system can be divided into two sections: front-end line-side operation and machine-side operation, as shown in Figure 3.3, which adds the control topology to the system-block diagram. The FEC maintains the DC bus voltage at its rated value by controlling the power flow between the grid and the DC bus, as well as maintaining the interface of the overall system to the grid at nearly unity power factor. The machine-side inverter controls the speed and torque of the machine by controlling the DC link current.
3.4 A Doubly Fed Machine Control

A DFIM is formed when a power converter is present in the rotor circuit of a wound-rotor induction machine. The DFIM is controlled by directing the power flow into and out of the rotor windings. Because the DFIM can operate as either a motor or a generator at both sub-synchronous and super-synchronous speeds, there are four operational modes in which the DFIM operates, as explained in Chapter 1. However, for the sake of completeness, we discuss it again here. The principle of a DFIM control in these modes can be understood by the power-flow diagrams given in Figure 3.4. In this figure, $P_s$ is the stator power, $P_r$ is the rotor power, and $P_m$ is the mechanical power. When the DFIM is operating as a motor in the sub-synchronous speed range (Figure 3.4[i]), power is taken out of the rotor. This operational mode is commonly known as slip-power recovery. If the speed increases so that the machine is operating at super-synchronous speeds (Fig. 3.4[iv]), then the rotor power changes direction from the sub-synchronous operation.

When the DFIM is operating as a generator in the sub-synchronous speed range (Fig. 3.4[iii]), power is delivered to the rotor. If the speed increases so that the machine is operating at super-synchronous speeds (Fig. 3.4[iv]), then the rotor power changes direction from the sub-synchronous operation. Depending upon the direction of power flow in the rotor circuit, the machine-side converter (MSC) control is divided into two operational modes: (i) rectifier operational mode and (ii) inverter operational mode.
3.4.1 Machine-Side Converter (MSC) Rectifier Operational Mode

During sub-synchronous motoring and super-synchronous generation, the MSC will be operating in the rectifier operational mode because power is flowing from the rotor into the converter. Normally, in this mode of operation, the switch Q2 and diode D2 (Figure 3.6) will be turned OFF. The effective circuit during this mode of operation is given in Figure 3.5. The link current is controlled by operating switch Q1. The figure shows that the DC link in this mode resembles a boost chopper, feeding power from \( V_r \) to \( V_{dc} \).
3.4.2 Forced Boosting Near Synchronous Speed

With the proposed topology and a modified control scheme, the boosting operation of the system can be improved, which is termed here as forced boosting. Forced boosting is particularly important when the machine operates near synchronous speed because the rotor winding voltage is will be close to zero.

It is well known that a conventional boost chopper typically operates at maximum 1:10 input/output voltage ratio. For a voltage ratio more than this value, the performance becomes degraded or operation is no longer possible. However, for a rotor-side control of a DFIM, the rotor side controller should ideally operate at any speed, including those at or close to synchronous speed. With a conventional boost chopper, such operation close to synchronous speed may not be possible. In such a situation, the forced boosting method of this chapter may be applicable.

Forced boosting can be achieved by controlling both Q1 and Q2 when the converter is acting as a rectifier. For example, if Q1 and Q2 both are switched ON simultaneously, then the thyristor bridge will be reverse biased. The rotor-phase currents will flow through the AC side-coupling capacitor, and the DC-link inductor will see the entire DC bus voltage across it, as a consequence, the current through it will build up during this time. If both Q1 and Q2 are switched OFF simultaneously, the inductor current will be forced to flow through the rotor windings, thyristor bridge, and the DC bus. Thus, the inductor will help to force the current flowing from the winding to the DC bus, even if the rotor winding voltage alone is insufficient to have the boost operation by conventional operation of Q1 only. The above forced-boosting operation is extremely helpful while the machine is operating near synchronous speed. Thus, the operation close to synchronous speed becomes feasible, and this feature will be illustrated through simulation results later in this chapter.

3.4.3 MSC Inverter Operational Mode

During sub-synchronous generating and super-synchronous motoring operation, the MSC will be operating in the inverter mode because power is flowing from the converter into the rotor. In this mode, the switch Q1 will always be ON and diode D1 will be OFF since it is reverse biased by

![Figure 3.5. MSC rectifier mode circuit](image)
the DC bus voltage. Thus, the effective circuit diagram during the inverter mode of operation is given in Figure 3.6. The link current is controlled by modulating switch Q2. When Q2 is ON, the inductor has the DC bus voltage across it that increases the inductor current. When Q2 is OFF, the inductor current flows through the thyristor bridge and the machine. This circuit diagram resembles a buck-boost chopper, feeding power from Vdc to Vr, while Vr is negative. Hence, the composite DC-to-DC interface may be called a boost/buck-boost configuration. A similar eight-switch converter topology was suggested by Braun et al, [2] in connection with a DC motor regenerating braking control. However, their topology does not support boost operation during the rectifier mode, and it also does not operate with a unipolar DC bus unlike the proposed converter topology. The unipolar DC bus used here is advantageous because it simplifies the FEC.

3.4.4 Mode Transitional Operation

The transition between sub- and super-synchronous operation requires a precisely timed change in direction of the rotor power flow. If the rotor power flow direction does not change at the proper time, then the machine may be unable to transition between sub- and super-synchronous (or vice versa) operation and will remain in the same speed range. This timing issue can be resolved for the sub- to super-synchronous operation by detecting that the system is approaching synchronous operation and then momentarily turning OFF all of the switches and allowing the wind turbine to push the generator into the super-synchronous operation. When the transition from super- to sub-synchronous operation is desired, negative torque is required in order to decelerate the machine through synchronous speed. This negative torque must be high enough to not only overcome the positive torque from the turbine/prime mover, but also to provide the decelerating action. The challenge is that as synchronous speed is approached, the rotor voltage approaches zero, and the ability to control the machine through the boost converter is lost. One solution is to detect that the synchronous speed is being approached and command the turbine pitch control to momentarily reduce the torque and allow the machine to coast down through synchronous speed. While this option works, it is undesirable because it requires control action external to the converter (turbine pitch control), and the system power output must be reduced during the transition.
An alternative approach to this problem is to employ a forced-boosting operation through which sufficient negative torque can be produced by the machine, even near synchronous speed. Ideally, with forced boosting the torque can be maintained positive or negative even at synchronous speed. However, for a smooth transition through synchronous speed, the firing logic of the thyristor bridge needs to be changed as it enters the super- to sub- and sub- to super-synchronous regime. Otherwise, the developed torque caused by the machine will drag the rotor in the opposite direction rather than in the desired direction. This opposite dragging force may occur due to the following reason.

It was explained earlier that for a DFIM control, the direction of power flow through the rotor changes as it passes through the synchronous speed. Hence, to obtain smooth transition, thyristor firing logic direction has to be changed as it passes through the synchronous speed. Finding out the exact timings for changing the firing signal logic is challenging because it is based on the estimated rotor voltage direction and near-synchronous speed. This voltage is very small, so it is difficult to observe the exact direction-changing instant.

### 3.4.5 DC Link Control

Because the DC link current is approximately proportional to the torque of the machine for both speed ranges, the speed of the machine can be controlled by regulating the DC link current [3]. The block diagram of the DC link controller is shown in Figure 3.7. The outer speed loop generates a torque command, \( T^* \). Because the DC link inductor current always flows in the same direction, the current command, \( I_{dc}^* \) is proportional to \( T^* \). This current command drives the current loop, consisting of a PI controller and a PWM comparator to produce the control signals for the switches Q1 and Q2. The activity of the switches Q1 and Q2 can be determined by the rotor power flow. When power is flowing out of the rotor, then the thyristor bridge is operated as a simple rectifier, and switch Q1 is operated to control the link current through the boost converter action. When power is flowing into the rotor, then the thyristor bridge is operated as an inverter and switch Q2 is used to control the link current through buck-boost operation. In order to form the buck-boost topology, switch Q1 must be kept ON.

![Figure 3.7. DC link controller block diagram](image)
3.4.6 Commutation of Thyristors

In addition to controlling the link current during the inverter operation, switch Q2 helps the thyristor bridge to commutate. This feature is required because the DFIM's induced rotor voltage is proportional to the slip. Consequently, as the speed approaches and reaches synchronous speed, the induced rotor voltage approaches and reaches zero volts. This means that at near-synchronous speed, commutation failure would occur for a conventional line-commutated thyristor bridge. In the proposed converter, Q2 provides a forced commutation action by turning it ON and reverse biasing the conducting thyristor with the DC bus voltage. During commutation, the rotor current is able to flow through the rotor-side line-to-line AC capacitors. The operation of Q1 is unimportant for the commutation action; however, if it is kept OFF during this time, then the inductor current will remain relatively constant because it will free-wheel through Q2/D2. The use of Q2 during the commutation process will assure that commutation will occur without failure even near synchronous speed.

The thyristor bridge can be operated either as a rectifier or as an inverter depending on the direction of the rotor-power flow. During rectifier operation, the thyristor gate signals are all asserted so that the bridge behaves like a regular diode rectifier bridge. During inverter operation, the thyristor gate signals are generated so that each upper-half phase leg conducts from $210^\circ$ to $330^\circ$ of the phase voltage, while the lower-half phase legs conduct from $30^\circ$ to $150^\circ$. This operation corresponds to the direct opposite of regular rectifier operation. The firing signals are derived by examining the estimated rotor voltages. The estimated rotor voltage is obtained from an observer that measures the rotor and stator current, the stator voltage and the rotor speed.

3.5 Front-End Controller

The converter used at the grid interface is termed the front-end converter (FEC). The FEC employs a three-phase IGBT inverter bridge topology and is controlled to enable bi-directional power flow while keeping the DC bus voltage within good regulation. It can be operated at any desired power factor; therefore, it can act as a reactive power source. The converter is operated as a PWM voltage source inverter in the current-controlled mode so that the harmonics in the line-current waveforms are substantially reduced. Because the DFIM's rotor is fed through a DC link chopper and thyristor bridge, the currents in the rotor will no longer be sinusoidal. These non-sinusoidal rotor currents will induce low-order harmonics into the stator. Because the stator is directly connected to the grid, the grid will also see the equivalent lower-order harmonics, which is clearly not desirable.

In addition to the rotor-induced harmonics, the stator may also inject reactive power into the grid. However, both the reactive power and the rotor-induced harmonics are taken care of by the FEC's controller. The complete block diagram of the FEC's controller is given in Figure 3.8. The FEC controller compensates for the power factor and harmonics by extracting the extra reactive component and harmonic components from the measured stator currents and, then, generating a compensating
current command. The fundamental components of each phase current can be extracted by low-pass filtering the currents in the synchronous reference frame and then returning the filtered currents to the stationary frame [4]. The harmonic and reactive components can be found by subtracting the fundamentals from the actual currents of respective phases. Hence, by adding these components to the original current reference of the FEC, the final current references are generated. A hysteresis current regulator is used to control the current loop.

3.6 Simulation

The complete system including the DFIM model, FEC, MSC, and associated control system has been simulated in SABER. Detailed models for the semiconductor devices were used in the simulation, including turn-on and turn-off times. The machine parameters are listed in Appendix 5.1 at the end of Chapter 5.

The system was operated as a generator in the sub-synchronous and super-synchronous modes of operation. Steady-state and transient rotor-speed commands were simulated in both the sub- and super-synchronous regions. When the machine approaches synchronous speed while transitioning from the sub- to super-synchronous region, the rotor-side control is momentarily disabled to allow the machine to pass through synchronous speed. Similarly, during the transition from the super- to sub-synchronous region, the external wind-turbine pitch control was utilized to make the prime mover torque zero, while both the stator and rotor are open circuited. After the machine coasted to below synchronous speed, the stator was reconnected to the grid and the rotor-side control was re-enabled.

Finally, the operation of the machine employing a forced-boosting method was simulated, and it was shown that the machine can operate quite well in the vicinity of synchronous speed. Also, employing forced boosting. The controlled transition from super- to sub-synchronous operation may be possible without employing pitch control. The forced-boosting phenomenon is illustrated with the simulation results section 3.7.
3.7 Results and Discussion

Sample simulation results for the sub-synchronous and super-synchronous operating modes are presented in figures 3.9 through 3.14. From these results, it is seen that the MSC controls the speed quite smoothly, while the FEC maintains a nearly unity power factor interface with the grid. Results are given for steady-state (Figure 3.9) and during a speed-command transient (figures 3.11 to 3.14).

In Fig. 3.9, the current through the FEC (igaa) is not sinusoidal. This result occurs because igaa has to compensate for the reactive power and harmonics introduced by the stator of the machine. The current (ia) is the system grid current and consists of the summation of igaa and the stator current (ias). Notice that ia is nearly sinusoidal and 180° out of phase with the grid voltage (vas).

Transient results showing transitions within the sub- and super-synchronous regions are given in figures 3.11 to 3.14. From these results, it may be seen that the transient results are smooth and well controlled. Transient results showing the transition from sub-synchronous to super-synchronous operation are shown in Figure 3.15. In this figure, it may be seen that near synchronous speed the rotor control is disabled; the rotor phase and DC bus currents reduce to zero, while the machine accelerates only because of wind torque. This effect can also be observed in the speed trajectory, because synchronous speed, the slope of speed trajectory is different from the rest of the acceleration period trajectory. The signal scr_lgc in this figure shows whether the converter is working as a rectifier (+1) or inverter (-1).

Transient results showing the transition from super-synchronous to sub-synchronous operation are shown in Figure 3.16. In this simulation, pitch control is used for reducing the torque at the shaft of the machine. During deceleration, the stator and rotor are both disconnected from the grid, so that the machine coasts down through synchronous speed. In Figure 3.16, the signal pitch_ctrl_en indicates that pitch control is enabled. During this transition, because no electrical torque is produced, the deceleration time is decided solely by the mechanical time constant of the machine. This appears to be a disadvantage of the proposed converter. However, with a forced-boosting scheme it may be possible to achieve such controlled transition, which is illustrated below with a simulation result.

The simulation result of the complete system with forced boosting operation is given in Figure 3.17. It can be seen from the plots that the speed of the machine is about 163 rad/s, which is close to synchronous speed (157 rad/s). Naturally, the rotor voltage (var) is very small at that time. Even so, it can be seen that the rotor windings are carrying sufficient current and, in effect, the machine is developing sufficient torque to keep the machine well controlled at close to synchronous speed operation. This is achieved because of the forced boosting operation, as explained in Section 3.4.2.

When forced boosting is applied, it appears that it may be possible to operate the machine in controlled transition from super- to sub-synchronous speed operation. A simulation result illustrating such transition is given in Figure 3.18. It shows that transition through the synchronous speed is possible with the forced boosting scheme. However, it can be seen that the transition is not very smooth near synchronous speed. This undesired phenomenon occurs as a result of inaccurate firing logic generation near synchronous speed. As explained earlier in Section 3.4.6, the rotor voltage is very small at this time. Therefore, it is difficult to observe the change in direction of the rotor voltage and, thus, the firing logic generation during transition becomes improper. The rotor speed instead of generating, the machine starts motoring operation. Instead of being reduced, goes up again.
However, within a small time interval, the machine returns to its controlled mode, and the transition between super to sub-synchronous regime takes place. Thus, even though the system works with the forced boosting scheme, it may not be the optimum solution. We suggest that a better method be investigated in the future so as to obtain smooth transition near synchronous speed with the proposed configuration.

### 3.8 Conclusions

We propose new thyristor-based power-converter topology for the control of a DFIM. With the proposed controller, successful and reliable operation of the machine can be illustrated with simulation results. Because most of the components of this converter are thyristors, the cost of the converter is expected to be less than a regular IGBT inverter.

The DC-to-DC chopper interface works as a boost converter during the super-synchronous generating and sub-synchronous motoring modes of operation. On the other hand, it operates as a buck-boost converter during sub-synchronous generating and super-synchronous motoring modes of operation. With the buck-boost converter configuration, successful inverter operation of the thyristor bridge is obtained with a unipolar DC-link capacitor voltage. Thus, with the boost/buck-boost configuration, successful operation of all four modes of the machine is possible and has been illustrated through the steady-state and transient simulation results presented in this paper. The transition between sub- and super-synchronous operation is obtained through mechanical control (pitch control of turbine blade), which is sluggish in nature.

The proposed thyristor bridge, unlike a traditional line-commutated thyristor bridge, has ensured commutation even at synchronous speed. This is an added advantage of the proposed converter when compared to any other forced-commutated thyristor bridge because no extra commutation circuit is required.

A forced-boosting phenomenon using the proposed converter is illustrated in Figure 3.17, and we show that with such phenomenon the machine can be controlled close to synchronous speed, which otherwise is not possible with a conventional boost chopper. Using forced boosting, the transition between sub- and super-synchronous operations may be achieved with the converter operation. However, it is found that the transition with such a method is not very smooth.

The IGBT-based FEC is used for controlling the power flow between the grid and the rotor of the machine, as well as providing an active filter action to compensate for any additional harmonics injected by the stator of the machine. Successful near-unity power factor operation of the complete system with the grid is illustrated in Figure 3.18. The proposed power converter topology may be used for control of a high-power DFIM control in grid-connected wind-energy applications.
Figure 3.9. Simulation results of the proposed power converter during super-synchronous steady-state operation: \(\omega_{\text{mm}}\) = mechanical speed, \(T_{\text{qmks}}\) = torque developed by the machine, \(V_{\text{vas}}\) = stator-grid-phase voltage, \(U_{\text{u\_ra}}\) = rotor-phase voltage, \(I_{\text{iar}}\) = rotor-phase current, \(I_{\text{ias}}\) = stator-phase current, \(I_{\text{iga\_a}}\) = phase current through the IGBT FEC, \(I_{\text{a}}\) = total grid current (sum of the current through the FEC and stator of the machine)
Figure 3.10. Simulation results of the proposed power converter during sub-synchronous steady-state operation: $i = \text{SCR current}$, $idc = \text{DC link current}$, $vas = \text{stator- or grid-phase voltage}$, $ias = \text{stator-phase current}$, $var = \text{rotor-phase voltage}$, $iar = \text{rotor-phase current}$, $tq_{mks} = \text{torque developed by the machine}$, $wmm = \text{mechanical speed}$
Figure 3.11. Simulation results of the proposed power converter during a super-synchronous transient operation, from low to high speed: i = SCR current, idc = DC link current, ias = stator-phase current, wmm = mechanical speed phase current, var = rotor-phase voltage, iar = rotor-phase current, tq_mks = torque developed.
Figure 3.12. Simulation results of the proposed power converter during a super-synchronous transient operation, from high to low speed: i = SCR current, idc = DC link current, vas = stator- or grid-phase voltage, ias = stator-phase current, iar = rotor-phase current, var = rotor-phase voltage, tq_mks = torque developed by the machine, wmm = mechanical speed
Figure 3.13. Simulation results of the proposed power converter during a sub-synchronous transient operation from low to high speed: $i = \text{SCR current}$, $i_{dc} = \text{DC link current}$, $i_{as} = \text{stator-phase current}$, $i_{ar} = \text{rotor-phase current}$, $t_{q_{mks}} = \text{torque developed by the machine}$, $w_{mm} = \text{mechanical speed}$
Figure 3.14. Simulation results of the proposed power converter during a sub-synchronous transient operation from high to low speed: \text{rect\_inv\_lgc} = \text{rectifier mode (+1) / inverter mode (-1)}, \text{i} = \text{SCR current}, \text{idc} = \text{DC link current}, \text{var} = \text{rotor-phase voltage}, \text{ias} = \text{stator-phase current}, \text{iar} = \text{rotor-phase current}, \text{tq\_mks} = \text{torque developed by the machine}, \text{wmm} = \text{mechanical speed}
Figure 3.15. Simulation results of the proposed power converter transitioning from sub- to super-synchronous operation: rect_inv_lgc = rectifier mode (+1) / inverter mode (-1), i = SCR current, idc = dc link current, iar = rotor-phase current, wmm = mechanical speed
Figure 3.16. Simulation results of the proposed power converter transitioning from super- to sub-synchronous operation: pitch_cntrl_en = rotor pitch control (+1) / converter control (0), i = SCR current, idc = DC link current, ias = stator-phase current, iar = rotor-phase current, tq_mks = torque developed by the machine, wmm = mechanical speed
Figure 3.17. Simulation results of the DFIM operating near synchronous speed with the proposed power converter and with forced-boosting control scheme: \( \text{var} = \) rotor-phase voltage, \( \text{iar} = \) rotor-phase current, \( \text{tq} \_\text{mks} = \) torque developed by the machine, \( \text{wmm} = \) mechanical speed
Figure 3.18. Simulation results of the proposed power converter transitioning from super- to sub-synchronous operation with forced-boosting control scheme: var = rotor-phase voltage, tq_mks = torque developed by the machine, ias = stator-phase current, iar = rotor-phase current, wmm = mechanical speed
4.1 Overview: Hybrid PWM Converter with Thyristors and IGBTs

We investigated the use of a hybrid power converter consisting of a thyristor bridge and two IGBTs in a back-to-back converter configuration for the rotor-side control of a DFIM for wind-energy application. The converter topology, its operating principle, and detailed controller design are explained in this chapter. Finally, the topology is simulated in SABER, and the relevant simulation results are presented. We show that the hybrid topology can be thought of as a replacement for the existing IGBT-based topology, and the cost of the converter will be less. The power converter can be operated as a unity power factor boost rectifier in the front end. Also, another similar converter topology can be used for the machine-side control of a DFIM. The major drawback of this power converter is that it requires more components and thus it needs more physical connection points and wirings. This in turn, may increase the manufacturing cost. In addition, the THD of the current waveform employing the hybrid converter is higher compared to a regular IGBT inverter. The power converter needs a relatively complex control scheme.

4.2 Introduction

Typical rotor-side control of a DFIM for wind-energy application employs an IGBT bridge with anti-parallel diodes as a power converter, which supports bi-directional power flow. The IGBT-based topology, while realizing excellent power quality and control flexibility, is expensive because of the high cost of the IGBTs and their gate drive circuits, compared to thyristors and their gate circuits. In order to reduce the cost of the wind generator system, the hybrid topology [5] given in Figure 4.1 may be used as an alternative. The use of a reduced number of IGBTs allows substantial cost reduction when compared to the traditional IGBT bridge. Furthermore, the hybrid network reduces the harmonic distortion of the input currents and provides DC voltage boost capability compared to a diode rectifier. We investigated the given circuit topology for a rectifier application in an earlier paper [5]. However, the detailed control algorithm and analysis of this circuit for rectifier, as well inverter, application was not reported in that paper.

In this project, this topology has been investigated as a prospective candidate for wind-energy applications. Instead of using two back-to-back IGBT converters, two back-to-back hybrid converters of this topology can be used for the rotor-side control of a DFIM. All four operating modes of DFIM can be realized using this power converter. In the following section, the circuit description, operating principle, and the control algorithm for the given hybrid converter is explained in detail. Finally, the hybrid converter control algorithm is verified using a SABER simulation and the relevant simulation results are presented.

4.3 Circuit Description

The hybrid converter shown in Figure 4.1 consists of two IGBTs (Sw1, Sw2), a three-phase thyristor bridge (six thyristors, T1-T6, and six diodes, D1-D6), and some passive components necessary to support the forced commutation of the thyristors. The two IGBTs in this topology allow forced commutation of the thyristors. Forced commutation simply means that the thyristors can be switched whenever it is desired. In particular, the two clamp circuits, each consisting of a MOSFET, a diode, a
capacitor, and a resistor, control the turn-off of the thyristors. The resistors (Rs1, s2) and the capacitors (Cs1, Cs2) are used as common snubbers for the lower half and the upper halfthyristors respectively. The MOSFETs (Sw3, Sw4) are used to support the reverse recovery current of the upper- and lower-half thyristors. The MOSFETs and the corresponding IGBT switches are complementary to each other. They are interlocked with a small dead time so that the DC bus does not become shorted through these devices at any time. The inductors, L_P and L_n, shown in Figure 4.1 are necessary to limit the di/dt seen by the thyristors after the series IGBT is turned on. However, the values of these inductors are very small (a few µH). Air core inductors can be used for such purpose.

Because the topology will be used for rotor-side control of a DFIM, it needs to support bi-directional power flow. When power is extracted from the rotor of the machine (during super-synchronous generating and sub-synchronous motoring modes), the converter acts as a rectifier. During this mode of operation, the diode rectifier carries most of the current. The hybrid network is controlled to reduce the harmonic distortion of the input currents and regulate the DC bus voltage. When the rotor is taking energy from the DC bus, the thyristor bridge carries the current to the rotor winding. This mode of operation occurs during super-synchronous motoring and sub-synchronous generating operation.

In AC-to-DC and DC-to-AC modes of power flow, the limiting factor of the hybrid converter with respect to a full IGBT bridge is the switching frequency. This frequency has to be limited due to the slow turn on and turn off of the thyristors. Also, for the given hybrid converter, only one upper-half and one lower-half thyristor can be turned on at a time; the rest of the thyristors will be turned off automatically. When the thyristors are OFF, it reduces the effective switching frequency of a
thyristor compared to their commutating IGBTs (Sw1, Sw2). If the commutating IGBTs are switched at 10kHz, then each lower-half or upper-half thyristors can be switched typically at $10/3 = 3.33$ kHz frequency. Because a single IGBT is being used for commutating all three thyristors, the commutating IGBT has to support three times switching frequency of an individual thyristor. Hence, a trade-off must be achieved between the switching frequency and the input line reactors in order to obtain the desired THD of the three-phase current waveforms.

### 4.4 Operating Principle

The proposed hybrid converter can be operated as a bi-directional power converter in the same manner as a conventional IGBT-based converter. For AC-to-DC operation, it can be operated as a boost rectifier, and for DC-to-AC operation it can be controlled as a buck converter. In order to explain the operating principle of the given hybrid converter, the four operating modes of the converter, when it is acting as AC-to-DC boost rectifier, are described in Figure 4.2. For simplicity, the operation is explained with reference to phase A. For symmetric operation, the operation of the other two phases will be the same with simple $120^\circ$ shifting in phase.

![Diagram of hybrid converter](image)

**Figure 4.2.** Back-to-back hybrid converters for rotor-side control of a DFIM control for wind-energy application
Figure 4.3. Four operating modes of the hybrid converter with respect to phase A: (i) mode 1, (ii) mode 2, (iii) mode 3, and (iv) mode 4
In mode 1 operation, the lower-half thyristor (T4) of phase A and lower IGBT (Sw2) are turned on. Current flows from the AC side to the negative DC rail and, in effect, the current through the phase reactor increases. In mode 2 operation the lower IGBT (Sw2) is turned off. The current through the lower-leg thyristor (T4) of phase A is gradually reduced, and the phase-A current is gradually shifted to the upper-half diode (D1) of phase A (Figure 4.2b). However, because of the stored charge, the recombination current of the thyristor (T4) still flows through the clamping diode and snubber circuit (Rs1, Cs1) connected between the lower-half thyristors and upper DC bus rail. The operation of mode 2 continues until the current through the thyristor (T4) reverses its direction. When the current is reversed, operation enters mode 3, and at that time the reverse recovery current flows through the diode D1, the upper rail DC bus, the snubber circuit, the MOSFET (Sw3), and the thyristor T4 (Figure 4.2b). When the reverse recovery current becomes zero, the entire phase current becomes shifted to the phase-A upper half diode D1 and thyristor T4 is finally turned off. However, in order to ensure the thyristor is properly turned off, the lower IGBT (Sw3) should not be turned on at least for a time interval equal to the specified turn-off time ($t_d$) given in data sheet for a particular thyristor. This last mode of operation is called mode 4 operation (Figure 4.2d).

Thus, the whole operation mode 4 emulates the regular boost rectifier operation of an IGBT converter. In a regular three-phase boost rectifier, the conduction of an IGBT is the same as mode 1 in this case. The rest of the modes together emulate the diode conduction period of a regular IGBT boost rectifier. The only difference between them is that the switching process of the hybrid converter is more complex and distributed over four operating modes.
4.5 Special Control Effort and Switching Logic Generation

Unlike an IGBT bridge, all the phase currents of the given hybrid power converter cannot be controlled independently all the time. For example, when the phase-A lower thyristor (T4) is turned on, none of the phase-B or phase-C lower-half thyristors (T6 or T2) can be switched on simultaneously. Thus, if the current regulator of two phases demand switching two of the upper-half thyristors or two of the lower-half thyristors at the same time, this condition may not be possible with this converter. In the case of two lower-half phase thyristors getting positive gate signal at the same time, the one with more positive phase voltage will only be turned on. The other phase thyristor will be reverse biased and will have to wait for its turn in the next switching cycle. Therefore, the phase current corresponding to the waiting thyristors will deviate from its reference value further from the previous error. The error between the reference current and the actual current of this hybrid converter will be much higher compared to a regular IGBT-based converter phase current, where the lower- or upper-half switches can be turned on at the same time for two or three phases, if it is required.

In the hybrid converter, one of the phase voltages will be higher than the rest of the two phases in every 60° phase belt. Hence, within that phase belt, the thyristor with higher phase voltage will be the most privileged one, with a traditional control algorithm. If two thyristors receive a gate signal at the same time, the privileged one will be turned ON and the others will be forced to turn OFF irrespective of the demands of their respective current regulators. Each phase current will have much smoother current waveform within a 60° phase belt than during the rest of the period. However, the resultant waveform may not be the best current wave shape. Rather, the preferred waveform will be the one that will result in uniform harmonics throughout its 360° phase span. In order to achieve the above result, a new control algorithm is proposed. A priority resolver block is introduced in the new control algorithm, which decides the best case for a phase thyristor to be turned ON. If only one thyristor receives a positive gate signal at a time, then there will be no change in the control algorithm. But in the case of multiple phases getting positive gate signals for their upper or lower-half thyristors, then the priority resolver decides the most eligible phase to be turned ON, based on the following criterion.

The priority resolver checks the absolute error in all the concerned phase currents with respect to their references, and the phase with maximum error is chosen as the best fit for next switching. If the privileged phase becomes the best fit, then there will be no change in switching logic. However, for any other phases being chosen as the best fit for switching, then the gate signal for the privileged phases will be forcibly made low and only the device with the best fit will be allowed to have positive gate signal. The same logic is applied for the upper- and lower-half phase thyristors. Using such a priority resolver, it may be possible to have uniform current waveform for all three phases throughout the 360° region.

From the above discussion it is quite apparent that the zero switching vector cannot be achieved using the hybrid converter at any point of time that obviously limits the power quality of the system. Similarly, when a particular phase thyristor is being switched off, another phase cannot be turned on unless the turn-off process is completed. If the incoming phase is switched on before the outgoing phase is switched off completely, the outgoing phase thyristor may remain ON undesirably, and simultaneously the incoming phase may not be turned ON at all. This complex and shared
The commutation process limits the switching frequency of individual phases to a much lower value compared to the switching frequency of the commutating IGBTs (sw1, sw4). Hence, the size of the AC-side reactors may have to be increased for better power quality or to have lower THD in the current waveforms.

### 4.6 Control Scheme

The fundamental control algorithm for this hybrid converter is similar to that of a conventional IGBT-based boost converter. For a rectifier application, the DC bus voltage is actively controlled by an outer loop. The output of this controller generates the current references for all three phase in synchrony with their phase voltages. The current references are compared with the actual currents, and the error is passed through a hysteresis controller. The output of the hysteresis controller generates the “raw” switching logic for the thyristor bridge of the hybrid converter. However, these raw switching logic signals are passed through a priority resolver block, after which the final switching logic for the thyristors, as well the upper and lower commutating IGBTs, are generated. For any lower-leg thyristors receiving positive gate signal, this indicates that the lower IGBT will also be turned ON. Similarly, for any upper-leg thyristors getting positive signals, this indicates that the upper IGBT is turned ON. Similarly, when lower-leg thyristors are in the process of being switched OFF, all the gate signals for the lower-leg thyristors and the lower-leg IGBT will be disabled and, at that time, the gate signal for the commutating MOSFET will be applied. Similar logic is followed for controlling the upper-leg thyristors and IGBT. The block diagram of the above control scheme is given in Figure 4.4.

### 4.7 Simulation Results and Discussion

The outlined control scheme in the previous section and the power converter given in Figure 4.1 has been verified through SABER simulation, and the simulation results are presented in this section. Currents are shown for all three phases. Also the currents through different important components are presented. The results are given for full load and 20% operating load conditions. The three phase currents for full-load conditions are given in Figure 4.5. It may be seen that all the phase current waveforms are sinusoidal, and they do not contain appreciable harmonics. However, the THD may be slightly higher than a regular IGBT inverter. Such higher THD becomes more prominent for reduced-load operation. The results for three-phase currents at 20% load are given in Figure 4.7. The current through the upper- and lower-half individual thyristors and the IGBTs are also included in figures 4.6 and 4.8. It can be seen that each individual thyristor switches ON and OFF for one half cycle, and for the other half cycle remains OFF permanently. The current waveforms through phase-1 upper- (scr.sym31) and lower-leg thyristor (scr.sym34) along with lower-leg IGBT (bjt_l4.bjt_l4_2) are given in figures 4.6 and 4.8; These depict when the hybrid converter is operating at full load and 20% load condition, respectively. It can be seen that the lower-leg IGBT carries all the three-phase currents and conducts for both half cycle as desired by all the lower-leg thyristors. Thus, the RMS current through the IGBT and its switching frequency will be higher compared to individual thyristor which will increase the switching loss of the IGBT and, thus, may require an over-rated IGBT for this hybrid converter, which may be considered as one of the drawback for this power converter.
From the plots in Figure 4.6, it can also be observed that current through each thyristor has some negative component that can be accounted for by the reverse recovery through a thyristor. Figure 4.1 shows the two MOSFETs that provide the reverse recovery current path for the thyristors. A typical reverse recovery current through the lower-leg phase A thyristor (scr.sym31) and the MOSFET (sw1_l4_l4_1) and its antiparallel diode (d.sym56) are shown in Figure 4.9. During the turning-off of the lower-leg phase-A thyristor, the current through the thyristor first passes through the antiparallel diode of the MOSFET. When the current reverses its direction through the commutating thyristor, the diode stops conducting, and the MOSFET comes into conduction. Thus, a complete commutation cycle of a particular phase is demonstrated with this simulation result.

The performance of this hybrid converter largely varies with the turn-off time of the thyristors. The simulation results shown in figures 4.5 through 4.9 are conducted for a thyristor with 50-µs turn-off time. However, the same system is simulated using thyristor with 100-µs turn-off time, and the simulation results are given in figures 4.10a and 4.10b. The harmonic content of phase currents for such simulation conditions is much higher than the results shown in previous plots. This higher THD is a direct consequence of choosing a thyristor with higher turn-off time. Similarly, a thyristor with 25 µs turn-off time was simulated and simulation results of the phase currents and their FFT are given in figures 4.11a and 4.11b, respectively. It can be seen that the current waveforms and their THD have improved markedly by choosing a faster thyristor. However, the flip side is that a thyristor that turns off faster is more expensive.

4.8 Conclusions

In this chapter, a hybrid converter configuration has been explored for rectifier and inverter application. The major objective of this chapter was to explore the potential of this hybrid converter as a replacement for the IGBT-based full-bridge power converter with similar performance. It is shown through analysis and simulation that the performance of the hybrid converter is largely dependent on the control scheme. Finally, an improved control scheme is proposed in this chapter for controlling this hybrid converter. The controller was verified with SABER simulation, and the results were presented. Also, it is shown that the performance of the hybrid converter can be improved largely by using a faster turn-off thyristor. However, the cost of the system goes up with a faster turn-off thyristor. Thus, a trade-off between the thyristor turn-off time and THD content of the phase currents has to be reached. The detail simulation results and the component currents are given, and the reverse recovery operation of the thyristor is illustrated through simulation results. It was shown that the RMS currents through the IGBTs are relatively higher than the RMS phase current, which may be considered as a drawback for this topology. Also, the components and connections are quite numerous, which may introduce higher manufacturing cost and wiring complexity. In summary, it can be concluded that the hybrid converter is a potential low-cost solution for a controlled rectifier and inverter application. It can be used for wind-energy application as both machine-side and FEC for a DFIM drive.
Figure 4.5. Simulation results showing three-phase currents of the hybrid converter when it is operating at full load and acting as a unity power factor FEC
Figure 4.6. Simulation results for the hybrid converter when operating at full load: $i_{scr}(scr1.sym34) =$ current through lower-half thyristor (T4) of phase A, $i_{scr}(scr1.sym31) =$ current through lower-half thyristor (T1) of phase A, $ic(bjt_l4.bjt_l4_2) =$ current through lower-half IGBT (Sw2)
Figure 4.7. Simulation results of three-phase currents of the hybrid converter when it is operating at 20% load condition
Figure 4.8. Simulation results for the hybrid converter when operating at 20% load: $i_{\text{scr}}(\text{scr1.sym34}) =$ current through lower-half thyristor (T4) of phase A, $i_{\text{c}}(\text{bjt\_l4.bjt\_l4\_2}) =$ current through lower-half IGBT (Sw2), $i_{\text{scr}}(\text{scr1.sym31}) =$ current through upper-half thyristor (T1) of phase A
Figure 4.9. Simulation results for the hybrid converter when operating at full load: $i_{\text{sw1}_{l4}.\text{sw1}_{l4}_{-1}} =$ current through the lower MOSFET (Sw4), $i_{\text{scr}(\text{scr1}._{\text{sym31}})} =$ current through upper half thyristor (T1) of phase A, $i_{\text{d}(\text{d}._{\text{sym56}})} =$ current through the anti-parallel diode of the lower-half MOSFET (Sw4).
Figure 4.10a. Simulation results for the hybrid converter when it is acting as a unity power factor FEC: Three-phase current waveforms and phase A voltage along with the FFT when a thyristor of 100 µs turn-off time is used.
Figure 4.10b. Simulation results for the hybrid converter when it is acting as a unity power factor FEC: DC bus voltage along with its FFT when a thyristor of 100 μs turn-off time is used.
Figure 4.11a. Simulation results for the hybrid converter when it is acting as a unity power factor FEC: three-phase current waveforms and phase voltage along with the phase current FFT when a thyristor of 25 µs turn-off time is used.
Figure 4.11b. Simulation results for the hybrid converter when it is acting as a unity power factor FEC: DC bus voltage along with its FFT when a thyristor of 25 μs turn-off time is used.
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5.1 Overview: Reduced-Switch-Count, Double-Converter-Fed, Wound-Rotor Induction Machine Drive

In this chapter we propose reduced-switch-count double-sided, converter-fed, wound rotor induction machine control for wind energy application. The outputs of the two converters are combined electromechanically in the machine and are capable of simultaneously sharing the power from stator and rotor equally. We also propose a new configuration using two half-controlled converters for both the stator and rotor circuit to reduce cost. The proposed controller reduces the required KVA rating of both machine side converters, improves the inefficiency, and facilitates operation over a wide range of speed. The combined KVA rating of the machine-side converters are even less than that of the machine-side converter for a conventional rotor-side-control configuration. Also, the proposed configuration is suitable for use with a rotary transformer because neither the stator nor the rotor winding will encounter zero frequency over the entire range of operating speed. The proposed configuration is simulated in SABER for a 30-kW wound-rotor machine; the simulation results are presented.

5.2 Introduction

Systems that generate electricity from wind generally operate with best efficiency if they can vary their speed in proportion to the varying wind speed. Hence, it is necessary to interpose a frequency converter between the variable-frequency generator and a fixed-frequency utility. When a squirrel-cage induction machine is used, an electronic power converter equal to the KVA rating of the machine must be used because all the power transmitted to the utility passes through the converter. For high power (more than a few hundred kilowatts), placing two or more inverters in parallel is typically an option. In the case of a wound-rotor machine, the power to the utility passes through both the stator and the rotor. Hence, two independent converters can be employed: One for the stator side and one for the rotor side, so the problem of paralleling can be eliminated.

The state-of-the-art technology for wind power employs a DFIM with only rotor-side control, wherein the stator is directly connected to the grid. In such a control method, the power converter should be rated for the power produced by the rotor windings alone, typically one-third to one-fourth of the total KVA rating of the machine [6,7,8,9]. This leads to significant reduction in cost. However, such systems operate only over a limited range of speed. In reality, the wind speed varies widely at different times and days of the year. Hence, a system with limited speed range capacity may not be adequate to exploit the potential of the wind fully.

By increasing the rotor-side power converter rating, the operating speed range may be extended to some extent. However, in systems where the stator is directly connected to the grid and control is exerted only from the rotor side, field weakening is typically no longer possible. Thus, topologically, the rotor-side control configuration suffers from a maximum speed limitation.

By employing power converters, both in the stator- and the rotor-side field, weakening is achievable and, therefore, a wide range of speed operation (beyond twice the rated speed) is possible. In addition,
with this arrangement, the excitation current can be shared equally between the stator and the rotor of the machine. By doing so, the winding design (copper volume) and losses in the machine can be optimized, and the machine size may be reduced.

A control algorithm employing full-bridge converters for both the stator and the rotor was reported in [10] for high-power motoring application. However, such a method adds extra cost to the system and may not be viable for wind energy applications. In this paper, the major focus is to reduce the cost of the system, while retaining all the advantages of a double-sided converter. Instead of a full-bridge converter, in this project, half-controlled converters were employed in both the stator and the rotor side. Thus, the cost of the machine-side power converter was reduced to almost half compared to the rotor-side control method. We also propose a new control algorithm whereby the performance of the machine can be improved at all operating ranges with half-controlled converters. The operating principle, control algorithm, and performance of the system with the proposed configuration are presented in this paper.

5.3 Operating Principle

The operating principle of a DFIM is well documented in the literature [6,7,8,9]. In a DFIM, the power flows through both the stator- and the rotor-side of the machine, and control can be realized either from the stator side or the rotor side, or from both the sides. Normally, four operating modes are observed in this machine, as discussed previously. The machine can be controlled as a generator or as a motor in both the sub- and super-synchronous operating mode. Depending upon the operating modes, the power flow varies in the stator and the rotor winding of the machine. Detailed power-flow diagrams for different operating modes are given in Figure 5.1.

In conventional rotor-side control, with two back-to-back IGBT-based power converters, all four operating modes can be realized. However, during such operation, in sub-synchronous generating (i) and sub-synchronous motoring (ii) modes the power flow direction through the stator and the rotor side are of opposite direction. A condition occurs wherein circulating power flows around the stator and the rotor, reducing efficiency at speeds below synchronicity. To avoid these circulating currents, operation of the machine can be restricted to the super-synchronous mode. However, in a conventional rotor-side control scheme, the super-synchronous speed mode is achieved only when the rotor is running above the rated synchronous speed. Thus, it suffers from a physical speed limitation, and the operation of the wind turbine gets restricted to a limited speed zone. In addition, the machine cannot be operated beyond twice the rated speed because field weakening is not possible when the stator is directly connected to the grid.

The method we propose in this section explores a new control scheme whereby the machine can be theoretically operated at any speed (speed is limited only by mechanical restriction). At the same time, it will always operate in super-synchronous mode. Thus, the proposed control scheme promises a wide range of speed and power flows out of both the stator and the rotor windings without any penalty from circulating power flow for the entire speed range. Because this report is focused on wind energy applications, the machine is intended to always operate as a generator. Therefore, all our discussion of analysis and control of the machine will be restricted to super-synchronous generating mode (mode [iii] in Figure 5.1).
Figure 5.1. Power-flow diagram of a DFIM for: (i) sub-synchronous generating mode, (ii) sub-synchronous motoring mode, (iii) super-synchronous generating mode and (iv) super-synchronous motoring mode.

Figure 5.2. Equivalent circuit diagrams of a DFIM: (a) for rotor-side control and (b) for stator-side control.
5.4 Super-Synchronous Generating Mode

Simplified equivalent circuits of a DFIM controlled from the rotor side and the stator side are given in Figure 5.2. In Figure 5.2a, it is assumed that the rotor currents can be injected at any desired phase, frequency, or magnitude. Therefore, the rotor circuit can be represented by a controllable current source. The equivalent circuit is drawn in the stator reference frame. Hence, the rotor current is represented as $i'_r$. Similarly, when the control is exerted from the stator side, the equivalent circuit can be drawn as in Figure 5.2b. In the latter, the stator circuit is represented as a controllable current source. The steady-state phasor diagram for the super-synchronous generating mode in stator reference frame is given in Figure 5.3. In this diagram, counterclockwise direction of rotation is assumed as the positive direction. Neglecting the stator resistance, it may be assumed that the stator flux $\psi_s$ has two components: the stator leakage component and the magnetizing component (Figure 5.2a). The stator current alone causes the former, whereas both the stator and rotor currents cause the latter. An equivalent current $i_{ms}$ can be defined in the stator reference frame, which is responsible for the stator flux. This is termed the stator flux magnetizing current. The direction of $\psi_s$ (which is in phase with $i_{ms}$) is defined as the d-axis, and the direction of the stator voltage, which is in quadrature with $\psi_s$, is termed the q-axis. It is possible to resolve $i_s$ and $i'_r$ along and perpendicular to $i_{ms}$. The components of the currents along the d-axis are represented with subscript ‘d,’ and those along the q-axis with subscript ‘q.’ The mathematical relations between the currents in this stator flux reference and the expression for the torque are given below.

$$i_{sq} = -(n_r / n_s) \times i_{rq} \quad \text{(Equation 5.1)}$$

$$i_{ms} = (n_r / n_s) i_{rd} + i_{sd} \quad \text{(Equation 5.2)}$$

Figure 5.3. Steady-state phasor diagram (stator reference frame) of a DFIM for the super-synchronous generating mode
From the above equations, it may be seen that the magnetizing current of the machine $i_{ms}$ is a summation of the d-axis components of the stator and the rotor currents. Also, the q-axis components of both sides are simply related by their turn ratio and are of opposite direction. The same relationship can be explained with the phasor diagram (Figure 5.3). The torque of the machine is a product of magnetizing component and q-component of the rotor current. Hence, torque can be controlled either by controlling flux component, the torque component, or by controlling both simultaneously.

5.5 Proposed Power Converter Configuration and Control Strategy

The proposed wind generator system Figure 5.4 has both the stator and the rotor side connected to the grid through two power stages in each side. By employing two half-controlled converters in the machine end, both the stator and rotor powers are controlled. In contrast, the front end of both sides are connected to the utility with a single full-bridge converter. Thus, the total power of the machine can be shared arbitrarily between the stator and the rotor of the machine. Because the machine is being controlled from both sides, the frequency and voltage of both sides of the machine can be varied at will. Hence, by choosing the frequencies of the stator- and the rotor-side that are of opposite sign and setting their individual absolute frequencies at less than the shaft frequency, the machine can always be made to

Figure 5.4. Proposed configuration for double converter-fed wound-rotor induction machine with a common FEC (lower)
operate at super-synchronous generating mode. For example, at any given frequency of the shaft \( f_{\text{shaft}} \), by choosing the stator frequency of the machine anything less than \( f_{\text{shaft}} \), \( f_s \) and by maintaining the rotor frequency as \( f_r = f_s - f_{\text{shaft}} \), the machine may be made to operate in super-synchronous generating mode. In this operating mode, as stated earlier, the power is extracted from both the stator and the rotor winding of the machine [8]. If the stator and the rotor frequencies are varied in the manner explained above, power will be generated throughout the speed range from both the stator and the rotor. The converters connected to the machine windings will always function as rectifiers. The control of a doubly fed induction generator can be realized by using two half-controlled rectifiers. Because the system is connected at the front end with a fully controlled bridge converter, unity power factor interfacing of the system is also ensured. However, a fully controlled bridge power converter at the front end handles all the power coming out of the machine, which appears to be a disadvantage of this topology.

An earlier paper investigated the potential of the half-control circuits [11]. It was shown that the half-controlled boost rectifier circuits along with conventional control algorithms generate low-order, even harmonics in both the AC-side current waveforms and DC bus voltage, which is not acceptable for many applications. The distortion in the current and voltage waveforms can be reduced considerably if the half-controlled converters are made to operate with current commands within a certain band of lagging power factor (typically 15 to 30 degree lagging current). The lagging power factor angles are a function of line-side inductance and the load current. However, when the generator is required to produce unity or leading power factor currents, the THD of the current waveforms become distorted.

In our proposed doubly fed wound rotor induction generator system, the excitation current, as well as the active component of the currents, will pass through the half-controlled converters and the corresponding machine windings. Therefore, the machine will encounter leading current waveforms. The stator-side terminal voltage \( V_s \) will lag behind the stator-induced voltage \( e_s \) (Figure 5.3) so that the machine will operate as a generator. If \( i_{sd} \) is made zero, then the stator current will be 180° out of phase with the stator terminal voltage. Hence, it can be inferred that the stator current will be lagging with respect to stator-induced voltage \( e_s \), and the lagging angle is dependent on the leakage inductance and the stator current. If load current is varied, then the stator current angle will also vary proportionately with respect to the stator-induced voltage. Similarly, if excitation is partially provided through the stator winding (i.e., for any positive value of) \( i_{sd} \), the phase angle between \( e_s \) and \( i_s \) will be reduced, and the power factor will be approaching unity power factor. Thus, beyond a certain value of \( i_{sd} \), the current will start leading the induced voltage.

Similar operation may be explained for the rotor side (Figure 5.2b), and a phasor diagram similar to Figure 5.3 except based in the rotor reference frame. To operate the stator and the rotor side at reduced leading power factor or in the lagging power-factor operating mode, the excitation current through the individual stator and rotor side should be much lower than the torque component of the current. The best means to achieve this result is to distribute the flux equally between the stator and the rotor windings. In such case, each individual half-controlled converter will handle only 50% of the excitation current. On the other hand, both converters will carry the rated active component of the current. Thus, each converter will carry 1 per unit (pu) active component of current and 0.5 pu reactive component current. With such an arrangement, power factor in each converter can be controlled to a certain extent.
For smaller or zero load, the flux may be reduced proportional to the torque demand. Thus, by controlling the field current as a function of load, the phase currents through both the stator and the rotor windings can be achieved with less distortion.

5.6 Comparison of the Proposed Converter System with the Conventional Converter System When Used as Machine Side Converters

By controlling the machine with half-controlled converters installed in both the stator and the rotor sides, the total KVA rating of the combined machine-side converter can be reduced compared to the converter employed for rotor-side only control of the machine. In the later case, the converter has to supply the full excitation current, as well as the active torque component of the current through the rotor winding. If one assumes that both the rated magnetizing current and the torque component of currents are same (i.e., 1 pu each) and are orthogonal to each other, the total current rating of the rotor-side converter, as well as the current rating of the rotor winding, goes up to 1.414 pu ($\sqrt{1^2 + 1^2} = 1.414$). Hence, both the rotor-side converter and the rotor windings need to be over designed by 41.4% to accommodate the magnetizing current. However, by splitting up the excitation current equally (0.5 pu) between the stator and the rotor windings, the KVA rating of the power converter on each side will be reduced to only 1.118 pu ($\sqrt{1^2 + 0.5^2} = 1.118$) of the rated power. Because each half-controlled circuit use only three switches instead of six switches compared its fully controlled counterpart, the KVA rating of the active switches combining both the stator- and the rotor-side machine-end power converter reduces to only 1.118 pu of the rated power of the machine. With the proposed power converter configuration, the KVA rating of the combined machine-side power converter is reduced by 30%. Using similar arguments, it may be shown that with the proposed configuration, the efficiency of the combined machine-side power converter will be higher than the conventional rotor-side control scheme.

5.7 Comparison of Copper Loss of the Proposed and Conventional Rotor-side Configurations

In a similar analysis, it can be shown that by reducing the burden on rotor winding, the total copper loss of the machine is expected to improve. Because at rated load both windings will carry 1.118 pu current and assuming that the resistances of both the stator and rotor windings are $R$ and the rated active power component of the current of the machine is $I_{base}$ – the effective copper loss of the proposed system will be: $2 \times 1.118^2 \times I_{base}^2 \times R = 2.5 \times I_{base}^2 \times R$. In contrast, for conventional rotor-side control, the rotor and the stator windings will carry unequal currents: 1.414 pu current for rotor side and 1.0 pu for stator side. The total copper loss of the machine for a conventional method will be $3I_{base}^2R (1^2 + 1.414^2) \times I_{base}^2 \times R = 3 \times I_{base}^2 \times R$.

Therefore, it can be concluded that in the proposed control method, the total copper loss of the machine will improve by 16.67% ($\frac{3-2.5}{3} \times 100 = 16.67\%$). However, since half controlled circuits drive the machine from both the stator and the rotor, the current waveforms are expected to have some amount of unwanted even harmonics. The latter will introduce some extra loss in the windings, as well as in the power converters. Hence, the gain achieved as a result of to the splitting of excitation currents may be offset to some extent by the losses caused by unwanted harmonics in the winding currents. A detailed
analysis and loss comparison between the conventional scheme and the proposed method will be taken up as future work. Again, in the conventional scheme, when the losses in the rotor windings are larger, the cooling of the machine will become difficult compared to the proposed method. It is important to note that by running the system always in super-synchronous generating mode and by employing two separate sets of power converter in both the stator and the rotor side, the flow of circulating currents between the stator- and the rotor-side converters is avoided.

From the above discussion, it may be concluded at this point that by employing double-side half-controlled converters, the KVA rating of the machine-side power converter can be improved, and a wide operating range may be achieved; the possibility of temperature rise in the rotor may be reduced. The possibility of circulating currents is avoided and unity power factor interfacing through the FEC can be ensured. In addition, the half-controlled power converters are much simpler, the shoot-through failure is eliminated, isolated gate drive is not required, and the combined switch counts are limited to six. Therefore, control and PWM generation for both machine-side converters can be achieved by a single DSP. Again, for a given shaft speed, a combination of the stator and the rotor frequency can be chosen at will, which is clearly an advantage for operation with rotary transformer and for the position estimation algorithm of the machine.

5.8 Starting Method

The power flow in the half-controlled circuits is unidirectional (Figure 5.4). In this case, the power cannot flow from the DC bus to the machine. Because, both the stator and the rotor windings are connected to the DC bus with similar half-controlled configurations, during starting excitation cannot be provided to the machine from either side. Hence, alternative arrangements are required. Two such alternative configurations are presented in Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6.

5.8.1 Starting Method I (Extra Switch Starting)

A modified circuit topology of Figure 5.4 is proposed in Figure 5.5, where an extra IGBT (Sw_st) switch in series with a diode (D_st) is added between the phase A of the stator winding and the DC bus.
This extra switch is used for providing starting excitation to the machine. With this extra switch, DC excitation can be provided to the stator though phase A and either one of phase B or phase C. In this example, phase B is chosen for that purpose. Thus, controlling Sw_st and Sw16 simultaneously, a DC current flows from the DC bus through phase A and phase B, while phase C remains open circuited. This DC excitation will generate a DC flux in the stator magnetic circuit.

The rotor is assumed to be rotating freely by wind torque; therefore the rotating phases in the rotor will pass through this DC flux, and voltages will be induced in the rotor windings. At this time, power can be extracted from the rotor winding to the DC bus by actively controlling the rotor-side half-controlled converter. After a few cycles of such operation, when sufficient current builds up through the rotor winding, Sw-st will be switched off. A regular half-controlled converter for the stator side will be activated, and the control will be shifted from starting mode to normal running mode. This algorithm is verified through SABER simulation; the simulation result for the same case is presented in the subsequent sections of this paper. The simulation verified that the extra starting switch need not be of the same rated current as the machine. A current rating of 15-20% of the rated current for the starting switch will be enough to achieve successful starting of the machine. Thus, it may be inferred that adding an extra switch for starting purposes does not add much extra cost to the system. However, after adding the starting switch, the impossibility of shoot-through in phase A of the stator-side half-controlled converter will be lost.

**5.8.2 Starting Method II (Contactor Starting)**

In another alternative starting method, the special starting switch Sw_st and D_st are not required. Instead a three-phase contactor (Figure 5.6) can be employed between the stator winding and the grid.

![Figure 5.6. Modified converter configuration with starting excitation capability for a DFIM with a contactor starting configuration](image-url)
Initially, the stator of the machine will be connected to the grid through the contactor, and the complete excitation current will be provided to the machine from the stator side. When sufficient voltage builds up in the rotor windings, the contactor will be switched OFF and the stator winding will be controlled by the half-controlled converter connected to the stator side of the machine. The control will be shifted to its regular running mode. In such a starting method, an extra contactor will be required. This method is also verified through SABER simulations. The advantage of the contactor starting method is that the shoot-through safe topology of the half-controlled circuit is retained.

5.9 Control Scheme

A detailed control-block diagram of the proposed configuration is given in Figure 5.7. The proposed control algorithm employs a conventional PI controller for its outer speed loop. The speed-loop controller generates torque reference as its output. To facilitate the controller, the relation between the stator and rotor q-axis component of current, the expression of torque, and expression of magnetizing currents given in equations (5.1) to (5.3) can be referenced. From these equations, it is clear that the quadrature axis rotor current \( i_{r_q} \) generates the machine torque. The stator q-axis current \( i_{s_q} \) is automatically developed as the reflection of \( i_{r_q} \) (Figure 5.3). Thus, in the control-block diagram, it is shown that the torque reference \( T_q^* \) is directly proportional to \( i_{r_q}^* \). The stator component q-axis current reference is generated in Figure 5.4. The magnetizing current \( i_{m_s} \) can be supplied from both of the half-controlled converters by arbitrary current sharing, as given by Equation 5.3. However, in the proposed method, both converters always share the magnetizing current equally. In the block diagram, it is shown that the total magnetizing current is multiplied with a gain of 0.5 to generate the individual magnetizing reference currents \( i_{r_d}, i_{r_q}^* \) for the two half-controlled converters. Interestingly, the total magnetizing flux current reference \( i_{m_s}^* \) is not constant for the proposed method. Thus, the iron losses using this type of controller will be reduced by the square of the magnetizing current, in addition to the reduced copper loss mentioned previously. This current is a function of the required torque \( T_q^* \) of the machine (Figure 5.2). Equation 5.3 shows that the torque is a function of \( i_{m_s} \) and \( i_{r_q} \), so that the magnetizing current is varied as a function of load. This scheme also causes reduction in the total harmonic distortion (THD) in the stator and the rotor winding currents for all load conditions.

Because half-controlled circuits drive the machine and because the excitation current capability is a function of load, current is varied with load in this proposed method of excitation. Once the d-axis and q-axis current references for both the stator and the rotor windings are found, a dq to abc transformation is applied so that the three-phase reference currents for stator and rotor currents are generated. A hysteresis controller is employed in each side for controlling the stator and rotor currents. The speed of the machine is sensed through a shaft sensor and by integrating it, the position of the rotor \( \varepsilon \) is found. In the proposed control scheme, the stator and rotor windings are intended to share the power equally. To achieve this result, the stator and rotor frequencies are always maintained at half of the shaft frequency, and their phase sequence is opposite to each other. The stator frequency sequence is maintained in the same direction as the shaft, and the rotor frequency is of opposite sign. By passing the speed signal through a gain block of 0.5 and then integrating, the position of the stator flux \( \mu \) is obtained. These \( \varepsilon \) and \( \mu \) values are required for dq to abc transformation (Figure 5.7).
Figure 5.7. Block diagram of the proposed double-sided control algorithm

5.10 Simulation Results and Discussion

The proposed control scheme with the half-controlled power converters was studied for future implementation on a 30-kW DFIM using SABER. The simulation results with full excitation current and 25% rated load are shown in Figure 5.8. The results at 25% load with field excitation as the function of load are shown in Figure 5.9. The current waveforms are markedly improved in the case of variable field excitation. In contrast, the waveforms with rated excitation and at lower load are highly distorted, and the effect of the distortion is visible in the torque waveform. Hence, the proposal to vary the field excitation as function of load is validated. Steady-state simulation results at two typical operating speeds (30 Hz and 90 Hz of shaft speed), and the FFT of the current waveforms are given in figures 5.10 and 5.11. Both the stator and rotor current waveforms are of the same frequency, and their magnitude differs slightly because of non-unity turn ratio between them. Also, the current waveforms are quite smooth, and the corresponding FFT shows that the currents contain typical even-order harmonics, but their magnitude is not appreciably high.

The simulation results of starting performance with both contactor-start method and the switch-start method are given in figures 5.12 and 5.13, respectively. In the contactor-start method (Figure 5.12), it may be seen that initially the stator was drawing the excitation current from the grid, and the rotor voltages were induced as a result of the stator excitation. When the rotor currents build up sufficiently, the contactor is switched OFF and the stator-side half-controlled converter takes over the control. Similarly, for the switch-start method (Fig. 5.13), the DC excitation is initially provided through phase A and phase B. Because of this excitation, rotor voltage builds up, and when the rotor starts generating,
the DC excitation is taken off and the half-controlled converter is switched ON with its regular control scheme. Thus, it is demonstrated that the machine can successfully start with both the method without incurring much extra cost to the system.

5.11 Conclusion

A new double-side control algorithm for a DFIM employing two half-controlled three-phase converters is explored in this chapter. With the proposed control algorithm, the machine is capable of operating for a wider range of speed and the total power of the machine is shared between the stator and the rotor-side converter equally. The system is capable of operating at high power range without the difficulties of paralleling the converters. In addition, by using the half-controlled configuration, system cost is also reduced. Splitting the excitation current equally between the stator and rotor windings and making excitation current a function of the load current markedly improves the phase currents through the stator and the rotor, as well as the voltage across the DC bus. In the proposed configuration, the absolute values of the stator and the rotor frequencies are always the same, and their sum is equal to the rotor-shaft frequency. Thus, iron losses are minimized, and the sharing of load between the stator and the rotor is always equal in our proposed algorithm, which obviously also reduces the losses in the winding and helps improve the machine efficiency.

The splitting of excitation current equally between the stator and the rotor windings further reduces the KVA rating of the machine-side converters. Such an arrangement is expected to reduce the overall machine and converter loss. In the proposed configuration, the power converters are shoot-through safe, and no dead-time delay is necessary, which is a distinct advantage for a system with high switching

**Table 5.1. Machine Parameters**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>30 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage (V_s)</td>
<td>480 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency (f_s)</td>
<td>60 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poles (P)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inertia (J)</td>
<td>5 kg/m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frictional coefficient (B)</td>
<td>0.0519247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetizing inductance (L_m)</td>
<td>24.1 mHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator leakage inductance ((\sigma, L_0))</td>
<td>1.326 mHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor leakage inductance ((\sigma, L_0))</td>
<td>1.2467 mHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator resistance (R_s)</td>
<td>0.107 ohm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor resistance (R_r)</td>
<td>0.062 ohm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turns ratio (n_s / n_r)</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
frequency. Also, by using a similar common-emitter half-controlled configuration in both the stator and rotor side, the converters do not need an isolated power supply for their gate drives. Because both the stator- and the rotor-side frequency can be controlled at will, the zero frequency condition can be avoided so that the proposed algorithm is suitable for sensorless operation and supports the operation of rotary transformer over the entire range of operating speed. Simulation results have been shown to verify the proposed control method. The primary disadvantage of the proposed method is that the motoring mode of operation is sacrificed. However, for wind energy applications, that is not a serious problem because wind itself can be used for accelerating the machine.
Figure 5.8. Simulation results at 25% load with full-field excitation
Figure 5.9. Simulation results at 25% load with field excitation as a function of load
Figure 5.10. Typical simulation results of a 30kW DFIM; with rotor shaft frequency at 30Hz
Figure 5.11. Typical simulation results of a 30-kW DFIM; with rotor shaft frequency at 90 Hz
Figure 5.12. Simulation results during starting of a 30-kW DFIM; with contactor start method
Figure 5.13. Simulation results during starting of a 30-kW DFIM; with extra switching start method
Chapter 6: Rotating Transformer Design

6.1 Overview: Analysis and Control Issues

In this chapter, we propose a new rotary transformer concept that replaces the slip ring and carbon brushes of a DFIM. The operating principle, design and mounting of a rotary transformer are explained. We compare the two-phase with the three-phase rotary transformer, and we show that the former is superior to the latter in terms of power density of the transformer. Finally, we present a design of a two-phase rotary transformer. The performance of the designed transformer is verified with a MATLAB/SIMULINK model, and the simulation results are presented. The schematic of a 30-kW wound rotor induction machine with detailed design dimension is also included in this chapter.

6.2 Introduction

Traditionally, a wound-rotor induction machine is used with slip ring and carbon brush in its rotor circuit. Because of this feature, it is called a slip-ring induction motor. However, the use of the slip ring and carbon brush is a potential because the maintenance schedule for replacing the carbon brushes introduces extra running cost. In addition, carbon brushes and slip rings sometimes introduce faults that could interrupt the power generation and cause an unscheduled breakdown. Thus, to increase the reliability of the power supply, it is advantageous to avoid these carbon brush and slip rings. In particular, for wind turbines that are installed remotely, it is advisable to have a rugged system with minimal maintenance requirement. For such a system, we propose a new solution with rotary transformer.

In a rotary transformer, the primary winding rotates along with the shaft and rotor of the machine. The rotor windings are physically connected to this winding. Thus, the rotor current of the machine completes its current path through the primary of the transformer winding. On the other hand, the secondary winding of the rotary transformer is stationary; thus, it can be directly connected to a power converter or any other suitable external load without the need of a slip ring and carbon brush. The principle of a rotary transformer is almost the same as that of a conventional transformer except that in the former, an air gap exists between the stationary and the rotating windings. This air-gap will introduce an additional leakage inductance in the rotating transformer, which will increase its size compared to a no-rotating transformer. However, by introducing this rotary transformer into a wound-rotor induction machine, the carbon brush and slip ring can be eliminated, and the system can be made much more rugged.

In this chapter, we explain the operating principle and design of a rotary transformer. A comparative study between the two-phase and three-phase rotary transformer is made. We also show that the design of a two-phase rotary transformer can reduce the volume of the system. A detailed design of a two-phase rotary transformer is then outlined. With the designed values, we created a model of the rotary transformer and simulated it in MATLAB. We include a detailed dimension of a 30-kW wound rotor-induction machine supplied by the WEG manufacturing company in Brazil.
6.3 Design of Rotary Transformer

Typically, a rotary transformer (Figure 6.1) mounted on the shaft of a wound rotor induction generator.
machine is designed so that its secondary is stationary and its primary rotates with the rotor. Both primary and secondary are wound circumferentially around the shaft centerline so no speed voltages are introduced. Instead of using three primary windings, each connected to the corresponding phase of the wound rotor, and having the three secondary windings connected to the converter, only two windings on each side were used. A three-phase to two-phase transformation was employed. This technique causes the magnetomotive forces (MMF) of the two windings to be shifted by 60° and have the same amplitude. The angle of 60° is desirable because the MMF in the vertical middle section of the transformer core is proportional to the difference of the MMF of the two windings. If it is assumed that these MMFs are sinusoidal with the same amplitude, then their difference would have the same amplitude. Therefore, the width of the middle section of the core can be the same as the width of the outer ones. The operation of the rotary transformer has been evaluated using the MATLAB/Simulink model based on solution of the nonlinear magnetic circuit.

6.4 Core Assembly

The core assembly is a very important issue because the core has to be made of thin laminations that are punched and assembled following the flux path in the transformer. Rotary transformers are commonly used for transferring low-power high-frequency signals, in which case compact ferrite cores are used. The laminated core in the case of the low-frequency higher-power rotary transformer is not compact, so its configuration and assembly is a specific problem. The simplest way is to punch the laminations in the form shown in Figure 6.2, where the transformer is sliced axially. The laminations are then assembled radially. The disadvantage of this approach is the diameter difference between the outer and the inner laminations when assembled while their thickness is constant. This means that the inner diameter determines the maximum number of laminations that can be used. Therefore, laminations have to be assembled in packages with an opened gap between them (Figure 6.3). This greatly simplifies the construction of the core, which decreases the cost of the transformer. Pulling the wires through the gaps can now easily solve the problem of winding connections within the motor and the converter. However, this configuration increases the leakage reactance of the transformer and reduces the amount of iron in the core, which results in increased size of the transformer. Also, magnetizing reactance decreases, which results in higher values of the magnetizing current.
Figure 6.2. Shape of the core laminations

Figure 6.3. Rotary transformer with core and winding assembly
6.5 Rotary Transformer Model

The rotary transformer model is based on a solution of the equivalent magnetic circuit shown in Figure 6.4. The stated variables used in the model are flux linkages of the four windings of the transformer. For the circuit in Figure 6.4, the following set of equations can be written as follows:

\[ v_1 = i_1 R_1 + N_1 \frac{d\phi_1}{dt}, \quad \phi_1 = \phi_{m1} + \phi_{l1} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.1)

\[ v_2 = i_2 R_2 + N_2 \frac{d\phi_2}{dt}, \quad \phi_2 = \phi_{m2} + \phi_{l2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.2)

\[ v_3 = i_3 R_4 + N_1 \frac{d\phi_1}{dt}, \quad \phi_3 = \phi_{m3} + \phi_{l3} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.3)

\[ v_4 = i_4 R_2 + N_2 \frac{d\phi_2}{dt}, \quad \phi_4 = \phi_{m4} + \phi_{l4} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.4)

where \( v_1, v_2, v_3, v_4 \) are instantaneous voltages of the windings, \( i_1, i_2, i_3, i_4 \) are instantaneous currents, \( R_1, R_2 \) are resistances, and \( N_1, N_2 \) are numbers of turns of the primary and secondary windings. Flux linkages are denoted by \( \phi \) and leakage fluxes by \( \phi_l \). The flux linkages \( \phi_{m1} \) and \( \phi_{m2} \) represent main fluxes referred to the flux paths shown in Figure 6.4. Leakage flux \( \phi_l \) can be written as follows:

\[ N_i i_i = \phi_{li} R_{li} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.5)

\[ N_i i_2 = \phi_{l2} R_{l2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.6)

\[ N_i i_3 = \phi_{l3} R_{l3} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.7)

\[ N_i i_4 = \phi_{l4} R_{l4} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.8)

where \( R_{li} \) and \( R_{l2} \) are magnetic reluctances of the leakage paths of the primary and secondary windings. Using equations 6.1 to 6.8, the currents \( i_1, i_2, i_3 \) and \( i_4 \) can be expressed in terms of flux linkages:

\[ i_1 = \frac{N_1 \phi_1 - N_1 \phi_{m1}}{N_1^2} R_{li} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.9)

\[ i_2 = \frac{N_2 \phi_2 - N_2 \phi_{m2}}{N_2^2} R_{l2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.10)

\[ i_3 = \frac{N_1 \phi_3 - N_1 \phi_{m3}}{N_1^2} R_{li} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.11)

\[ i_4 = \frac{N_2 \phi_4 - N_2 \phi_{m4}}{N_2^2} R_{l2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.12)
For the two paths marked in Fig. 6.4 the set of equations in terms of MMFs can be written

\[
N_1i_1 + N_1i_2 = \phi_{m1}R_{cg1} + (\phi_{m2} - \phi_{m1})R_{cg3}
\]  
(6.13)

\[
N_1i_3 + N_1i_4 = \phi_{m2}R_{cg2} + (\phi_{m3} - \phi_{m2})R_{cg3}
\]  
(6.14)

where \(R_{cg1}, R_{cg2}\) and \(R_{cg3}\) are reluctances of the core and air gap for the three magnetic paths in the transformer. These reluctances are nonlinear functions of the main fluxes \(\phi_{m1}\) and \(\phi_{m2}\) and have to be calculated using look-up tables. If currents are expressed using (9) to (13), then from (13) and (14) the main fluxes can be expressed as

\[
\phi_{m1} = \frac{(\phi_1R_{l1} + \phi_2R_{l2})(R_{cg1} + R_{cg2} + R_{si} + R_{sg2} + R_{cg3}) + (\phi_1R_{l1} + \phi_2R_{l2})R_{cg3}}{(R_{cg1} + R_{l1} + R_{cg3} + R_{sg2})R_{l2} + R_{si} + R_{cg3} + R_{l2}) - R_{cg3}^2}
\]  
(6.15)

\[
\phi_{m2} = \frac{(\phi_1R_{l1} + \phi_2R_{l2})(R_{cg1} + R_{cg2} + R_{si} + R_{sg2} + R_{cg3}) + (\phi_1R_{l1} + \phi_2R_{l2})R_{cg3}}{(R_{cg1} + R_{l1} + R_{cg3} + R_{sg2})R_{l2} + R_{si} + R_{cg3} + R_{l2}) - R_{cg3}^2}
\]  
(6.16)

The MATLAB/Simulink model based on equations 6.1 to 6.16 is shown in Figure 6.7. For the purpose of the design, we assumed that the transformer primary winding is connected to two independent voltage sources with voltages that are phase-shifted by 60° (Figure 6.5). Normally, the transformer primary windings would be connected to each phase of the rotor winding of the DFIM. If one neglects the voltage drops on the machine’s rotor impedance, the line-to-line voltages \(v_{AB1}\) and \(v_{CB1}\) applied to the transformer windings (Figure 6.6) would be phase shifted by 60°.

![Figure 6.4. Equivalent magnetic circuit](image-url)
Figure 6.5. Winding connections

Figure 6.6. Voltage vectors on the primary side
6.6 Comparison of Two-phase and Three-phase Rotary Transformer

The purpose of the two-phase transformer is to achieve smaller size and less weight in the transformer, compared to the three-phase version. The mass of the two-phase transformer relative to the mass of its three-phase counterpart can be determined with the help of some simple sizing equations assuming the same current and flux density loading for both transformers.

To determine apparent power, we assumed the following parameters. The current density $J$ and the core flux $\lambda$ in both transformers was the same. Both transformers were designed for the same apparent power rating $S$. The number identifying 2 was added to the subscript of all physical quantities related to the two-phase transformer, and identifying number 3 was added to all quantities related to the three-phase transformer. Then the following is true for apparent power:
\[ S_2 = 2V_{ll}I_2 \]
\[ S_3 = \sqrt{3}V_{ll}I_3 \]
\[ S_2 = S_3 = S \]  

(6.17)

where \( V_{ll} \) is line-to-line primary voltage, and \( I_2 \) and \( I_3 \) are phase currents of the two transformers. The ratio of the phase current is as follows:

\[ \frac{I_2}{I_3} = \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} \]  

(6.18)

The current through the conductor is equal to the product of the current density and the area of the conductor (i.e. \( I = \Gamma A_c \)). With the same current density, the ratio of the conductor areas is then also

\[ \frac{A_{c2}}{A_{c3}} = \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} \]  

(6.19)

The phase voltage of the winding can generally be expressed as

\[ V_f = 4.44fN\lambda \]  

(6.20)

where \( N \) is the number of turns, \( \lambda \) is core flux, and \( f \) is frequency. Assuming the same core flux, the ratio of the number of turns for both transformers will be equal to the ratio of the corresponding phase voltages, which is as follows:

\[ \frac{N_2}{N_3} = \frac{V_{2f}}{V_{3f}} = \frac{V_{ll}}{\sqrt{3}V_{ll}} = \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} \]  

(6.21)

The ratio of the total copper mass for all phases, assuming the same winding length, is then

\[ \frac{m_{Cu2}}{m_{Cu3}} = \frac{2 \rho_{Cu} N_2 A_{c2} l}{3 \rho_{Cu} N_3 A_{c3} l} = \frac{2 \sqrt{3} \sqrt{3}}{3} = 1 \]  

(6.22)

where \( \rho_{Cu} \) is copper density, and \( l \) is winding length. Hence, the same amount of copper is needed for both transformers.

If one assumes that both transformers have the same outer diameter, which is constrained by the dimensions of the DFIM and if we ignore the fact that copper and iron have different densities then the total mass of both transformers will be roughly proportional to the transformer length. The cross section of laminations for both transformers is shown in figures 6.8 and 6.9. The slot width is marked as \( b_s \). The slot width is 50% larger in the case of the two-phase transformer because we have 50% more copper per phase. The width of the core sections through which the flux passes in the radial direction is marked as \( b \). One has to bear in mind that in the three-phase transformer, the flux that passes through the section between two adjacent phases is produced by the difference of the MMFs of two windings in which the
currents are phase shifted by 120°. Hence the flux in that section will be \( \sqrt{3} \) times higher than the flux in the most outer sections, which is produced only by the MMFs of the individual phases. Therefore, the width of the inner sections will have to be \( \sqrt{3} \) times larger than the width of the outer sections (Figure 6.9. The inner sections could be made with the same width as the outer ones if the middle phase is wound in the opposite directions. Then the MMFs of the adjacent slots would theoretically be phase shifted by 60°, as in the case of a two-phase transformers, so that their difference would have the same magnitude as the magnitude of the individual phase MMFs. However, this would cause serious unbalance of the magnetization currents [12].

Using the design parameters of the two-phase transformer given in section 6.5, the relationship between \( b_s \) and \( b \) is approximately

\[
\frac{b_s}{b} \approx 1.3
\]

The total length of the two-phase transformer is then

\[
l_2 = 3b + 3b_s \approx 3b + 3 \cdot 1.3b = 6.9b
\]

The total length of the three-phase transformer is as follows:

\[
l_2 = \left(2 + 2\sqrt{3}\right)b + 3b_s \approx \left(2 + 2\sqrt{3}\right)b + 3 \cdot 1.3b = 9.36b
\]

Therefore, the approximate ratio of the masses of the three-phase and two-phase transformers is

\[
\frac{m_3}{m_2} = \frac{9.36b}{6.9b} = 1.35
\]

The mass of the three-phase transformer is approximately 35% higher than the mass of the two-phase transformer, with the same apparent power rating. Hence, the advantage of the two-phase transformer is obvious. However, the problem with the two-phase rotary transformer is the unbalance of currents and voltages that occurs when the transformer is loaded. This happens because of the unbalanced impedances in all three phases on the primary and the secondary side of the transformer.

![Figure 6.8. Dimensions of the two-phase transformer laminations](image-url)
6.7 Design Parameters of the Rotary Transformer

We “manually” change the dimensions of the design of the rotary transformer in a consecutive manner until the satisfying properties were obtained. The geometric constraints dictated by the available space in the induction generator frame were satisfied as well. The rotary transformer we designed in cooperation with the company WEG in Brazil\(^1\), which is the manufacturer of the prototype. The magnetic and insulating materials and the wire sizes were selected according to recommendations from WEG. The prototype was built according to dimensions listed below.

Primary slot: \( h_1 = 2.86 \text{ mm} \) (11 layers of resiglass band)

\[
\begin{align*}
  h_2 &= 1 \text{ mm}, \quad h_3 = 50.14 \text{ mm}, \quad b = 33 \text{ mm} \\
  h &= h_1 + h_2 + h_3 + h_2/2 = 54.5 \text{ mm}
\end{align*}
\]

---

\(^1\) WEG, address, contact info
Secondary slot: \( h_1 = 1 \text{ mm} \) (4 layers of resiglass band; this is optional and will be decided during manufacturing)

\[ h_2 = 1 \text{ mm}, \quad h_3 = 61.5 \text{ mm}, \quad b = 33 \text{ mm} \]

\[ h = h_1 + h_2 + h_3 + h_2/2 = 64 \text{ mm} \]

Dimension \( h_3 \) in the case of the primary and secondary slot also includes an additional 0.5 mm for the core assembly tolerance. The same tolerance was assumed when width \( b \) was determined. All four windings were wound in the same direction (Figure 6.11).
Figure 6.11. Winding direction

Figure 6.12. Connection of the rotary transformer to the system
Figure 6.13. Axial cross-section of the transformer
Figure 6.14. Radial cross-section of the transformer
Table 6.1. Transformer Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rated power</td>
<td>20 kVA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated voltage</td>
<td>347 V/347 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated current</td>
<td>28.8 A/28.8 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>60 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetizing current (no-load operation)</td>
<td>10.7 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of turns of the primary winding ($N_1$)</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of turns of the secondary winding ($N_2$)</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current density in the primary winding</td>
<td>2.72 A/mm$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current density in the secondary winding</td>
<td>2.33 A/mm$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter of the primary winding wire</td>
<td>(bare 1.5 mm; insulated 1.645 mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of strands to form the primary conductor</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter of the secondary winding wire</td>
<td>(bare 1.5 mm; insulated 1.645 mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of strands to form the secondary conductor</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance of the primary winding ($R_1$)</td>
<td>0.154 Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance of the secondary winding ($R_2$)</td>
<td>0.205 Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fill factor of the primary winding</td>
<td>0.736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fill factor of the secondary winding</td>
<td>0.726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetizing inductance ($L_m$)</td>
<td>116 mHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leakage inductance of the primary winding ($L_{11}$)</td>
<td>5 mHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leakage inductance of the secondary winding ($L_{22}$)</td>
<td>8.6 mHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core mass</td>
<td>37.6 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper mass</td>
<td>40.8 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformer mass (iron+copper)</td>
<td>78.4 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core material</td>
<td>E 1008T sheet steel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.8 Simulation Results

The waveforms of the voltages and currents were simulated using the MATLAB/Simulink model for the no-load operation of the two-phase rotary transformer with design parameters given in section 6.7 (figures 6.15 to 6.18).

Figure 6.16 shows that the induced voltages will be slightly unbalanced, which can be expected because of the unbalanced impedances in the primary circuit. The flux densities shown in figures 6.18 and 6.19 are rather low, which means that the iron will be practically unsaturated. This was a necessary trade-off because the entire flux that passes through the iron is equal to the flux that passes through the air gap. Hence, if one attempts to design the transformer with a higher flux density in the iron core (1.6-1.8 T), the same flux density will be present in the air gap. The compromise is to have a high value of magnetizing current and a very low power factor. The intent was to design the transformer with a magnetizing current of about 30% of the rated current.

![Primary voltages](image1.png)

![Primary voltages](image2.png)

**Figure 6.15. Primary-side voltages**
Figure 6.16. Induced no-load operation secondary voltages

Figure 6.17. Primary currents in no-load operation
Figure 6.18. Flux densities in the iron core sections of the primary winding

Figure 6.19. Flux densities in the iron core sections of the secondary
6.9 Doubly-fed Induction Machine

The manufacturing drawing of the DFIM manufactured by WEG of Brazil is shown in Figure 6.20. The rotary transformer will be placed inside the motor frame in the designated space. The amount of available space was one of the constraints for the rotary transformer design. The outer diameter of the rotary transformer had to be the same as the outer diameter of the machine core. This constraint is present for mechanical reasons, because the stationary part of the rotary transformer has to be attached to the frame. The other reason is the issue of cooling. In the DFIM of this power rating (30 kW), heat is taken away through the motor frame. Therefore, it is important to have a good contact between the core and the frame in order to maximize the heat exchange.
Figure 6.20. Doubly fed induction machine
6.10 Conclusions

The design and analysis of a rotary transformer has been explained in this chapter, and we present a design for a 20-KVA rotary transformer. The schematic of a rotary transformer along with a wound rotor induction machine is given and the basic operating principle explained. A comparative study between two-phase and three-phase rotary transformer was carried out, and we showed that with two-phase configuration, the volume of the rotary transformer can be reduced by 35%. On the other hand, the two-phase rotary transformer introduces an unbalance into the system.
Chapter 7: Control Algorithm Based on Stator Power for the Rotor-side Control of a DFIM System

7.1 Overview

In this chapter we explore control algorithms for a wound-rotor induction machine drive with or without a rotary transformer. First, we look at performance with a diode bridge and chopper combination for the rotor-side control of a DFIM and unbalanced two-phase rotary transformer. Then a regular IGBT-based inverter replaces the diode bridge and chopper and a field-oriented control algorithm is applied. Simulation results for both a diode bridge chopper and a field-oriented controller are presented. Finally we devise a control algorithm for direct stator power. The advantage of the direct power stator is that it does not need any rotor voltage or current measurement for the controller. First, we verify the controller in a SABER simulation for a wound-rotor induction machine control without rotary transformer. Then, we explore the use of this controller in an unbalanced system. Through short-circuit and open-circuit simulation of the rotary transformer we determine the degree of unbalancing in both extreme cases. A detailed analysis of the unbalancing nature of the rotary transformer is given. The possibilities of control through direct stator power are analyzed for such unbalanced system. A detailed control algorithm for the direct stator power is explained for a balanced and unbalanced system, and relevant SABER simulation results are presented in this chapter. The performance of the system, including rotary transformer, is also verified with diode-bridge chopper control and control through the IGBT inverter with field orientation with or without direct rotor-winding current measurements.

7.2 Introduction

In previous chapters, we discussed the DFIM based on the rectifier-chopper-inverter, and the controller was validated for a balanced system. However, after combining this system with the rotary transformer (discussed in Chapter 6), the system inherently becomes unbalanced. We found that this combination could generate excessive torque ripple that might lead to problems with the associated gearbox and mechanical drive train. The major torque ripple arises as a result of the asymmetric nature of the rotary transformer and lack of sufficient control freedom of the diode bridge and chopper combination. Thus, we believe that a fully controlled PWM inverter and suitable control algorithm may provide better control to the proposed system. We devised a control algorithm based on direct stator power in association with the PWM inverter to solve this problem. We illustrated through simulation how the torque ripple can be minimized with such a control algorithm. The detailed control algorithm with the controller based on direct stator power and the SABER simulation results are provided in this section 7.8.

In the new control algorithm, no rotor-side current or voltage measurement is necessary for control purposes. Instead, only stator voltage and stator current measurements are needed for implementing the controller. However, a DC bus current measurement is necessary for the inverter and to protect the motor. The proposed controller can also work without a rotor position sensor. The FEC control requires the usual DC bus voltage and grid-side phase current measurement.
We described that the operation of the rotary transformer close to synchronous speed functions without any problem down to as low as 6% slip. However, at slips less than 6%, the saturation problem in the transformer surfaces. This is illustrated with simulation results in the latter part of this chapter. By introducing a fully controlled inverter in the rotor side, the system can be operated at both sub- and super-synchronous operating range. However, passing through synchronous speed remains a problem to be solved. At present, the same result can be obtained only by wind torque or by pitch control, as explained earlier in chapters 2 and 4.

In this chapter, we explain the results with the diode bridge-chopper-inverter combination. A control algorithm for direct stator power is then discussed. We simulated a system consisting of a rotary transformer, a DFIM and a fully controlled PWM inverter in association with a control method based on direct stator power.

### 7.3 Performance of the System with Diode Bridge Combined with a Chopper-inverter

The performance of the complete system with our previously proposed diode bridge-chopper-inverter combination was verified. We found that the torque ripple of the system was excessively high, predominantly because the rotor of the machine was connected to the power converter through a two-phase, three-wire, unbalanced rotary transformer (figures 7.1a and 7.1b). The basic objective behind choosing a two-phase rotary transformer, instead of its three-phase balanced counterpart, was to reduce its volume. However, by introducing a two-phase three-wire transformer into the system, the system was made unbalanced. Because the machine and rotary transformer were being controlled by a diode bridge and chopper combination, the control flexibility of the system was also very much limited. In addition, while the rotary transformer was combined with the machine, the actual rotor current of the machine was no longer measurable since the rotor winding along with the primary winding of the rotary transformer was rotating as one unit. Hence, the current through the secondary side of the transformer (stationary part) was only available for measurement. With such a limitation and complexity, neither the controller based on the diode bridge-chopper combination nor the conventional field-oriented controller gave satisfactory system performance.
Figure 7.1a. Schematic of DFIM with rotary transformer and power converter
Through simulation, we found that in the system with the diode bridge and chopper combination, both the rotor and stator current are unbalanced, resulting in excessive torque ripple in the system (Figure 7.2). For a typical operating point, it may be seen that the torque ripple of the system is as high as ±30%. The percentage of ripple is higher at full load. In addition, both the stator and rotor currents are unbalanced in nature.

Figure 7.1b. DFIM with a two-phase rotary transformer
Figure 7.2. Simulation results for the system when controlled by the diode-bridge and chopper combination, illustrating high torque ripple

The unbalanced currents in the stator require active filtering using a FEC, which increases the rating of the FEC to some extent. After observing all these shortcomings, we decided to use a PWM inverter in the machine side, too; with its greater control flexibility it eliminates the complexities introduced by the unbalanced rotary transformer. A suitable rotor-side control algorithm based on stator power measurement is devised for such purpose. The detail control algorithm is discussed in the following section.

7.4 Control of the DFIM Through Direct Stator Power on the Rotor-side

In the field-oriented control technique, the transient response of the active and reactive power are dependent on the degree of decoupling between the direct and the quadrature axes. This, in turn, depends upon the accuracy of computation of the stator-flux magnetizing current and the accuracy of rotor position information. These methods, which make use of field-oriented control, require mathematical computations involving coordinate transformation and parameter estimation.
An alternative approach may be considered where, instead of rotor current, the rotor flux is directly to regulate the active and reactive power flow in the machine. Direct self-control (DSC) of an induction motor has been proposed by Depenbrock [16], wherein the stator flux is controlled to track a hexagonal trajectory. The switching scheme controls the torque within a defined band. Direct torque control (DTC) schemes have also been proposed [17, 18]. The primary difference from the earlier method is the circular trajectory of the stator flux. Two hysteresis controllers, namely a torque controller and a flux controller, are used to determine the switching states for the inverter. The method of control is computationally simple and does not require the rotor position information. However, the problem associated with low-frequency sensorless operation exists.

Until recently, the application of direct torque control has been primarily restricted to cage rotor-induction motors and permanent magnet synchronous motors. Very recently, an algorithm has been proposed by Datta and Ranganathan [19] that extends the switching concepts of DTC to rotor-side control of the DFIM. Here, the active and reactive powers are directly controlled. Hence, the algorithm is referred to as direct stator power control. The sector in which the rotor flux is presently residing is identified, and the switching vectors are selected to control its trajectory with respect to the stator flux. The sector information is updated based on the direction of change of the reactive power resulting from the application of a switching vector. This method is inherently sensorless in regards to position and does not use any machine parameters in the computation.

The concept of direct stator power used by Datta and Ranganathan [18] was demonstrated for a balanced system. Also, their method was prone to higher THD because the sector update method is not flawless, and for some operating points the sector may not be updated over a span of 120°. In this report, the sector identification method is modified, and a more reliable control algorithm is found. We also observed that the proposed direct stator power control algorithm functions well even if the windings of the three phases of the machine are not identical (i.e., if the system is unbalanced). In the system reported here, a two-phase three-wire rotary transformer is connected in cascade with the rotor of a DFIM, which introduces an unbalanced condition into the system. The proposed control algorithm has been found to track the rotor flux in a controlled manner, so as to obtain smooth torque and balanced stator and rotor currents from the machine in spite of the unbalancing nature of the system.

### 7.4.1 Concept of Control using Direct Stator Power

The basic concept of direct control of active and reactive power can be appreciated from phasor diagrams based on the equivalent circuit of the DFIM (Figure 7.3). From the phasor diagram in Figure 7.4, it is noted that the component $i_{sq}$ of the stator current has to be controlled in order to control the stator active power $P_s$, and $i_{sd}$ has to be controlled to control the stator reactive power $Q_s$. This is achieved in turn by controlling the rotor currents $i_{rq}$ and $i_{rd}$, respectively, as discussed in the previous chapters.
The effect of injection of these rotor currents on the air-gap and on the rotor-fluxes can be derived by subtracting and adding the respective leakage fluxes. The variation of the rotor flux with variations in the active and reactive power demand is shown in figures 7.5a and 7.5b. In Figure 7.5a, \( i_{rd} = 0 \), (i.e., the reactive power is fed completely from the stator side). Under this condition, if \( irq \) is varied from 0 to full load, the locus of \( \psi_r \) varies along A-B, which indicates a predominant change in angle \( \delta_P \) between \( \psi_s \) and \( \psi_r \), whereas the magnitude of \( \psi_r \) does not change appreciably. In other words, a change in the angle \( \delta_P \) would definitely result in a predictable change in the active power handled by the stator. For example, in Figure 7.5a, which is the motoring mode of operation, decelerating the rotor flux in relation to the stator flux can increase the active power. Conversely, accelerating the rotor flux can reduce the active power. In Fig. 7.5b, the stator active power demand is maintained constant, so that \( irq \) is constant, and \( i_{rd} \) is varied from 0 to the rated value of \( im_s \). Here the locus of \( \psi_r \) varies along C-D, resulting in a predominant change in magnitude of \( \psi_r \), whereas the variation in \( \delta_P \) is small. Therefore, increasing the magnitude of the rotor flux and vice-versa can reduce the reactive power drawn from the grid by the stator.
The phasor diagrams (figures 7.5a and 7.5b) remain the same irrespective of the reference frame. The frequency of the phasors merely changes from one reference frame to the other. Therefore, we can conclude the following:

(i) The stator active power can be controlled by controlling the angular position of the rotor flux vector

(ii) Controlling the magnitude of the rotor flux vector can control the stator reactive power.

These two basic derivations are used to determine the instantaneous switching state of the rotor side converter to control the active and reactive power.

Figure 7.6 shows the possible six active switching states (S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6). The six active switching states would correspond to the voltage space vectors U1, U2...U6. In order to make an appropriate selection of the voltage vector, the space phasor plane is first subdivided into six 60° sectors 1, 2...6. The instantaneous magnitude and angular position of the rotor flux space phasor can now be controlled by selecting a particular voltage vector from the appropriate location. The effect of the different vectors, as reflected on the stator-side active and reactive powers when the rotor flux is positioned in sector 1, is illustrated in the following sub sections.
7.4.2 Effect of Active Vectors on Active power

Considering the anticlockwise direction of rotation of the flux vectors in the rotor reference frame to be positive, we note that $\psi_s$ is ahead of $\psi_r$ in motoring mode of operation and $\psi_s$ is behind $\psi_r$ in generating mode. In the rotor reference frame, the flux vectors rotate in the positive direction at sub-synchronous speeds, remain stationary at synchronous speed, and begin rotating in the negative direction at super-synchronous speeds.

In the motoring mode of operation in sector 1, the application of voltage vectors U2 and U3 accelerates $\psi_r$ in the positive direction. This reduces the angular separation between the two fluxes, resulting in a reduction of active power drawn by the stator. At sub-synchronous speeds, U2 and U3 cause $\psi_r$ to move in the same anticlockwise direction as $\psi_s$; hence, the effect on $P_s$ depends on the difference between the angular velocities of the two fluxes. The factors effecting the angular velocities of the fluxes $\psi_r$ and $\psi_s$ are the slip speed and the DC bus voltage, respectively. In the rotor reference frame, $\psi_r$ rotates at slip speed, and the rate of change of $\psi_r$ depends on the DC bus voltage and the applied inverter state. Therefore, for a given bus voltage, the higher the slip, the lower the relative angular velocity between the two flux vectors, thereby effecting a slower change in $P_s$ and vice versa. At super-synchronous speeds, the relative velocity is additive, and the change in $P_s$ is faster.
In the generating mode of operation, application of vectors U2 and U3 result in an increase in angular separation between the two and, therefore, an increase in the active power generated by the stator. (With Ps being negative for generation, U2 and U3 still result in a reduction of positive active power.) The relative speeds of the vectors in sub-synchronous and super-synchronous generation are the same as in motoring operation. Hence, the same conclusions can be drawn. Similarly, it can be seen that the effect of U5 and U6 on the active power would be exactly opposite to that of U2 and U3 in both motoring and generating modes.

Power drawn by the stator is considered to be positive and power generated is considered to be negative. Therefore, it may be concluded that, if the rotor flux is in k-th sector, application of vectors U(k+1) and U(k+2) would result in a reduction in the stator active power, and application of vectors U(k-1) and U(k-2) would result in an increase in the stator active power.

### 7.4.3 Effect of Active Vectors on Reactive Power

From the phasor diagrams (figures 7.5a and 7.5b), it can be seen that the reactive power drawn by the stator depends upon the component of $\psi_r$ along $\psi_s$ (i.e. $\psi_{rd}$). Therefore, when the rotor flux vector is located in sector 1, voltage vectors U1, U2 and U6 increase its magnitude, whereas vectors U3, U4 and U5 reduce its magnitude. This holds well irrespective of whether the machine is operating in motoring or generating mode. An increase in magnitude of $\psi_r$ indicates an increased amount of reactive power being fed from the rotor side and therefore, a reduction in the reactive power drawn by the stator. This results in an improved stator power factor. A decrease in magnitude of $\psi_r$ amounts to lowering of the stator side power factor.

As a generalization, it can be therefore said that if the rotor flux resides in the kth sector, where k=1, 2, 3...6, switching vectors U(k), U(k + 1), and U(k - 1) reduce the reactive power drawn from the stator side. U(k+2), U(k - 2), and U(k+3) increase the reactive power drawn from the stator side.

### 7.4.4 Effect of Zero Vectors on Active Power

The effect of the zero vectors is to stall (stop rotating) the rotor flux without affecting its magnitude. This results in an opposite effect on the stator active power in sub-synchronous and super-synchronous modes of operation.

In sub-synchronous motoring, application of a zero vector increases $\delta_P$ as $\psi_r$ continues to rotate in the positive direction at slip speed. Above synchronous speed, $\psi_r$ rotates in the counterclockwise direction, thereby reducing $\delta_P$. Hence, active power drawn by the stator increases for sub-synchronous operation and decreases for super-synchronous operation. Active power generated being negative, the same conclusion holds true for the generating mode as well. The rate of change of Ps depends on the slip speed alone because $\psi_r$ remains stationary in the rotor reference frame.
7.4.5 Effect of Zero Vectors on Reactive Power

Because a zero vector does not change the magnitude of the rotor flux, its effect on the reactive power is rather small. Nevertheless, there is some small change in $Q_s$; its effect being dependent on whether the angle between the stator and rotor fluxes increases or decreases due to the application of a zero vector. An increase in angular separation between the two fluxes reduces $\psi_{rd}$ resulting in an increment of $Q_s$ being drawn from the stator side. The converse is true when $\delta_P$ reduces.

7.5 Control Algorithm

With the inferences drawn in the previous section, it is possible to switch an appropriate voltage vector on the rotor side at any given instant of time to increase or decrease the active or reactive power in the stator side. Therefore, any given references for stator active and reactive powers can be tracked within a narrow band by selecting proper switching vectors for the rotor-side converter. This is the basis of the stator-power-based control strategy.

It should be noted that in a VSCF system, the outer loop will decide the reference for the overall active power $P$ generated or absorbed by the machine. This includes both the stator and rotor powers ($P_s$ and $P_r$). From this set value and the present speed, the reference torque $m_d^*$ can be computed. The reference for the stator power can, therefore, be calculated as $P_s^* = m_d^* \cdot \omega_s$. The quantity $Q_s^*$ is set according to the desired power factor at the stator terminals.

7.5.1 Measurement of Stator Active and Reactive Power

The active and reactive power on the stator side can be directly computed from the stator currents and voltages. The stator active and reactive powers can be expressed in the following manner:

$$Ps = \frac{2}{3} (u_{s\alpha}i_{s\alpha} + u_{s\beta}i_{s\beta}) \quad (7.1)$$

$$Qs = \frac{2}{3} (u_{s\beta}i_{s\alpha} - u_{s\alpha}i_{s\beta}) \quad (7.2)$$

where,

$$u_{s\alpha} = \frac{3}{2} u_{s1} u_{s\beta} = \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} (u_{s2} - u_{s3}) \quad (7.3)$$

$$i_{s\alpha} = \frac{3}{2} i_{s1} i_{s\beta} = \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} (i_{s2} - i_{s3}) \quad (7.4)$$
7.5.2 Sector Identification of Rotor Flux

To implement the switching algorithm, the current sector of the rotor flux has to be identified. The exact position of the rotor-flux space phasor is not of importance when selecting which switching vector to apply. The concept is illustrated by the following example. Let one assume that the present position of the rotor flux is in sector 1 and it is moving in the counterclockwise direction (corresponding to sub-synchronous operation). Therefore, application of switching vector states S2 and S6 results in a reduction of $Q_s$, and application of S3 and S5 results in an increment of $Q_s$. As soon as the rotor flux vector crosses over to sector 2, the effect of states S3 and S6 on $Q_s$ would reverse. Vector U3 would now act to reduce $Q_s$ instead of increasing it. Similarly, the effect of vector U6 on $Q_s$ would also be opposite. These reversals in the direction of change in $Q_s$, when a particular vector is applied, can be detected, and a decision of sector change may be made on this basis. Similarly, if the flux vector is rotating in the clockwise direction (super-synchronous operation), the effect of states S2 and S5 on $Q_s$ would change in direction when $\psi_r$ changes over from sector 1 to sector 6. Thus, in any particular direction of rotation there are two vectors that can provide the information for a sector change. Because the rotor flux vector cannot jump through sectors, the change will be always by one sector, either preceding or succeeding. In this method, even though the exact position of the flux is unknown, the sector identification can be updated just by observing the changes in $Q_s$ caused by the applied vectors. It may be noted that the effect of the vectors on $P_s$ would not provide a conclusive inference about the change in sector.

However, during a particular sector, not all vectors will be applied. For example, in sector k, vectors $U(k)$ and $U(k + 3)$ will never be applied. These vectors would have predominant effect on the reactive power, but their effect on the active power would depend on the actual position of the rotor flux vector in the sector. In the switching logic, therefore, only those vectors are selected that have uniform effects on $P_s$ and $Q_s$ in terms of their direction of change, irrespective of the position of the rotor flux in a particular sector.

For any given vector applied in a particular sector, the expected direction of change in $Q_s$ can be read from a pre-stored table. The actual direction of change can be computed from the present value of $Q_s$ and its previous value. If they are in contradiction, then a decision on change of sector is taken. Whether the sector change has to be effected in the clockwise or counterclockwise direction depends on the applied vector and the observed change in $Q_s$. This information is stored in another reference table.

7.6 Modified Stator Power Control Algorithm

The control algorithm for direct stator power discussed in the previous chapter suffers from a few shortcomings. At any sector, only two active vectors can be used for sector updating, whereas the remaining two active vectors cannot make any decision on a sector change. For example, when the rotor flux is in sector 1 and the flux is rotating in the counterclockwise direction, application of vectors S3 and S6 can determine sector updating, whereas vector S2 and S5 cannot. Application of S2 vector should ideally decrease both $P_s$ and $Q_s$, while application of S5 should increase both of them. An arbitrary selection of the hysteresis bands for $P_s$ and $Q_s$ may force the application of S2 and S5 vectors repeatedly at every alternative sampling instants. If such process goes on for a long time, then sector update may not take place even though the rotor flux has passed to sector 2 from sector 1.
In such case, the controller still functions stably until the rotor flux vector remains within the first half of sector 2 (up to 30°) without sector updating. After that, the application of vector S2 will increase. This work has been authored by Midwest Research Institute under Contract No. DE-AC36-99GO10337 with the U.S. Department of Energy. The United States Government retains and the publisher, by accepting the article for publication, acknowledges that the United States Government retains a non-exclusive, paid-up, irrevocable, worldwide license to publish or reproduce the published form of this work, or allow others to do so, for United States Government purposes. Ps instead of decreasing the same, whereas it still decreases Qs. Similarly, application of vector S5 will decrease Ps instead of increasing the same and still increases Qs. Because the sector identification takes place only when there is a change in direction of Qs, the sector cannot be updated if S2 and S5 are applied repeatedly. In such a situation, the system could become unstable. As a remedy to this problem, the hysteresis band needs to be chosen carefully, so that both Ps and Qs do not change direction in unison for two consecutive sampling instants. In the present system, the band for Ps is chosen to be almost half that of Qs.

The above direct power control algorithm is explained with reference to a balanced three-phase system; so far nothing has been discussed about the validity of the same for an unbalanced condition. Our analysis has shown that the same control algorithm can be used for an unbalanced system. The proposed controller functions well without any stability problem if the system encounters a phase unbalance up to 30°. On the other hand, the controller functions become unreliable when the unbalancing of the phases exceeds more than 30°.

In the present system, the tow-phase three-wire rotary transformer introduces an unbalanced condition into the rotor circuit. The rotary transformer is designed so that its secondary winding is stationary and its primary winding rotates with the rotor. Instead of using three primary windings connected to the corresponding phase of the wound rotor, and three secondary windings connected to the converter, only two windings on each side will be used by means of a three-phase to two-phase transformation. The basic principle of the transformation is to phase shift the MMF of the two windings by 60° with the same amplitude. The angle of 60° is desirable because the MMF in the vertical middle section of the transformer core is proportional to the difference of the MMFs of the two windings. If it is assumed that these MMFs are sinusoidal with the same amplitude, then their difference would have the same amplitude. As a result, the width of the middle section of the core can be the same as the width of the outer ones. In this way, the flux through all the core sections is maintained, and volume of the transformer can be reduced. On the other hand, this arrangement inherently introduces unbalancing into the system. With such a two-phase transformer, when one side is excited with a balanced supply, the other side has unbalanced voltage. The degree of unbalancing is a function of load. The maximum unbalancing can be observed when operating at full load or, in other words, when the transformer is handling its rated power. If the primary winding of the rotary transformer is excited through a balanced three-phase supply voltage while the secondary side is shorted, the maximum unbalanced current can be expected at both the primary and secondary side of the same. Similarly, when the secondary side is connected to infinite impedances or kept open-circuited, the transformer behaves like a fully balanced system.

To detect the maximum possible unbalancing introduced into the system, the transformer alone is simulated with its secondary side in a short-circuited conditions. The simulation results (Figure 7.7) show that the Phase C current is leading Phase A currents by only 60° instead of 120°, whereas the
Phase B current is lagging the Phase A current by 150°, instead of 120°. Besides, the phase B current is almost $\sqrt{3}$ times that of the phase A and phase C currents. Thus, it may be concluded that in the worst-case condition, even though the unbalancing is almost 73% in magnitude, the unbalancing in phase is only 50%. However, because the secondary winding of the rotary transformer will always experience the rotor impedance of the motor (which is higher than a short-circuited condition), in practice the unbalancing will be less than that of the short circuit condition, both in magnitude and phase. It may be concluded that, in practice, the phase unbalance will never exceed 50% (60°) for this particular application. The simulation results with open-circuited conditions are given in the previous chapter (figures 6.15 to 6.19). The results show that the system behaves like a balanced system during no-load operation.

Figure 7.7. The primary and secondary currents of the two-phase three-wire rotary transformer when the primary side is excited with a balanced supply voltage and the secondary side is short circuited.
Figure 7.8. The primary and secondary currents of the two-phase three-wire rotary transformer along with the different machine waveforms when the primary side is connected to the rotor winding of the DFIM and the secondary side is short circuited
The simulation results of the system (combining DFIM and rotary transformer) when the secondary winding of the rotary transformer is short-circuited are given in Figure 7.8. Both the stator and rotor currents of the induction machine are highly distorted and unbalanced in nature. In this proposed control algorithm, the unbalancing in phase is more important than the unbalancing in magnitude because the control algorithm is more dependent on the relative displacement of the phase voltages or the effective switching vectors, rather than their magnitudes. The nature of unbalancing for different load can be explained with the help of phasor diagrams in figures 7.9 to 7.13.

Figure 7.9. The unbalanced phase voltages (at maximum unbalanced condition of 50%) at the machine rotor terminals and corresponding switching vectors for the proposed unbalanced direct power control algorithm of a DFIM
Figure 7.10. An irregular hexagon incorporating the switching vectors for a DFIM at maximum (50%) unbalanced condition (short circuit condition)
Assuming the maximum unbalanced condition as given in figures 7.7 and 7.8, the phasor diagram of the currents through the rotor winding of the motor (when the stationary winding of the transformer is excited with balanced voltages) is given in Figure 7.9. If one assumes that the three phases of the motor windings are identical (assuming the impedances of the rotor windings are same), then the voltages across the windings of the machine will also have similar phasor diagram (Figure 7.9). Ura, Urb, Urc are the three phase voltages at the primary (rotating winding side) of the rotary transformer when the secondary side (stationary winding side) is excited with a balanced three-phase voltages.

It may be inferred from this relative displacement between the different phases that the voltage vectors applied by the power converter will be reflected to the motor side as given by S1, S2…S6 in Figure 7.9. The magnitude of all the effective vectors at the motor terminal are not the same and also they are not placed at regular interval. The relative magnitudes (1.732 pu to 3.464 pu) and angles between any two consecutive vectors are different (varying from 30° to 120°). A hexagon is drawn connecting the tips of the different voltage vectors (Figure 7.10). For a balanced system, the tip of the switching vectors would have been on a circle and their magnitude would have been the same. The phase difference between two consecutive switching vectors would have been the constant (60°) as shown in Figure 7.11.
Thus, it may be concluded that if the converter excites the secondary (stationary winding) of the transformer with a balanced three-phase voltage then the voltages at the motor terminal and flux in the rotor will follow a similar hexagon (Figure 7.10). To obtain a circular flux trajectory in the rotor, the excitation voltages by the converter need to be asymmetric. To accomplish that task the direct power control algorithm can be used. Assuming the unbalancing nature of the reflected voltage vectors at the rotor terminal, the sectors of the rotor flux are redefined and redrawn in Figure 7.12 for a typical 30° phase unbalanced condition.

The direct power control algorithm still works with such unbalanced condition. For example, let’s say that the rotor flux vector is in sector 1 (Figure 7.12). In such a case, by applying S5 and S6, the rotor flux can be dragged behind and the relative angle between the stator and the rotor will increase. Thus the active power $P_s$ can be increased. The application of S6 decreases $Q_s$, whereas S5 increases it. Similarly, by applying S2 and S3, the active power will be decreased, whereas S2 decreases $Q_s$ and S3 increases $Q_s$. When the rotor flux is rotating in the counterclockwise direction and when it reaches from sector 1 to sector 2, then by applying either S3 or S6, the direction of change of $Q_s$ will be detected and the sector can be updated accordingly. On the other hand, when the rotor flux is rotating in the clockwise direction, the sector can be updated by applying either S2 or S6. Similarly, it can be shown that the proposed controller functions well for all the other sectors (Figure 7.12).
Figure 7.12. Switching vectors and designated sectors for a modified direct-power control algorithm for a maximum 30° phase unbalanced condition of the system incorporating a two-phase three-wire rotary transformer and a DFIM.
The successful operation of the proposed controller depends on the relative displacement of the successive switching vectors and the sector boundaries. For successful operation of the controller, the following conditions need to be fulfilled:

(i) Each switching vector must lie exactly at 90° phase apart from two sector boundaries
(ii) Between two consecutive sector boundaries, at least one switching vector should be present
(iii) None of the sectors should be wider than 90°.

In both Figure 7.6 (balanced operating condition) and Figure 7.12 (30° phase unbalanced condition) it can be seen that all the above three conditions are satisfied. For example, in Figure 7.12 the sector boundary 1 lies exactly at a 90° phase displacement from S2 and S5. The same result can be verified for all other sector boundaries. Similarly, it can be seen between two sector boundaries there is at least one switching vector (figures 7.6 and 7.12). For example, in Figure 7.12 for sector 1 and sector 4, the vectors S1 and S4 lie just on the boundary of the sectors, which may be the limiting case, but still a valid case. Similarly, it is seen that none of the sectors in figures 7.6 and 7.12 are wider than 90°. In Figure 7.12, sector 3 and sector 6 are just 90° wide. So, again, it may be inferred that this is the limiting case, but still is a valid operating condition.

The switching vectors, sector boundaries and the sector width for the worst-case scenario (i.e., at maximum unbalanced operating condition [short circuit condition] are given in Figure 7.13. For this case only, the first condition is satisfied. On the other hand the second and third conditions are violated. For example, in sector 1, sector 2, sector 4, and sector 5 there is no switching vector. Similarly, the widths of sector 3 and sector 6 are 120°, which is in violation of the third condition. Thus, it may be concluded that this operating condition is not a valid stable condition.

Following a similar process, if the system is investigated for other unbalanced operating conditions, it can be found that for any phase unbalance more than 30° between the three phases of the rotary transformer, the proposed control algorithm will be unstable. Similarly for any phase unbalance less than or equal to 30° the system will be controlled satisfactorily. The locus of the switching vector S2 and S5 for different degrees of unbalanced conditions and their stable and unstable operating zones are plotted in Figure 7.14. It may be noted that S1, S2, … S6 represent the vector location during 100% balanced condition. For the present system, they represent the case for no-load operation. Similarly, the location of S1', S2', … S6' represents the worst-case unbalanced condition, which is the short circuit condition for the present system. However, in reality the switching vectors will neither operate in short circuit condition nor purely at no load condition. Therefore, the location of the vectors will depend on the operating load, and they will be somewhere in between the above two extreme positions. Over the entire operating region, the system will be divided in two halves depending on their operating condition (i.e., operating loads). If the switching vectors are located within a 30° region from their balanced operating point, then they are well within the stable operating region. Any vector lying beyond 30° region from the balanced operation position is called an unstable operating point. In Figure 7.14, the stable and unstable operating regions are distinctly divided by shaded and dotted area.
vectors are located within a 30° region from their balanced operating point, then they are well within the stable operating region. Any vector lying beyond 30° region from the balanced operation position is called an unstable operating point. In Figure 7.14, the stable and unstable operating regions are distinctly divided by shaded and dotted area.
Figure 7.14. Locus of the switching vectors from maximum unbalanced condition (short circuit condition) to a fully balanced condition (open circuit condition) and the corresponding stable and unstable operating zones

The controller works up to a 30° phase unbalanced condition for the present rotary transformer application. It may be concluded that the system works well for any phase unbalance less than or equal to 30°. However, we now need to investigate if the system works well for unbalanced conditions more than 30°. The simulation results show that the degree of unbalancing for the present system with rotary transformer is directly a function of load, and it is necessary to verify the validity of the proposed controller throughout the operating regime.

The locus of the switching vectors for different load conditions and their relative displacements are given in Figure 7.13. The phasors S1, S2… S6 represent the balanced operating condition, which is the case for the open-circuit or no-load operating conditions (Figure 7.13) for the present system. Similarly S1', S2', … S6' represents the location of the switching vector for the short-circuit condition or the maximum unbalanced condition. The magnitude of the switching vectors and their relative phase displacement for this condition are not uniform. However, the location and magnitude of phasors S1 and S4 remain the same for all the time. Only the switching vectors S2, S3, S5, and S6 alter their magnitude and location depending on the degree of unbalancing. The switching vectors S2', S3', S5', S6' represent some intermediate locations of these vectors for some other unbalanced conditions.
From the above diagram, it is clear that the phase angles between \( S_2 \) and \( S_2' \) and between \( S_5 \) and \( S_5' \) varies by 60º depending on the operating load. Similarly, the phase angles between \( S_3 \) and \( S_3' \); \( S_6 \) and \( S_6' \) varies by 30º. Given the nature of the controller, the switching vectors \( S_1, S_3, S_4, \) and \( S_6 \) do not pose any problem for the system operation. However, the position or swinging of vectors \( S_2 \) and \( S_5 \) is a concern. Their positions vary by almost 60º, which makes the relative displacement between consecutive switching vectors more than 90º. Operation during those sectors becomes unstable.

The system works well for a 30º phase unbalance. However, for the system having more than 30º unbalance, it does not work. The system tends to become inherently unstable. Because the degree of phase unbalancing of the present system is directly a function of the load, it may be inferred that the system will work up to a certain load (approximately up to 75% load). Up to that stable operating load, the machine torque as well as the current waveforms can be controlled smoothly with the proposed controller. However, beyond 75% load, the system behaves unpredictably with the proposed controller and sometimes, the system is rendered instable. The proposed control algorithm, even though is capable of handling a great deal of unbalancing in a system, it is not quite adequate for controlling the present two-phase rotary transformer over its full operating load regime. Therefore, either an alternative control algorithm needs to be found or the topology of the rotary transformer has to be changed to fit with the proposed controller for successful operation of the system with a rotary transformer. However, it may be concluded that for a three-phase balanced rotary transformer, the proposed controller will be an excellent choice.

This is because the controller can work up to a 30º phase unbalanced condition. For the present system with rotary transformer This appears to be located in the middle of the operating region. Therefore, it may be concluded that the system works well for any phase unbalance less than or equal to 30º. However, it may be inferred from the phasor diagram that any phase unbalance more than 30º may cause system instability. With the latter case, the relative displacement between two consecutive switching vectors may exceed 90º and two consecutive sectors may overlap each other, and the system will lose uniform controllability. Thus, it can be concluded that, with less than 30º phase unbalance, the proposed direct power control algorithm works satisfactorily and beyond that it does not work. Selection of active and zero switching vectors at different conditions for the stable operating region are given in tables 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3.

### Table 7.1. Selection of Active Switching States When \( P_{err} \leq 0 \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Switching State</th>
<th>Sector 1</th>
<th>Sector 2</th>
<th>Sector 3</th>
<th>Sector 4</th>
<th>Sector 5</th>
<th>Sector 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( Q_{err} &gt; 0 )</td>
<td>S3</td>
<td>S4</td>
<td>S5</td>
<td>S6</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>S2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q_{err} \leq 0 )</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>S3</td>
<td>S4</td>
<td>S5</td>
<td>S6</td>
<td>S1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7.2. Selection of Active Switching States When \( P_{err} > 0 \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Switching State</th>
<th>Sector 1</th>
<th>Sector 2</th>
<th>Sector 3</th>
<th>Sector 4</th>
<th>Sector 5</th>
<th>Sector 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( Q_{err} &gt; 0 )</td>
<td>S5</td>
<td>S6</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>S3</td>
<td>S4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q_{err} \leq 0 )</td>
<td>S6</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>S3</td>
<td>S4</td>
<td>S5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.3. Condition for Selection of Zero Vector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speed</th>
<th>Motoring</th>
<th>Generating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sub-synchronous</td>
<td>( Q_{err} \geq 0 ) and ( P_{err} \geq 0 )</td>
<td>( Q_{err} &lt; 0 ) and ( P_{err} \geq 0 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Super-synchronous</td>
<td>( Q_{err} &lt; 0 ) and ( P_{err} &lt; 0 )</td>
<td>( Q_{err} \geq 0 ) and ( P_{err} &lt; 0 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.7 Simulation Results with and without Rotary Transformer

Utilizing the modified control algorithm, the complete system including the unbalanced rotary transformer, the DFIM, and the power converter was simulated in SABER (figures 7.12 to 7.18). The results showed that the proposed control algorithm works well with a rotary transformer up to a certain load (approximately up to 75% load). The plots show that both the stator active and reactive powers are controlled in desired fashion within the stable operating regime. In figures 7.12 to 7.15, the different waveforms of the system are plotted when the system is simulated with a two-phase unbalanced rotary transformer, along with the wound-rotor induction machine. Both the primary- and secondary-side currents through the rotary transformers are plotted along with stator currents, stator active power (\( P_s \)), stator reactive power (\( Q_s \)), speed, and torque of the system. In these plots, the secondary side (stationary) of the transformer is connected to the converter, and the primary side (rotating) is connected to the rotor winding. The currents on the converter side (\( i_{ras}, i_{rbs}, i_{rcs} \)) are visibly unbalanced in nature (from the top, trace 1 in Figure 7.12, trace 2 in Figure 7.14, trace 3 in Figure 7.16). The rotor-side currents (\( i_{ra}, i_{rb}, i_{rc} \)) in all the plots are almost balanced. The three-phase stator currents (\( i_{as}, i_{bs}, i_{cs} \)) are also plotted. It may be seen that they also are closely balanced and that they maintain almost unity power factor over the entire stable operating range. Thus, it can be concluded that, applying our proposed control algorithm, satisfactory control is possible in an unbalanced system up to 30°.

Also, the proposed control algorithm works well for both sub- and super-synchronous operating ranges (figures 7.12 to 7.16). Figure 7.16 displays conditions for the machine operating at approximately 1.25 pu speed while the load torque is varied monotonically from 50 Nm (20%) to 180 Nm (75% load). Note that the system works well within that operating condition.
However, when the machine operates near synchronous speed, the rotor currents and voltages become almost DC quantity, and the transformer starts saturating. The simulation results of the system when it approaches synchronous speed are given in Figure 7.17. The system works smoothly down to 6% operating slip, and below that the transformer starts saturating.

To verify the system performance over its entire operating region, the machine is made to operate at 0.8 pu speed, and the load torque of the machine is varied from 20% to 100%. At about 200 Nm load torque, the machine operation becomes unstable (Figure 7.18). At about 200 Nm load, the machine loses stability; none of the machine variables - for example, stator and rotor currents, torque, speed, Ps, and Qs- give the desire values after it looses stability. Thus, it may be inferred that beyond 75% load, the system does not behave stably with the proposed controller.

The system was simulated with the control algorithm for direct stator power when the rotary transformer was not connected to the machine. In this case, the system works well over its torque and speed operating regimes without any stability problem. The simulation results of the wound-rotor induction machine along with a regular IGBT inverter and this control algorithm are given in figures 7.19 to 7.22 for both sub- and super-synchronous operation. Both steady state and transient results are provided for the entire operating region.

Once again, the system was simulated with a rotary transformer and diode bridge chopper combination with the assumption that the direct measurement of rotor currents is possible. With such measured values (Fig. 7.23). The resulting torque ripple in this plot is less compared to the results without rotor current measurement (Figure 7.24). However, this was a fictitious case. In reality the rotor current cannot be measured directly because the rotor winding is rotating with the shaft. It is difficult to mount the measuring devices.

The regular field-orientation control algorithm with a regular IGBT inverter and rotary transformer was also verified in a simulation assuming that the direct rotor current is available for control purposes (Figure 7.25). The system performance was improved greatly with such controller if rotor current measurement was possible. The torque ripple produced by the machine is much smaller.

7.8 Conclusions

In this chapter, a variety of rotor side control algorithms for a DFIM with or without rotary transformer were examined. First, the characteristics of a two-phase rotary transformer was illustrated through simulation, and it was shown that the rotary transformer behaves from a balanced system to a maximum 60º phase unbalancing as the operating point varies from conditions of no-load to short-circuit load. In addition, the controller design for such system becomes critical because direct rotor winding current measurement is no longer possible. The rotor windings rotating with the rotary transformer are not accessible from outside the machine. Many rotor-side controllers including the field-orientated controller, ideally require measurement of the rotor winding currents. However, their inaccessibility in this system complicates the situation.

The performance of a diode bridge and chopper controller with such an unbalanced system was verified. The system produces excessive torque ripple. Thus, an alternative control algorithm is needed.
Finally, a control algorithm for direct stator power was devised, and its operating principle was explained in relation to the present unbalanced system. Through analysis and simulation, we found that such a controller works well with the above unbalanced system up to 75% load. Control performance within this operating zone was excellent. However, for loads beyond 75%, the system behaves unpredictably, and the system loses its stability. Therefore, it can be concluded that even though the proposed controller is inadequate for controlling the system over its entire operating regime, the applicability of such controller up to a certain unbalancing can be established. However, for a system with a three-phase balanced rotary transformer, the proposed controller can be considered an excellent choice.

The behavior of the controller and rotary transformer around synchronous speed was demonstrated. The system operates well for a slip more than or equal to 6%. However, for slips less than 6%, the rotary transformer tends to saturate, and the system loses its stability. This instability may be considered another shortcoming for a rotor-side control of a system based on a rotary transformer. This instability can be observed irrespective of the three-phase or two-phase configuration. For a system with rotary transformer, the double-side control algorithm (as explained in Chapter 5) would be an ideal solution because the rotor frequency can be varied at will.

Finally, a fictitious condition was simulated assuming that direct rotor current measurement is possible. With this assumption, the system was simulated with a diode bridge chopper combination. The system performance was improved partially. Similarly, we verified a field-orientation control algorithm and the performance of the system improved greatly. However, because rotor current measurement was difficult to obtain, the last two control schemes cannot be implemented in a real-world case.
Figure 7.12. Simulation results of the complete system with the proposed modified control algorithm for direct power with an unbalanced condition in the super-synchronous region
Figure 7.13. Simulation results of the complete system with the proposed modified control algorithm for direct power with an unbalanced condition (super-synchronous speed, transient condition)
Figure 7.14. Simulation results of the complete system with the proposed modified control algorithm for direct power with an unbalanced condition at sub-synchronous speed range (40% load)
Figure 7.15. Simulation results of the complete system with the proposed modified control algorithm for direct power with an unbalanced condition at sub-synchronous speed range (20% load)
Figure 7.16. Simulation results of the complete system with the proposed modified control algorithm for direct power with an unbalanced condition at 1.25 pu speed (super-synchronous speed range) when load torque varies from 20% to 75%
Figure 7.17. Simulation results of the complete system with the proposed modified control algorithm for direct power near synchronous speed.
Figure 7.18. Simulation results of the complete system with the proposed modified control algorithm for direct power with an unbalanced condition at 0.8 pu speed (sub-synchronous speed range) when load torque varies from 20% to 100%
Figure 7.19. Simulation results for super-synchronous operation of a DFIM control with a control algorithm for direct power and without rotary transformer (100% balanced condition)
Figure 7.20. Simulation results at super-synchronous operation of a DFIM control with a control algorithm for direct power and without rotary transformer (100% balanced condition)
Figure 7.21. Simulation results of a DFIM control with a control algorithm for direct power and without rotary transformer (100% balanced condition)
Figure 7.22. Simulation results of a DFIM control with a control algorithm for direct power and without rotary transformer (100% balanced condition) during a super-synchronous motoring to generating mode transient
Figure 7.23. Simulation results of a DFIM control with diode bridge and boost chopper combination, along with a rotary transformer when the rotor current is measured directly.
Figure 7.24. Simulation results of a DFIM control with diode bridge and boost chopper combination, along with a rotary transformer when the rotor current is not measured directly
Figure 7.25. Simulation results of a DFIM control with field-orientation control by a regular IGBT inverter, along with a rotary transformer when the rotor current is measured directly for controlling the drive.
Figure 7.26. Simulation results of a DFIM control with field-orientation control by a regular IGBT inverter, along with a rotary transformer when the rotor current is not measured directly for controlling the drive.
Chapter 8: Development of a Power Converter and DSP Control Platform and Experimental Test Results

8.1 Overview

The converter topologies and detailed simulation results of the complete system, including the controller for various proposed power converters, have been discussed in the previous chapters. In this section, we focus on hardware development for the experimental setup. Based on SABER simulation of the complete system, we obtained the design values of the semiconductor devices and the passive elements like inductors and DC-link capacitors. The detailed parts list and photographs of important hardware components are presented in this chapter. Two DSP-based control boards (TMS320F240, Texas Instrument) with required digital and analog interfacing were developed for controlling the FEC and the machine-side converter. Two integrated inverter modules with six IGBTs, necessary gate drivers, and heat sink were packaged as one unit (SKIIP module) purchased from SEMIKRON. The other important components such as DC-link capacitors, inductors (line-side), contactors, sensors (for voltage and current sensing), fuses, and suitable connectors were obtained from different vendors. A DC-link braking resistor along with an IGBT switch was designed for over-voltage protection of the DC bus. For testing the setup, a 40-hp Danfoss drive and a Baldor motor were used and these items were installed employed in the present setup. A two-phase rotary transformer along with a DFIM has been fabricated by WEG Motors of Jaragua do Sul, in Brazil, and currently this company is testing different loads. A representative set of test results is included in this report. While awaiting the delivery of the special DFIM with rotating transformer, the hardware setup for testing this drive was completed and tested with a 7.5-kW V/F induction motor drive. We present typical experimental result with the above induction motor control with the designed experimental setup as a testimony of the functionality of the hardware. We will begin testing the DFIM as soon as it arrives from the manufacturer. Photographs of the prototype experimental setup are also included in this chapter.

8.2 Introduction

Because our research was intended to test a two-phase unbalanced rotary transformer, it was desirable to have a back-to-back configuration composed of two-full bridge inverters for the experimental setup. The full-bridge inverters can be used as a half-controlled configuration if needed, so that the setup can also be used for testing the topology discussed in Chapter 5 for both stator- and rotor-side control of a wound-rotor induction machine using two half-controlled configurations. For the latter case, the generated power from both the stator and the rotor will be dumped into a DC bus, and this DC bus will be actively controlled for an R-L load for controlling the DC bus voltage.

The hardware design can be divided into two sections: design of the power module and design of the DSP-based control platform. The power module consisted of inverter, rectifier, and DC link. A braking resistor was incorporated across the DC bus, so that the DC bus voltage never exceeded a set value. For the control platform, a state-of-the-art DSP (TMS320F240) was selected for controlling the system. In the following sections we present the design of both the power module and DSP based controller.
8.3 Design of Power Module

Figure 8.1 shows the complete power electronics of the system, which was composed of a front-end active rectifier and machine-side inverter along with a doubly fed induction generator and rotary transformer. The major design objective for this system was to choose the power rating of the semiconductor devices (diodes and IGBTs) and to design passive elements like line-side inductors and DC-link capacitors. In addition, a three-phase inductor (not shown in Figure 8.1) was incorporated into the line-side for filtering the line side harmonics.

The design of the heat sink was also important because if the heat lost by the semiconductor device was not removed, the temperature at the device junction would exceed the specified value, and the device might cease to function. Hence, suitable cooling arrangements were necessary so that junction temperature never exceeded the specified value (in our case 125º C). Suitable cooling system design ensured proper functioning of the semiconductor devices.

8.3.1 Power Rating of Semiconductor Devices

The intended power rating of the power electronics system is 30kW. The device selection is made based on a 50% overload condition. Because, the line-to-line voltage was 480 V, the DC bus voltage was designed for 700 V. Therefore, 1200-V devices were suitable for our system. Through SABER simulation, the full-load current rating of each individual phase was found to be 52 A. At a 50% overload condition, this value goes up to 76 A. As a consequence, the continuous current rating of each individual devices had to be more than 76 A. The final selection of devices was made based on availability of the components and lead-time of the vendors. The parts details for different semiconductor devices are given in Table 8.1. For the inverter, an intelligent power module (SkiiP342GD120-314CTVU) was used. The intelligent module consists of six IGBT; with anti-parallel diodes; six isolated gate drivers, incorporating over-current protection; and a suitable heat sink on which the devices were mounted. Such compact packaging reduces the volume. Besides, these modules are less affected by parasitics and were therefore less prone to noises. Three dual-diode modules (Table 8.1) were used for the rectifier. Two single-module IGBTs were used for the chopper and braking arrangement.
Figure 8.1. Detailed schematic of the designed hardware

Table 8.1. Semiconductor Parts List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Name</th>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Current Rating</th>
<th>Voltage Rating</th>
<th>Module Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rectifier</td>
<td>SkiiP342GD120-314CTVU</td>
<td>300 A (max)</td>
<td>1200 V</td>
<td>IGBT six-pack, drivers, heat sink suitable for 30 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inverter</td>
<td>SkiiP342GD120-314CTVU</td>
<td>300 A (max)</td>
<td>1200 V (max)</td>
<td>IGBT six-pack, drivers, heat sink suitable for 30 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Braking IGBT</td>
<td>SKM300GA123D</td>
<td>300 A</td>
<td>1200 V</td>
<td>Single Module</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gate Driver</td>
<td>SKHI10/12</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Up to 1200 V</td>
<td>Single gate drivers for the braking IGBT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8.3.2 DC-Link Design

DC link design consisted of designing the DC-link capacitor, bus bar design and DC-link braking circuit. The DC capacitor was designed based on the ripple current passing through it at 50% overload condition and the specific requirement of ride-through capability. From the load characteristics and switching strategy (through pulse-width modulation [PWM]), the ripple current through the DC bus capacitor was formulated, and the ripple current was found through a MATLAB program. The specifications for our selected device are listed in Table 8.1. The parts list of the DC-link capacitor and the DC-link braking resistor is listed in Table 8.2. The braking resistors were selected to handle five times the rated power for 10 seconds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Parts No.</th>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DC link capacitor</td>
<td>4700 µF, 450 V</td>
<td>UTOR450L6472M76x168CT</td>
<td>Ripple current 60.3 A rms each</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Braking Resistor</td>
<td>100 ohms, 1000 W</td>
<td>L1000J100, Ohmite</td>
<td>270 series enamel power resistor</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A line-side inverter was used for unity power factor interfacing with the grid. Because a conventional PWM inverter will generate a high-frequency switching ripple, a three-phase inductor was used between the grid and the inverter so that these high-frequency harmonics were attenuated. The current waveform was then maintained sinusoidal, and the overall THD of the current waveform was maintained within acceptable limits. Thus, the major factors contributing to the design of line-side inductors were namely the power rating of the system, the switching frequency of the inverter, and the DC bus voltage.

For our 30-kW system, a 500-uH, 60-A three-phase inductor was selected; our selection was verified through SABER simulations. The part number and other details of the inductor are given in Table 8.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Parts No.</th>
<th>Power loss</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Three-phase line side inductor</td>
<td>500 uH, 82 A (max)</td>
<td>RL05502, MTE corporation make</td>
<td>67 W</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8.3.3 Thermal Design

Thermal design is an important aspect of the power converter. For proper functioning of the semiconductor and for reliable performance, thermal design plays an important role. The losses incurred in different semiconductor modules and power electronics components need to be dissipated efficiently, so that junction temperature of the device is not excessive. For proper thermal design, we used detail loss modeling of the semiconductor devices. The manufacturer supplied the device loss characteristics for different operating conditions, such as during turn-on, turn-off, and during conduction. The characteristics were complex in nature and depended on various parameters, such as junction temperature, operating DC bus voltage, and current through the device. The characteristics were fitted to a suitable curve using MATLAB, and the fitted curves were used to obtain a complete loss model for the inverter. The loss model was simulated at rated load condition, while a sine-triangle PWM switching strategy was adopted for controlling the inverter. Based on PWM waveforms and given phase currents, the current through the different components of the inverter was found. The instantaneous losses in different components were found through the fit curve and summed up to obtain the total losses within one fundamental cycle.

The above losses, multiplied by fundamental frequency, gave the total loss of the inverter. For one phase leg of the inverter, the control PWM signal, the phase current, and the currents through the different components of the same phase leg are shown in Figure 8.2. The losses in diodes and IGBT during conduction and during switching were calculated separately as a function of current through it and the DC bus voltage. Summation of these individual losses gave the total losses of the inverter. The calculated losses from the above simulation for the inverter are shown in Figure 8.3. Similarly, the losses in the rectifier and DC link were calculated and listed in the tables. Based on these loss figures, suitable heat sinks were chosen from the manufacturer data sheet, and we verified that the selected heat sinks were capable of cooling the system. In this way, safe operation of the devices was ensured. The designed heat sinks and their specifications are listed in Table 8.5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Conduction Loss</th>
<th>Turn-on loss</th>
<th>Turn-off loss</th>
<th>Total Loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Braking IGBT (1 khz)</td>
<td>102.5 W</td>
<td>8 W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>118.5 W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Thermal resistance</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rectifier and Inverter heat sink</td>
<td>SEMIKRON make</td>
<td></td>
<td>( R_{thcdr} = 0.09^\circ \text{C/W} )</td>
<td>Forced cool heat sink with 5 m(^3)/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P16/280</td>
<td></td>
<td>( R_{thchr} = 0^\circ \text{C/W} )</td>
<td>air flow rate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 8.2. Simulation results for PWM waveforms and current through different components (IGBTs and diodes) of one leg of the Inverter (ma = modulating signal, PWM = pulse-width modulation waveform, iphA = phase current at rated load, is1 = current through upper-half IGBT of phase 1, is4 = current through lower-half IGBT of phase 1, id1 = current though upper-half diode of phase 1, id4 = current through the lower-half diode of phase 1)

Figure 8.3. Simulation results for losses in different components of the inverter
8.3.4 Sensors

Sensing of machine and line-side currents as well as DC bus voltage and line voltages is essential for controlling the DFIM. Suitable sensors are needed that will give high signal-to-noise ratios, have built-in isolation, and have output signals compatible with the control signals. LEM voltage and current sensors were selected for sensing the voltages currents of the system.

**Table 8.6. Current and Voltage Sensor**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LEM Voltage sensor</td>
<td>LV 100-1200/SP3</td>
<td>Primary side voltage 1200 V, secondary voltage ±12 V to ±18 V</td>
<td>Three input line voltages and one DC link voltage sensing</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Swiss made</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEM current sensor</td>
<td>LA 205-S</td>
<td>200A LEM current sensor</td>
<td>Three stator currents, three rotor currents, three FEC currents and one DC link current measurement</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaft sensor</td>
<td>Will be supplied by manufacturer of the machine</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8.3.5 Other Components

The other essential components for the power converters were contactors, fuses and charging resistors as shown in Table 8.7.

Table 8.7. Auxiliary Parts List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contactor</td>
<td>LC1 D8011B7, Telemecanique make</td>
<td>Coil voltage 110 V 60 Hz, Power rating 480 V, 37 kW</td>
<td>Stator and rotor circuits are connected to the line through contactors</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuses</td>
<td>100L09CB</td>
<td>600 V, 100 A</td>
<td>Cooper-Bussman make</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuse Block</td>
<td>H60100-3CR</td>
<td>Fuse block 600 V, 100 A</td>
<td>Cooper-Bussman make</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charging resistor</td>
<td>B20J200</td>
<td>200 ohm, 20 W</td>
<td>Ohmite make</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.4 DSP Based Controller Design

DSP-based control has emerged as a popular choice for most of the motion-control applications. For control in our DFIM for wind energy application, we chose a Texas Instruments TMS320F240 DSP chip, which had been specifically optimized for motor/motion-control applications, running from a 20-MHz clock oscillator. Our DSP-based control platform was made of two parts: (i) mother board (containing a DSP chip and essential components for running the DSP) and (ii) daughter board (signal conditioning for analog and digital I/Os). A schematic diagram of the DSP board is given in Figure 8.4. The major components of each board and their functions are discussed in the following sections.

8.4.1 Mother Board

The motherboard consisted of the Texas Instruments DSP chip, a 128-k x 16-bit on-card memory, analog inputs, PWM outputs, Digital I/O, and peripheral interfaces. The card accepted 16 analog signals with an input voltage range of ±10 V. These signals were put through a signal conditioning circuit that translated them to a 0 – 5 V reference. Two analog-to-digital converters with 10-bit resolution and a conversion time of 6.6 μs then processed the signals. There were eight PWM output signals. Digital input/output (I/O) consists of two banks of 8-bit signals. Communications interfaces included a RS-232 serial interface, a clocked serial port, an 8-bit MINI bus interface, and a JTAG port for software development. The board was powered by ±18 V current, which was converted to a ±15 V analog supply, a ±5 V analog reference, and a ±5 V regulated digital supply. A functional diagram of the board is shown in Figure 8.4.
8.4.2 Daughter Board

The logic the controlling daughter board was in a Xilinx chip that operated at 125 MHz with a maximum internal delay time of 10 ns. The board accepted 12 analog input signals, 24 digital input signals (16 miscellaneous inputs and 8 designated for PWM signals), 4 DAC outputs, and 18 digital output signals. A user had the option of using the digital outputs for PWM signals. Analog inputs were sent through conditioning circuits, where they are translated to a 0 – 5 V reference. These values were then fed into the digital inputs of the Xilinx board. A digital-to-analog converter accepted 8 digital inputs, with 4 analog outputs at 12-bit resolution. There was on-board, over-current, and over-voltage protection for all of the analog inputs. All gate drive control signals were conditioned through opto-isolators for surge protection. There were two comparators that were used as zero-crossing detectors. The gate drive signals were selected as an electrical or fiber-optic output. Serial interfaces included a RS-232 port and an encoder interface, both of which had optical isolation for surge protection. The board was powered by a ±15 V source along with a ±5 V reference.

8.5 Status of the Test Set-Up

The test setup was fabricated according to this design and with these selected parts. The complete system included the FEC, machine-side inverter, DC-link capacitors, braking IGBT, and braking resistors and was mounted on a vertical panel. The DC bus bar was designed so that the parasitics in the DC bus design were minimized. A total of nine capacitors were mounted on the panel to form the DC link. The capacitors were distributed into three parallel branches, each having three capacitors in series. The bus bars were sandwiched and mounted directly on the SKIIP modules and capacitors without any bending or extra connections or extra wiring. Suitable insulating materials were used between the bus bars, so that they did not become shorted because of insulation failure. An
aluminum plate was mounted at the top of the bus bar and on the aluminum plate with suitable spacers; the DSP control board, along with the signal conditioning and protection circuit PCB were mounted for both MSC and FEC.

Contactors, fuses, line-side inductors, and machine-side inductors were placed on or near the panel so as to minimize the wiring length. A start-stop push-button was used for energizing the power circuit. Two emergency stop buttons were placed in suitable position, so as to switch off the circuit in an emergency. The total schematic for the setup has already been given in Figure 8.1. The photographs of the different hardware components and the test setup are presented in figures 8.5 to 8.13.

A Danfoss drive, together with a Baldor, motor was installed, and their combination served as the dynamometer for testing our setup. The designed experimental setup was thoroughly debugged and tested at the component level and as a complete system. With the experimental setup and DSP-based V/F control software, a 7.5-kW induction motor was run in speed-control mode. A typical experimental result for the line-to-line voltage and one-phase current of the test motor is given in Figure 8.14.

### 8.6 Status of the Wound-Rotor Induction Machine and Rotary Transformer

A 30-kW DFIM along with a 20-KVA two-phase rotary transformer was fabricated by the WEG Motor Company in Brazil. The motor and the rotary transformer were tested in blocked rotor condition with the secondary winding of the transformer at open circuit. The circuit diagram is shown in Figure 8.15 and measured results follow on the next page. The test results include the currents through the stator winding, currents through the primary winding of the rotary transformer, stator voltage, and rotor voltages. The test was repeated with the secondary winding of the rotary transformer connected to a resistive load. Those results are given in Figure 8.16 with numerical data immediately following. The phase shift in stator and rotor quantities for the test condition given in Figure 8.15 are presented in figures 8.17 and 8.18, respectively. It can be seen that both the stator and the rotor quantities were unbalanced in phase. This is a direct effect of using the two-phase unbalanced rotary transformer. Figures 8.19 and 8.20 are photos of the end portion of the machine that show the rotating transformer.

### 8.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, we explained the detailed hardware setup for testing the control algorithm of Chapter 7 for a 30-kW DFIM along with a two-phase rotary transformer. The schematic in Figure 8.1 shows the complete hardware system and the hardware set-up. Each individual module was explained and each component was illustrated. Photographs show important components for the setup and different views of the complete power electronics system. Using the designed hardware setup, a 7.5-kW induction motor drive was tested with a V/F control software using the DSP equipment. A sample test result for the induction motor drive was given in support of the functionality of the designed hardware.

The WEG Motor Company of Brazil has fabricated a 30-kW wound rotor induction motor with an integral 20-KVA rotary transformer in one frame. They are performing preliminary no-load and load tests on the motor and rotary transformer unit. Examples of their test results are given.
Figure 8.5. DSP motherboard
Figure 8.6. DSP daughter board
Figure 8.7. SKIP module
Figure 8.8. Front view of the middle part of the experimental set-up
Figure 8.9. Front view of the upper part of the experimental set-up
Figure 8.10. Front view of lower part of the experimental set-up
Figure 8.11. LHS view of part of the experimental set-up
Figure 8.12. RHS view of part of the experimental set-up
Figure 8.13. Front view of part of the experimental set-up
Figure 8.14. Experimental waveforms for line-to-line voltage and phase current when a 7.5-kW induction motor was run from the present test setup
Subject: Rotary transformer no-load test.

Test condition 1: Locked rotor condition, slip $s = 1$ and secondary open

Test Diagram:

Figure 8.15. Circuit schematic of a DFIM with a two-phase rotary transformer for test condition 1
### Stator Measured Values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source applied voltage (A-B, B-C, A-C) in volts</th>
<th>between (A-B) [volts]</th>
<th>between (A-C) [volts]</th>
<th>between (B-C) [volts]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>105.8</td>
<td>105.8</td>
<td>105.8</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>221.7</td>
<td>209</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Obs: The source voltage measured values were equal*

### Rotor Measured Values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source applied voltage (A-B, B-C, A-C) in volts</th>
<th>between (Ap-Bp) [volts]</th>
<th>between (Ap-Cp) [volts]</th>
<th>between (Bp-Cp) [volts]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>105.8</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>71.5</td>
<td>49.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source applied voltage (A-B, B-C, A-C) in volts</th>
<th>between (As-Bs) [volts]</th>
<th>between (As-Cs) [volts]</th>
<th>between (Bs-Cs) [volts]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>105.8</td>
<td>55.4</td>
<td>75.8</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 8.16. Circuit schematic of a DFIM with a two-phase rotary transformer for test condition 2 - Locked rotor condition, slip $s = 1$ and secondary winding connected to a wye balanced connected load.
### Stator Measured Values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source applied voltage (A-B, B-C, A-C) in volts</th>
<th>between (A-B) [volts]</th>
<th>between (A-C) [volts]</th>
<th>between (B-C) [volts]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>103.5</td>
<td>103.5</td>
<td>103.8</td>
<td>98.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Obs:** The source voltage measured values are equal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source measured voltage (A-B, B-C, A-C) in volts</th>
<th>Current (A) [A]</th>
<th>Current (B) [A]</th>
<th>Current (C) [A]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>103.5</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>25.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Rotor Measured Values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source applied voltage (A-B, B-C, A-C) in volts</th>
<th>between (As-Bs) [volts]</th>
<th>Between (As-Cs) [volts]</th>
<th>between (Bs-Cs) [volts]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>103.5</td>
<td>48.5</td>
<td>66.6</td>
<td>51.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source measured voltage (A-B, B-C, A-C) in volts</th>
<th>Current (1) [A]</th>
<th>Current (2) [A]</th>
<th>Current (3) [A]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>103.5</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Stator Measured Values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source applied voltage (A-B, B-C, A-C) in volts</th>
<th>between (A-B)</th>
<th>between (A-C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>103.5</td>
<td>126.19°</td>
<td>245.14°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 8.17. Phase shift measurement of the stator quantity for test condition 3- Locked rotor condition, slip $s = 1$ and secondary open, for phase shift measurement.

**Rotor Measured Values**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source applied voltage (A-B, B-C, A-C) in volts</th>
<th>between (1-2)</th>
<th>between (1-3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>103.5</td>
<td>136.37°</td>
<td>257.24°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 8.18. Phase shift measurement for rotary transformer primary quantities with test condition 3
Figure 8.19. Photo of overall view of 30-kW DFIM with two-phase rotating transformer; the end shield on the transformer end was removed to show transformer details
Figure 8.20. Close up of 30-kW DFIM with two-phase rotating transformer; the end shield on transformer end was removed to show transformer details
Chapter 9: Conclusions

The objective of our project was three-fold: reducing system cost by seeking low-cost power converter options, maximizing wind power utilization by operating the drive for a wide range of speeds, and improving reliability by eliminating the carbon brush and slip ring and utilizing a rotary transformer. We were satisfied with the results for the first two objectives. The third objective was only partly fulfilled.

We proposed four low-cost alternative-power converters for processing the power developed by a doubly fed wound-rotor induction generator. All of these power converters were capable of operating the machine as a generator for both sub- and super-synchronous speed zone, and they also supported bi-directional power flow. The quality of the generated power was maintained to a high standard by interfacing the wind generator with the grid at almost unity power factor for all four proposed converters. Thus, without sacrificing performance, the cost of the system was reduced by choosing specified converters. Most of the components for all these power converters were either diodes or thyristors, which are relatively much cheaper than an equivalent power rating IGBTs.

The schematics, operating principle, control features, and comparative merits and demerits of each of the power converters were explained in detail and, finally, the performance of each of them was verified through SABER simulations. Relevant simulation results for all four power converters were presented. Thus, we illustrated the satisfactory performance of the proposed converters. Critical points or remarks for each converter relative to its operation and controls and special control efforts were discussed in detail.

After successful illustration of the variable-speed operation and performance of the four proposed power converters, we can conclude that the first objective of this project--reduction of the system cost by finding appropriate power converter--was accomplished quite satisfactorily.

The second objective for this project was to maximize the operating speed range of the variable-speed drive to optimize wind utilization. In conventional rotor-side control of a DFIM, the operating speed range of the drive was limited to twice the rated speed of the machine. This occurred because with the stator being directly connected to the grid, typical field weakening of the drive was no longer possible. However, we proposed a new control algorithm project wherein both the stator and the rotor side can be controlled by individual three-phase half-controlled power converters. Compared to the conventional schemes, the proposed control algorithm is advantageous in many respects.

First, the operating speed range of the drive was extended beyond twice the rated speed because field weakening is possible by employing power converters in both the stator and rotor of the machine. With such a control scheme, the speed can be theoretically increased for beyond twice the rated speed. Operating speeds of such drives may be limited only because of mechanical constraints.

Second, the proposed control scheme improved the efficiency of the drive (the machine, as well as power converters) by splitting the excitation current equally between the stator and the rotor windings. In a conventional rotor-side control scheme, the rotor winding as well as the machine-side power converter have to handle the rated reactive as well as the rated active component of the currents of the machine. This increases the current ratings for the rotor windings, as well as the machine-side power
converter, by 41%. Thus, the KVA rating of the rotor-side power converter has to be 41% higher than the rated operating slip power. Also, the losses in the rotor windings and the power converter will be high given the 41% increase in current rating through the rotor. Because of the construction features of an electrical machine, the cooling of the rotor is always difficult compared to its stator winding. Any extra loss in the rotor winding is disadvantageous with respect to thermal rating of the machine. However, with the proposed double-sided converter control scheme, the excitation current is equally split between the stator and the rotor winding. The losses in the rotor windings, as well as in the rotor-side power converter, are reduced. The combined KVA rating of both machine stator and rotor-side power converters was 30% less than that of a single power converter employed for conventional rotor side control. In addition, the combined stator and rotor copper loss was reduced by 17% with the proposed double-sided control scheme.

More importantly, in the proposed control scheme, the machine was always operated in super-synchronous generating mode. In this mode, power is always generated from both the stator and the rotor windings of the machine. Thus, the possibilities of circulating power flowing between the stator and the rotor side of the machine are completely eliminated. This latest feature will certainly improve the efficiency of the drive further. The added advantage of using the half-controlled configuration is that the machine-side converters become shoot-through safe, and they do not require any isolated power supply for their gate drives. Thus, it can be concluded that with the proposed double-sided control scheme, the second objective of this project—operation of the drive over a wide speed range—was achieved. We also showed that the losses in the drive were reduced and the system became much more rugged.

The third objective of the project was to eliminate the carbon brush and slip ring, and replace them with a rotary transformer. Normally, the rotary transformer is restricted to low-power, high-frequency applications. However, in this project, we explored the concept of the brushless operation of a DFIM for wind generator applications. Initially, a three-phase rotary transformer was investigated. We found that in the conventional configuration, the volume of the rotary transformer is too large to accommodate a three-phase transformer in the shaft of the machine. Rotary transformers have an air gap between the rotating primary winding and the stationary secondary winding, which increases the leakage inductance of the transformer. This, in turn, increases its volume. Power density is an important criterion for any electro-mechanical energy conversion system; therefore, a regular three-phase rotary transformer will obviously be a disadvantage for that reason. To improve the power density of the system, a two-phase transformer was explored in this project. By a thorough analysis we show that with the latter the volume of the rotary transformer can be reduced by 35% compared to a similar power-rated three-phase rotary transformer.

Unfortunately, the two-phase rotary transformer combined with a regular three-phase DFIM introduces unbalancing into the system. Such a scheme may introduce as much as a 60° phase unbalance into the machine. Such an unbalanced system calls for more complex control algorithm and a converter with full control flexibility. When the rotor winding is combined with a rotary transformer, the rotor current of the machine is no longer measurable. The latter introduces even more complexity into the system, and the control of the combined system becomes a challenging task.

In this project, several control schemes for connection with the diode bridge-chopper combination, as well as a full-bridge IGBT-based inverter, was explored. We found that with a simple diode bridge and
boost chopper, the performance of the drive was far from satisfactory. Hence, a converter with more control flexibility was desired. Finally, a regular IGBT-based three-phase full bridge inverter was chosen for driving the system. A regular field-orientation control scheme did not function satisfactorily with such a system because the field-orientation control was only valid for a linear and balanced system. The rotor current measurement was essential for the field-orientation controller. Because many of these conditions were not satisfied with the present system, the performance of the field-orientation controller could not be satisfactory. We simulated the system with such a field orientation scheme and found that the system generated excessive torque ripple with the conventional control scheme.

Finally, we devised a direct-stator power-based control algorithm for the present system. With the latest control scheme, no rotor current or rotor voltage measurement of the machine was required. One only needs to measure stator voltage and stator current, which are readily available for measurement in the given system. From the measured stator quantities, the stator active and reactive powers were calculated and used for indirectly controlling the machine torque and speed. Essentially, the active and reactive power generated by the system was directly controlled with such a control scheme. Control of these quantities was a desirable requirement for any generator application.

The direct-stator power-based control scheme was first applied for a regular three-phase balanced wound-rotor induction machine, and the performance of the system with such controller was quite satisfactory. Subsequently, the same control scheme was explored for an unbalanced system composed of a wound-rotor induction machine and a two-phase rotary transformer. Through analysis and simulation, we evaluated the unbalanced nature of the combined system. A detailed analysis of the proposed direct-stator power-based control scheme for an unbalanced system was carried out. We found that the proposed controller can support satisfactory performance of the system for a maximum 30° phase unbalancing. However, the proposed brushless generator system may introduce as high as 60 degree phase unbalancing when the secondary winding of the transformer is shorted. In the actual system, the unbalancing may be much less than 60°, but still it can be higher than 30° for some operating load. We showed through simulation that the proposed control scheme operated satisfactorily up to 75% system load. Within this load range, the torque and speed of the machine are controlled quite smoothly with this controller. However, beyond 75% load, the system was found to be unstable. A detailed SABER simulation combining the system and the controller was carried out.

Another drawback for a rotary transformer was that it became prone to saturation when the machine reached near-synchronous speed. We demonstrated through simulation that the rotary transformer showed saturation for any slip less than the ±6% range. This condition could be a typical case for any rotary transformer, irrespective of two-phase or three-phase structure. However, with the control scheme proposed in Chapter 5, employing a double-sided converter, the operation of a balanced three-phase rotary transformer can be fulfilled without any saturation problem because near-zero frequency operation of the rotor can be avoided with this scheme. A three-phase rotary transformer increases the volume of the system and, thus, is not an attractive solution for this application.

We concluded that for successful elimination of carbon brush and slip ring either a more sophisticated control scheme needs to be found or a more elegant rotary transformer structure has to be designed. This issue will be considered for future work.
To test the system, a 30-kW prototype was built using a state-of-the-art DSP and SKIIP power module. The hardware was tested with a 7.5-kW squirrel-cage induction motor with a DSP-based V/F control scheme. A sample experimental result was presented in this report. A 30-kW motor, along with a 20-KVA rotary transformer was fabricated by WEG motor of Brazil. Preliminary tests were conducted on the factory premises, and the nature of unbalancing in both stator and rotor quantities were illustrated through test results.

A total of four new low-cost power converters have been proposed for driving a doubly fed wound-rotor induction generator. Also, a new control scheme incorporating both stator- and rotor-side control has been proposed, through which the performance of the system is improved. We investigated a rotary transformer based system thoroughly and proposed a new control scheme for controlling an unbalanced system. Even though our proposed controller is inadequate for controlling the system over its entire operating range, such a scheme can handle a considerable amount of unbalancing in the system. This information is useful for future investigation on any unbalanced rotary transformer and wound-rotor induction machine combination.

9.1 Scope of Future Work

A series of future research projects could be proposed as the outcome of this present work. First, a more elegant rotary transformer-based system could be investigated so as to improve the power density of the system. Also, a more sophisticated control scheme may be investigated to achieve satisfactory performance of the rotary transformer.

There is also room for improvement in the performance of all four power converters proposed in this report. For example, in Chapter 1 we proposed a converter topology composed of a diode bridge, boost chopper, inverter, and reversible contactors. However, the line-side harmonics for sub-synchronous operation could not be eliminated completely in this project. A more elegant method could be investigated for reducing the line-side harmonics further.

Similarly, for topology 2 in Chapter 3, the operation of near-synchronous speed is not well controlled. A better control scheme may be found to improve the performance of the drive at or near synchronous speed.

For topology 4 in Chapter 5, the harmonics caused by half-controlled converter configuration was a point of concern. New control schemes may be designed for reducing the stator- and rotor-side harmonics. Also, for this converter topology, the line-side converter has to handle the full power produced by both the stator and the rotor windings. Hence, the KVA rating is higher. Efforts may be given to find an alternative converter scheme, so as to reduce the cost of the line-side converter.
Nomenclature

μs \hspace{1cm} \text{microsecond, page 193}

δ\rho \hspace{1cm} \text{Angle between Stator and Rotor magnetic flux, page 140}

ρ \hspace{1cm} \text{Mass density, page 120}

λ \hspace{1cm} \text{Magnetic flux, page 119}

φ \hspace{1cm} \text{Magnetic flux linkages, page 115}

μ \hspace{1cm} \text{Angular position of stator magnetizing flux}

ε \hspace{1cm} \text{Angular position of the shaft}

σ_s \hspace{1cm} \text{Stator leakage factor}

σ_s L_o \hspace{1cm} \text{Rotor leakage inductance}

σ_r \hspace{1cm} \text{Rotor leakage factor}

ψ_s \hspace{1cm} \text{Stator flux}

ψ_r \hspace{1cm} \text{Rotor flux}

ψ_m \hspace{1cm} \text{Air gap flux}

ω_s \hspace{1cm} \text{Stator angular frequency}

μH \hspace{1cm} \text{Microhenries of induction, page 67}

A \hspace{1cm} \text{Ampere, page 185}

AC \hspace{1cm} \text{Alternating current}

b \hspace{1cm} \text{(Can’t find) page 126}

B \hspace{1cm} \text{Dimensionless frictional coefficient (table 5.1)}

bjt_14.bjt_14_2_ \hspace{1cm} \text{Lower-leg IGBT (page 73)}

Cs1, Cs2, Cs3, etc \hspace{1cm} \text{Capacitors}

CSCF \hspace{1cm} \text{Constant-speed, constant-frequency operation}

d-axis \hspace{1cm} \text{Direct axis component of flux within generator, page 91, 99}
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D1, D2, D3, etc</td>
<td>Diodes (page 44 and 66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAC</td>
<td>Digital to analogue converter, page 194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>Direct current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFIM</td>
<td>Doubly fed induction machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSC</td>
<td>Direct self-control, page 138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSP</td>
<td>Digital signal processor, page 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTC</td>
<td>Direct torque control, page 138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D_st</td>
<td>Label for starting circuit diode, page 96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_s$</td>
<td>Stator induced voltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_r$</td>
<td>Rotor induced voltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f$</td>
<td>Frequency page 119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEC</td>
<td>Front-end converter, page 47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFT</td>
<td>Fast Fourier transform, page 74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_s$</td>
<td>Synchronous frequency (table 5.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>Various iron core dimensions in millimeters, page 123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$i(1.sym24)$</td>
<td>Phase current through front-end rectifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$i(sw1_14.sw1_14_1)$</td>
<td>Current through lower MOSFET (Sw4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ia</td>
<td>Total phase-A grid current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ia_fec</td>
<td>Front-end converter phase a current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iar</td>
<td>Rotor-phase current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ias</td>
<td>Stator-phase current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ic(bjt_14.bjt_14_2)</td>
<td>Current through lower half IGBT (Sw2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>idc</td>
<td>DC link current (page 55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>idid(sym56)</td>
<td>Current through the anti-parallel diode of the lower-half MOSFET (Sw4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>igaa</td>
<td>Front-end converter phase-A current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O</td>
<td>Input/out page 193</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IGBT	Insulated gate bipolar transistor

\(i_{\text{scr}}(\text{scr1.sym31})\) Current through lower-half thyristor (T1) of phase A

\(i_{\text{scr}}(\text{scr1.sym34})\) Current through lower-half thyristor (T4) of phase A

\(i(\text{short}_d\_\text{rot}_\text{a})\) Current through the diode rectifier

\(i(\text{short.in}_\text{rot}_\text{a})\) Current through the IGBT inverter

isd Direct axis stator current, page 139

isq Quadrature axis stator current, page 16

\(i_s = i_{sd} + ji_{sq}\) Stator current

\(i_r = i_{rd} + ji_{rq}\) Rotor current

\(i_{ms}\) Stator magnetizing current

\(i_{rd}\) Direct axis rotor current, page 99, 139

\(i_{rq}\) Quadrature axis rotor current, page 98, 139

\(i_s^r\) Stator current in rotor reference frame

\(i_{sd}\) Direct axis page 98

\(i_r^s\) Rotor current in stator reference frame

\(J\) Moment of inertia (table 5.1)

JTAG Page 193

KVA Kilovolt-amperes, page 132

LHS Rotor-side control page 89

Lm magnetizing inductance (table 5.1)

Lp Primary winding inductance (page 67)

Ln Secondary winding inductance (page 67)

\(L_0\) Magnetizing inductance
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$m_d$</td>
<td>Reference torque, page 145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATLAB</td>
<td>Engineering computer program, page 186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMF</td>
<td>Magnitomotive force page 113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOSFET</td>
<td>Metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSC</td>
<td>Machine-side converter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWh</td>
<td>Megawatt-hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_n2556</td>
<td>Contactor changeover logic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_a/n_r$</td>
<td>Turns ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N, $N_1$, $N_2$, $N_3$, etc</td>
<td>Number of turns in a coil, page 115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nc</td>
<td>Normally closed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no</td>
<td>Normally open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ns</td>
<td>Nanosecond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Pole count (table 5.1) also defined as Power generated on page 145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pitch_cntrl_en</td>
<td>Rotor pitch control (+1) / converter control (0) logic signal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM</td>
<td>Mechanical power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pu</td>
<td>Per unit (EE usage meaning normalized by rated value), page 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pr</td>
<td>Rotor power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ps</td>
<td>Stator power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWM</td>
<td>Pulse-width modulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q-axis</td>
<td>Quadrature axis within an electric machine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1, Q2</td>
<td>Labels for electronic switches, page 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qs</td>
<td>Quantity of reactive power in volt-ampere units, page 139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_1$, $R_2$, $R_3$, etc</td>
<td>Algebraic symbols for resistance or resistors, page 115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rect_inv_lgc</td>
<td>Rectifier mode (+1) / inverter mode (-1) logic signal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS</td>
<td>Root mean square value of variable, page 73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rr</td>
<td>Rotor resistance (table 5.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rs</td>
<td>Stator resistance (table 5.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rs1, Rs2, Rs3, etc</td>
<td>Resistors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1, S2, S3, etc</td>
<td>Active switching state, page 141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SABER</td>
<td>Electric circuit simulation computer program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scr_lgc</td>
<td>Two valued logic signal, page 51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCR</td>
<td>Silicon controlled rectifier, page 56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_q$</td>
<td>Electromagnetic torque</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1, T2, T3, etc</td>
<td>Thyristors, page 66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T^*$</td>
<td>Generator torque command signal, page 47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_q$</td>
<td>Turn-off time for a thyristor, page 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tq_mks</td>
<td>Torque developed by the machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THD</td>
<td>Total harmonic distortion, page 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U1, U2, U3</td>
<td>Voltage space vectors, page 141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u_ra</td>
<td>Rotor-phase voltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V1, V2, V3, etc</td>
<td>Voltage symbols, page 115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vas</td>
<td>Stator-phase voltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vdc</td>
<td>DC bus voltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V/F</td>
<td>Voltage to frequency ratio (to be held constant during variable speed operation), page 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_r$</td>
<td>Rotor terminal voltage, page 44 and page 85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_s$</td>
<td>Stator terminal voltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSCF</td>
<td>Variable-speed constant-frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WECS</td>
<td>Wind energy conversion system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wmm</td>
<td>Mechanical speed of the machine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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This report describes four low-cost alternative power converters for processing the power developed by a doubly fed wound-rotor induction generator for wind energy conversion systems.